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Autonomous Trajectory Planning for Satellite RPO and Safety of Flight using Convex
Optimization
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Nicholas G. Ortolano, Doctor of Philosophy
Utah State University, 2018
Major Professor: David K. Geller, Ph.D.
Department: Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
New solutions to the optimal autonomous trajectory planning problem for rendezvous
and proximity operations of two satellites are developed using convex optimization theory.
Convex optimization algorithms have deterministic convergence properties, are self-starting,
i.e., they do not require an initial guess, and have been tested in real-time environments.
Traditional spacecraft rendezvous, inspection, and final approach trajectories with respect
to a circular chief reference orbit are considered, as well as new approach scenarios which
ensure the safety of flight of two satellites. A variety of linear dynamics models are investi-
gated: Hill Clohessy-Wiltshire dynamics to describe the relative motion in a local-horizontal
local-vertical frame, relative orbital motion dynamics relative to a spinning or uncontrolled
spacecraft, and a new formulation that implements relative orbital elements. Optional tra-
jectory constraints that are considered include maximum thrust acceleration levels, approach
corridors, spherical keep-out zones, and passive safety of flight constraints. Passive safety
of flight constraints for trajectory design are imposed as a means for ensuring zero prob-
ability of collision in the event of a passive failure on the deputy satellite, such as power
loss, computer shutdown/reboot, or a suspension of normal activities due to mission/vehicle
anomalies. This involves constraints that ensure the deputy is in a passive abort safety
iv
ellipse at all times, to avoid collision with the chief satellite in the event of a passive failure.
In all cases, an algorithm based on a second-order cone program is developed and used to
generate minimum-fuel rendezvous and proximity operation trajectories. In the event that
nonconvex constraints are required, a method of sequential convex programming is adopted,
whereby all nonconvex constraints are convexified via linearized approximations, and a con-
vex program is iteratively solved. Data on algorithm CPU and memory requirements for
a variety of scenarios is collected. Reference trajectory results from the algorithm are pre-
sented for several typical scenarios. These scenarios are implemented in a nonlinear orbital
simulation, using optimal trajectory following methods, to better understand the efficiency
and practicality of convex rendezvous and proximity operations trajectory planning.
(364 pages)
vPUBLIC ABSTRACT
Autonomous Trajectory Planning for Satellite RPO and Safety of Flight using Convex
Optimization
Nicholas G. Ortolano
Optimal trajectory planning methods that implement convex optimization techniques
are applied to the area of satellite rendezvous and proximity operations. This involves the
development of linearized relative orbital motion dynamics and constraints for two satellites,
where one maintains a near-circular reference orbit. The result is formulated as a convex
optimization problem, where the objective is to minimize the amount of fuel required to
transfer from a given initial condition to the desired final conditions. A traditional ren-
dezvous and proximity operations scenario is analyzed, which includes examples of initial
approach, inspection, final approach, and docking trajectories. This scenario may include
trajectory constraints such as maximum allowable control acceleration levels, approach cor-
ridors, and spherical keep-out zones. A second scenario that ensures passive safety of flight
is also developed, where constraints are imposed to guarantee passive safety, in the event of
control failures on the maneuvering satellite. The convex optimization problem is ultimately
formulated as a second-order cone program. Algorithm CPU and memory requirements are
analyzed. Several examples of resulting optimal trajectories are presented for both scenarios,
and these trajectories are implemented in a nonlinear simulation.
vi
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Optimal trajectory planning for orbital rendezvous and proximity operations (RPO)
is a long-standing area of research. This involves trajectory design for fuel-optimal orbital
maneuvers, and is used extensively in guidance, navigation, and control (GN&C) applica-
tions while in the vicinity of a space object. The fundamental RPO problem is described
by the relative motion of two satellites: a chief and deputy. The chief's orbit is defined as
the `target' or `reference,' and the relative motion of the deputy is typically described with
respect to the chief's reference frame. A mission with RPO aspects is commonly separated
into two mission phases. This consists of the far-field and the near-field phases. The area of
proximity operations falls into the category of near-field range, involving operations where
the deputy satellite is generally within five kilometers separation from the chief [1].
Over the course of investigating RPO GN&C strategies and concept of operations,
several relative orbital motion models have been developed. These may include dynamics
models with respect to a circular or noncircular reference orbit, and with or without various
perturbations [24]. Current formulations are applicable to a variety of RPO scenarios,
including initial approach, safety of flight, relative orbit maintenance, and terminal approach
[5,6]. The differences between dynamics models usually involve the benefits associated with
obtaining greater accuracy, and the costs of complexity and/or numerical efficiency.
Most RPO trajectories are designed with multiple constraints on the state, control effort,
and/or time, depending on mission objectives [1, 7]. This makes the issue of determining
feasible trajectories a substantial component of the comprehensive RPO optimal trajectory
planning problem. The need for efficient on-board trajectory planning algorithms that can
handle these constraints is significant, since ultimately, these algorithms need to provide
autonomous, near real-time trajectory generation.
2Research and development in this area is sustained by the desire for greater capa-
bilities with regards to satellite formation flying, inspection, servicing, and docking [8, 9].
Furthermore, the requirement for autonomous trajectory generation is imperative, since the
number of orbital debris and resident space objects is greatly increasing. Motivation for self-
governing satellite technology is strong, as reliance on ground control is not always practical
in a collision avoidance scenario. Therefore, it is critical for developments in optimal RPO
trajectory planning to include safety of flight guarantees. Typically, this is comprised of
key features in trajectory design such as passive abort (safety) ellipses, approach corridors,
keep-out zones, and plume impingement constraints [1, 10, 11]. These elements serve to re-
duce the level of effort required by ground systems for trajectory monitoring, and safety of
flight assurance.
It is evident that the optimization theory applied to this problem must have the capacity
to provide optimal trajectory planning, and to readily include various safety of flight con-
straints. A variety of techniques exist, for example: nonlinear optimization, model predictive
control (MPC), mixed integer linear programming (MILP), feedback control methods, and
convex programming. Algorithms considered for on-board applications are often compared
using factors such as accuracy, convergence rate, convergence guarantees, computational
efficiency, and complexity [8]. Acknowledging these criterion, applications of convex opti-
mization are recognized as superior since convex optimization algorithms have deterministic
and guaranteed convergence properties to the global minimum [12]. This fact has resulted
in other real-time applications of convex optimization such as Mars powered descent guid-
ance [13,14]. The objective of this research is to develop a prototype autonomous on-board
RPO trajectory generation capability based on convex optimization.
1.1 Methodology
This research aims to develop optimal autonomous trajectory planning techniques,
which are formulated specifically for orbital RPO. Several previously developed solutions
to the autonomous RPO trajectory planning problem have been proposed. It is the goal
to first discuss these current methods, to show the benefits and drawbacks for each, and to
3fortify the practicality of convex optimization techniques in comparison. These are covered
in detail in the initial literature survey, and are summarized here.
Nonlinear control methods clearly benefit from the direct implementation of nonlinear
objective functions and constraints, however, these methods are computationally intensive
and may provide solutions at local minima. For these reasons, nonlinear optimization may
not be a realistic candidate for autonomous guidance [15]. Model predictive control methods
implement a quadratic cost function, subject to linear equality and inequality constraints.
Therefore, they cannot directly enforce a nonlinear spherical keep-out zone for collision
avoidance, but instead use a separating hyper-plane that lies on the sphere boundary and
enables the solution set to remain convex [15]. This method, however, may be considered
over-constrained and computationally intensive due to the graph-search method that is ulti-
mately employed, to determine a path around the debris [8]. In mixed integer programming
formulations, constraints can be turned on or off as needed, and these constraints can be
non-convex. This approach can be shown through analytical proof to have deterministic
convergence properties making it a possible algorithm for on-board applications [16], but
ultimately the algorithms are nonconvex and require branch-and-bound search methods.
Feedback control with artificial potential functions are certainly advantageous since they
give an analytical control solution and are inherently globally stable. However, due to the
repulsive/attractive potential fields that they use to model path constraints, the solution
may converge to a local minimum rather than a global minimum, making it a potentially
undesirable approach to the autonomous trajectory planning problem [8].
In this work, convex optimization techniques are adopted and applied to optimal RPO
trajectory planning scenarios. Convex problems are known to provide global optimality,
have polynomial-time convergence properties, and are solved with rapid, numerically stable,
and efficient solvers [17,18]. The problem of optimal trajectory planning for orbital RPO is
cast as a specific convex optimization problem, a second-order cone program (SOCP) [19],
with the objective to minimize propellant. The SOCP is self-starting and has deterministic
convergence properties, making it an ideal candidate for solving this problem and providing
4autonomous real-time results [20]. In this analysis, all of the convex trajectory optimization
problems are cast as fixed-final time problems. While this may be limited, it is the opinion
of the author that operational constraints such as lighting, communications, and the overall
mission time line will drive the value of the transfer time or its maximum value. The
trajectory planner developed herein can accommodate any of these cases.
Several traditional fixed-time RPO scenarios are considered, including initial approach,
satellite inspection or way-point following, and final approach trajectories. In addition,
several new scenarios involving trajectory planning to ensure safety of flight (SOF) are also
presented. This formulation is based upon the development of constraints which ensure the
deputy satellite is in a passively safe relative ellipse at all times. A variety of constraints
may be imposed on these trajectories, in addition to the fixed final-time. These include
initial/final boundary conditions, maximum thrust availability, approach corridors, keep-
out zones, and safety of flight requirements.
In the case of traditional RPO scenarios, all initial and final conditions are interpreted
as the initial and final relative position and velocity of the deputy, in the desired frame
of reference. The other constraints of interest for these scenarios are maximum thrust
acceleration, approach corridors, and a spherical keep-out zone (KOZ). These are optionally
enforced for both nadir-pointing and controlled or uncontrolled spinning spacecraft frames
of reference. The standard Hill, Clohessy-Wiltshire (HCW) equations in both Cartesian
and spherical coordinates are utilized when a trajectory relative to a local-vertical, local-
horizontal (LVLH) frame is desired. In the case of optimal trajectory planning relative to a
controlled or uncontrolled spinning spacecraft, a newly developed relative orbital dynamics
model with respect to a spacecraft-fixed frame is utilized.
In the new SOF scenarios, the initial and final conditions are interpreted as initial and
final safety ellipses. These correspond to a set of relative orbital elements, which can be used
to calculate relative position and velocity. However, as will be seen, some terminal relative
orbital element constraints may be relaxed, in order to provide a more optimal transfer
from one relative ellipse to another. The constraints in these scenarios include maximum
5thrust acceleration, and safety of flight constraints on the relative ellipse size, position, and
orientation.
The solution to the SOCP can be stated in terms of the primal objective function
and the dual objective function (from Lagrange's constrained optimization theory), where
the dual function is guaranteed to be convex [20]. Provided there is strong duality, which
convex problems are known to have, then there are guaranteed optimal solutions to both the
primal and dual problems, and the solutions are identical. Solving the primal-dual problem
greatly increases the capabilities of the SOCP and its simplicity makes it advantageous when
compared to more complex methods such as the model predictive control algorithms [11].
Additionally, the number of iterations required for convergence to the global minimum can be
determined a priori, making convex optimization algorithms more desirable in comparison
to algorithms with non-deterministic convergence [20, 21]. Several optimal guidance and
trajectory planning formulations that implement the SOCP have been developed. These
include the Mars landing powered descent guidance work for the Mars Science Laboratory
[13, 14], and autonomous RPO trajectory planning using successive approximations to a
linearized gravity model [22].
In addition to adopting convex optimization techniques and the SOCP, a philosophy
of trajectory-following is assumed. That is, once the RPO planner generates an optimal
relative position and velocity trajectory, it is the responsibility of the on-board position and
velocity control systems to follow the prescribed optimal trajectory. Plume-impingement
constraints can be cast as convex SOCP [22], however, it was decided early in this research
to exclude this constraint, as it requires a specific vehicle and/or thruster configuration.
These assumptions eliminate the need to model specific thruster locations and orientations,
the rotational dynamics of the chaser spacecraft, and the on-board control system within the
optimization algorithm. The result is a simplified optimization problem without a significant
loss in overall performance.
In cases where trajectory constraints cannot be convexified, or cast directly in an SOCP,
the method of sequential convex programming (SCP) is employed [11]. This involves formu-
6lating an approximate convex optimization problem, subject to approximations for each non-
convex constraint, and iteratively solving an SOCP until a convergence criteria is met [21].
The nonconvex constraints consist of the spherical KOZ, and the safety of flight constraints.
The SCP method has been applied to a variety of aerospace RPO-type scenarios, which
include nonlinear and nonconvex objective functions, as well as nonlinear dynamics mod-
els [22, 23]. While the SCP formulation has not yet been shown to have guaranteed con-
vergence in all cases, preliminary results from the specific RPO problems in this work show
fast convergence, requiring only a few sequential iterations.
There are clearly many different types of RPO trajectory problems, especially when
considering variable transfer times, boundary conditions, and desired trajectory constraints.
As a result, five different prototype RPO problem formulations are developed, and will be
used to solve for the different elements of the overarching RPO problem. Each formulation
includes different constraints, depending on the specific trajectory to be planned. These are
summarized as follows:
1. Problem Formulation I: Minimum propellant, fixed final-time transfer trajectories
(e.g. from point A to point B), with maximum acceleration constraints, relative to a
chief-centered reference frame (LVLH or other rotating frame). The optimal solutions
generally require two or more impulsive maneuvers, or continuous maneuvers when
the maximum acceleration constraint is enforced. Convergence is guaranteed with
deterministic CPU requirements.
2. Problem Formulation II:Minimum propellant, fixed final-time transfer trajectories
(e.g. from point A to point B) with maximum acceleration, and approach corridor con-
straints, relative to a chief-centered reference frame (LVLH or other rotating frame).
The optimal solutions generally require two or more impulsive maneuvers, or contin-
uous maneuvers when the maximum acceleration constraint is enforced or while near
the boundary of the approach corridor constraint. Convergence is guaranteed with
deterministic CPU requirements.
73. Problem Formulation III: Minimum propellant, fixed final-time transfer trajecto-
ries (e.g. from point A to point B) with maximum acceleration, approach corridor,
and spherical KOZ constraints, relative to a chief-centered reference coordinate frame
(LVLH or other rotating frame). Optimal solutions generally require two or more
impulsive maneuvers, or continuous maneuvers when the maximum acceleration con-
straint is enforced or while near the boundary of the approach corridor or spherical
KOZ constraints. The method of sequential convex optimization is currently required
in the KOZ cases, though all cases examined in this work show convergence in just a
few iterations.
4. Problem Formulation IV: Minimum propellant, fixed final-time transfer trajecto-
ries (e.g. from relative ellipse A to relative ellipse B), with maximum acceleration
constraints, relative to a chief-centered reference frame. The optimal solutions gen-
erally require two or more impulsive maneuvers, or continuous maneuvers when the
maximum acceleration constraint is enforced. Convergence is guaranteed with deter-
ministic CPU requirements.
5. Problem Formulation V: Minimum propellant, fixed final-time transfer trajecto-
ries (e.g. from relative ellipse A to relative ellipse B), with maximum acceleration
constraints, and SOF constraints, relative to a chief-centered reference frame. The
optimal solutions generally require two or more impulsive maneuvers, or continuous
maneuvers when the maximum acceleration constraint is enforced. The method of
sequential convex optimization is currently required in the SOF scenarios, though all
cases examined in this work show convergence in just a few iterations.
For each problem formulation shown above, specific cases are examined, depending on
the different phases of RPO. The trajectory phases considered in this research are formulated
according to the typical time line of an RPO mission. In the traditional RPO scenario, they
are separated into an Initial Approach Phase, a Way Point Following/Inspection Phase,
and a Final Approach Phase. In the new SOF RPO scenario, the cases are very similar,
8but ensure passive safety. These are separated into the Safe Initial Approach Phase, Safe
Traveling Ellipse Phase, and Safe Final Approach Phase. A summary is provided here.
Scenario 1 - Traditional Rendezvous, Inspection, and Final Approach:
• Case 1 - Initial Approach Phase
• Case 2 - Way-point Following/Inspection Phase
• Case 3 - Final Approach Phase
Scenario 2 - Safe Rendezvous, Traveling Ellipse, and Final Approach:
• Case 1 - Safe Initial Approach Phase
• Case 2 - Safe Traveling Ellipse Phase
• Case 3 - Safe Final Approach Phase
The analysis to be carried out for the scenarios and mission phases described above
is divided into two groups. The first is to analyze the results from the optimal trajectory
planner, while the second is to evaluate how well the planned trajectories perform in a
nonlinear simulation, using the trajectory following method. Trajectory results from the
convex RPO planner are included in earlier chapters, directly after the formulation and
development of each. In the Performance Analysis chapters, nonlinear simulation results are
included, which compare the optimal planner trajectory and propellant use to the simulation
trajectory and propellant.
The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows. Previous research and de-
velopment relevant to this area of study is presented in the Chapter 2 literature survey.
This is comprised of other optimal guidance techniques, relative orbital motion models, and
current safety of flight ideas. A detailed review of convex optimization theory, and example
applications is provided in Chapter 3. The thesis statement and research overview follows in
Chapter 4, which includes a detailed description of the analysis to be performed. Chapters
5 and 6 develop the relative orbital motion models to be used in the convex RPO plan-
ner. These developments are followed by Chapters 7, 8, and 9, which formulate the convex
problems, and show trajectory planner results. Chapter 10 shows a specific application in
9formulating a custom convex RPO solver. Chapter 11 presents results on the required CPU
and memory to solve the RPO problem. The nonlinear simulation models are developed in
Chapter 12, followed by the nonlinear simulation results in Chapters 13, 14, and 15. Final




There exists an extensive amount of literature related to the optimal RPO trajectory
planning problem and related problems. The relevant literature also varies greatly from
relative orbital motion models, to safety of flight concepts, optimization techniques, and
control theory. The purpose of this chapter is to present a broad overview of autonomous
aerospace applications, relative satellite motion models, safety of flight assurance techniques,
and optimal satellite guidance methods that are currently used. Each of these sections covers
a specific topic related to general autonomous RPO trajectory planning. At the end of each
section the scope of the problem is narrowed down, and the elements of each RPO category
that are directly related to this research are accessed. This allows the main takeaway of
each portion of this literature survey to focus on the primary concepts that contribute the
largest advances to this field of research.
2.1 Autonomy, Optimal Control, and Convex Optimization: Aerospace Appli-
cations
There has been much prior effort to the application of autonomy in aeronautical and
aerospace engineering in general. The vast majority of these applications originate in the
field of robotics, and more specifically, to the autonomy of drones and UAVs [24]. For
example, the autonomous lateral-directional control using Eigenstructure assignment [25],
and optimal path planning for UAVs [26]. Several methods for optimal trajectory planning
have been developed which efficiently handle nonconvex constraints using a method known as
sequential convex programming (SCP). One such application involves generating collision-
free trajectories for quadcopters [27], and another applies to multi-robot navigation and
formation control with obstacle constraints [28, 29]. A more general approach to robotic
path planning using SCP methods is developed Chen, Cutler, and How [30]. These next
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few paragraphs focus specifically on aerospace applications of optimal control and trajectory
design using convex optimization.
Optimal control and trajectory design in the field of aerospace has a very rich and refined
history. First progress began with the optimization techniques developed by Lev Pontryagin,
in his formulation of the Hamiltonian and Maximum Principle in the 1960's [31]. Following
his work, other revolutionary contributions include the introduction of primal vector theory,
co-state equations, and switching functions, from Theodore Edelbaum and Derek Lawden's
work, which made significant advancements to the area of optimal controls [32, 33]. Many
important problems resulted from their work, including Edelbaum's "number of impulses"
problem, which led to an auent evolution of modern optimization and control theories.
In recent years, convex optimization theory has dominated the field of optimal trajectory
planning and led to a rich development of different formulations. These methods apply to
a great variety of scenarios, from planetary precision landing, to satellite control, and to
the area of RPO. The solution to optimal control problems involves implementing calculus
of variations to determine optimal trajectories and controls, and in some cases analytic (or
approximate analytic) solutions may be developed for either RPO scenarios or interplanetary
trajectories [3436]. The first developments to emerge involve the coordination and control
of multiple spacecraft by Tillerson [37,37]. This is closely related to other formulation-flying
models for relative motion and trajectory optimization by Wu et al. [38], and Goel et al. [23].
Significant developments have also been made for planetary landing problems, in the
work of Acikmese and Blackmore [13,14,3942]. Other enhancements to this problem include
interpolation-enhanced methods by Scharf [43, 44], asteroid power descent by Pinson and
Lu [45], and the results from Harris and Acikmese [46, 47] for maximum-divert landings
(applications of large-divert problems for rocket guidance are also shown by Scharf et al.
in [48]). Custom algorithm development for landing is documented extensively in a paper
by Dueri [49]. Two SCP approaches (one developed by Szmuk [50], and another Wang
[51]) are the most recent additions to these landing problems. Other trajectory-generation
related works cover convex trajectory planning problems for geostationary station-keeping
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by Bruijn et al. [52,53] and continuously-constrained trajectory formulations by Deaconu et
al. [54]. Other applications apply to attitude control as in Kim's work [55], and the work by
Kjellberg [56], where nonconvex attitude constraints were implemented.
Full nonlinear solution methods to the two-body trajectory planning problem have been
recently developed, which use convex programming algorithms in what is termed a method
of successive approximations [22, 57]. The MSA is essentially an outer loop on the convex
optimization problem, whereby the optimal solution to the full convex optimization problem
is calculated repeatedly, until a convergence criterion for the outer loop is met. The paper
by Lu and Liu formulates a relaxed problem (proven to be a lossless relaxation technique)
for the control variable, and implements the full nonlinear equations of motion (including
J2 and drag) [22]. The relaxed problem is formulated with the addition of slack variables,
which allows convenient implementation of the plume impingement constraint. The two-
body equations of motion are expressed using a linear gravity model, and then iterated to
determine the optimal solution to the full nonlinear problem. There are no assumptions
about the reference orbit of the chief vehicle.
Lu's and Liu's approach is solved using a second-order cone program, which implements
the primal-dual interior point algorithm, allowing for faster convergence rates and guaran-
teed convergence [58]. He formulates the problem as a second-order cone problem (SOCP),
which includes a linear cost function, subject to linear equality constraints for dynamics and
second-order conic inequality constraints on the slack variables. The constraints considered
are terminal state constraints, approach corridor constraints, terminal thrust plume im-
pingement constraints, thrust maximum magnitude constraints, and a KOZ constraint [22].
A first-order constraint for the KOZ is used, to convexify the domain, and then updated on
each iteration of the method of successive approximations.
Convex optimization techniques for optimal guidance have also been tested in real-time
environments. The precedent application is Acikmese and Ploen's Mars powered descent
guidance algorithm. It provides a convex optimal control formulation subject to nonconvex
control constraints [13,14]. Similar results and documentation are provided by Liu, Shen, and
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Lu in [59], and apply specifically to an SOCP problem. There are also methods formulated by
Lu et.al. and Acikmese which discuss how to solve inherently nonconvex problems through
convex optimization, and are used in the Mars Science Laboratory descent guidance [13,21].
This allows the control maximum and minimum acceleration levels to be convexified and
enforced in the approach. Due to guaranteed, deterministic convergence to a globally optimal
solution, convex optimization algorithms are an exceptional option for real-time, on-board
implementation.
2.2 Relative Satellite Motion Models
Models for relative motion describe the dynamics of one satellite relative to another,
and may be modeled with a variety of different reference orbits. The reference orbit defines
the orbit in which one vehicle's reference frame exists, where all motion of the other vehicle
is described as observed from the reference frame. A brief introduction to some relative
motion models is provided here. For a more comprehensive list, see the survey by Sullivan,
Grimberg, and D'Amico [60].
Reference orbit models range from low eccentricity orbits to highly eccentric orbits, and
many models include perturbations such as J2, drag, solar radiation pressure, and third-body
terms [4, 61, 62]. These models can be applied to many different scenarios in the terminal
rendezvous and proximity operations phase of a satellite's mission. Most models can be
generally classified according to the type of nominal reference orbit considered, primarily
between circular or elliptic and perturbed or unperturbed where the reference vehicle is
cooperative [61], however, in some instances a non-cooperative vehicle is also considered
[6365]. Many first-order models begin with the linearization of the relative motion dynamics
in a gravitational field defined by an inverse square law, and may include first-order terms
from perturbations.
Two of the most common formulations for terminal RPO are the Hill-Clohessy, Wiltshire
(HCW) and Tschauer-Hempel (TH) equations [66, 67]. The HCW formulation provides a
linear time invariant (LTI) solution for a chief satellite in a circular reference orbit, and a
deputy in a nearby low-eccentricity orbit. The unperturbed relative motion of the deputy is
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well defined using the HCW model, however, for perturbed and/or elliptic reference orbits,
the HCW equations may be considered limited. The TH equations offer a closed-form linear
time varying (LTV) solution for relative motion about an elliptic chief reference orbit, and
may be used in elliptic orbital RPO. Both the HCW and TH linearized equations are typically
represented in a local-vertical local-horizontal (LVLH) frame, and may be coordinatized in
either rectangular or curvilinear coordinates [68,69]. For two orbits of arbitrary eccentricity,
alternative time-varying models similar to the TH equations have been developed such as
the time-explicit representation by Melton [70], the time-varying transformations proposed
by Sherrill et al. [71], or the model with time as the independent variable, from Broucke [72].
The results from many recent relative orbital motion models is to make improvements on
the state transition matrix formulation, and test these results in a nonlinear simulation to
verify model accuracy and validate assumptions [2, 73].
Other types of models are derived from constants of motion, orbital elements, or other
orbital parameters, as first suggested by Hill [74]. These methods allow for derivations of
higher-order extensions to the linearized HCW and TH equations, which may be greatly
simplified and written in closed-form under certain approximations [7577]. Previous work
has also been done by Karlgaard and Lutze using the method of multiple scales to formulate
second-order equations of relative motion [78]. Another second-order formulation is derived
by Sengupta, Vadali, and Alfriend which includes perturbations [79]. Relative orbital ele-
ments have also been used in conjunction with Hill's equations to distinguish higher-accuracy
mappings of relative motion dynamics [80]. For each of these relative orbital motion models,
the reference frame varies depending on the problem formulation. Condurache and Marti-
nusi's work provides a more general approach to Keplerian dynamics in a rotating reference
frame, where the results presented are frame independent [81].
The HCW model is the fundamental model for this research since it provides a simple,
closed-form, and convenient way to describe the relative motion of a deputy satellite in
close proximity of a chief satellite's circular reference orbit. These equations can be utilized
in many scenarios, where depending on the degree of proximity, may sufficiently model
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the dynamics even for low-eccentricities and perturbed orbits [71, 82]. The HCW system
can be written as six first-order LTI differential equations, defined in terms of the relative
position and velocity in the chief's LVLH frame. The linearized equations of motion for
the deputy satellite with respect to the rotating chief-centered LVLH frame, and including
control accelerations, are [68]
x¨− 2ωy˙ − 3ω2x− aTx = 0
y¨ + 2ωx˙− aTy = 0
z¨ + ω2z − aTz = 0
(2.1)












and the thrust acceleration control is






The relative position and velocity of the deputy satellite completely define the deputy's
relative orbit with respect to the Cartesian LVLH frame. For purposes of convention, the
radial, in-track, cross-track (RIC) version of the LVLH frame is preferred, as presented in
Schaub and Junkins [83].
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2.3 Safety of Flight
Safety of flight methods generally stem from the ability to guarantee zero probability of
collision, given the trajectory errors and uncertainties of two nearby vehicles, or two vehicles
with intersecting orbits. These uncertainties are typically a result of modeling, navigation,
and control errors. There are two main elements of collision avoidance, active safety of
flight and passive safety of flight. These may also be divided into short-term and long-
term collision avoidance guarantees, where active collision avoidance is generally associated
with short-term, and passive with long-term [84]. Work in short-term collision probability
determination has proven to give fast and reliable solutions which may be used to calculate
collision avoidance maneuvers [85, 86]. Passively safe trajectories guarantee safety of flight
over much longer times and over wider flight regimes, including in the event of on-board
power loss or control failure [6]. Methods have been developed and applied to guarantee
safe RPO for spacecraft swarm design with operational constraints by Koenig [87]. Many
problems for spacecraft swarms must also adopt safe trajectory design, which is inherent for
spacecraft cooperation and coordination, as shown by Tillerson, Inalhan, and How [37,88,89].
The safety of flight (SOF) concepts that relate directly to the RPO problem formulation
can be summarized with a few key terms. These include the passive abort safety ellipse
(PASE), the approach corridor, and a keep-out zone (KOZ). Each represents a constraint on
the current or future relative position of the deputy satellite. A PASE is a convenient way to
ensure that, in the case of an internal failure on the deputy satellite, there is zero probability
that it will drift into the chief satellite, within the range of motion described by the linear
assumptions [10]. Approach corridors and keep-out zone constraints can also be enforced,
but generally are not passive transfer methods, and may not ensure terminal SOF. However,
the implementation of these constraints is still valid as an active RPO transfer solution, and
can be enforced over the entire duration of the trajectory. The approach corridor may be
desired for a variety of reasons, for instance, optics/sensor constraints, structural avoidance
constraints, and/or other operational considerations [16]. Other constraint varieties for SOF
include constraints on relative velocity, and control effort. One example of a constraint on
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control that has been implemented is the plume impingement constraint [22].
In the case of determining optimal PASE formulations, several approaches have been
developed. For example, control formulations using ROEs from Yin and Han's work de-
couples the in-plane and out-of-plane motion for a separated control analysis [77]. Hybrid
combinations of Cartesian and orbital element feedback laws, and feedback control using
mean orbital elements have also been developed by Schaub and Alfriend, with applications
in the area of formation flying [90, 91]. Examples and constraints for SOF using infinite
horizon passive (or receding horizon) collision avoidance are established in the paper by
Breger and How, where cost/benefit tradeoffs are examined [6]. With the focus of this re-
search on SOF formulation using the HCW equations, a new set of relative orbital elements
characterized by these equations are the core of the SOF formulation.
The HCW ROE states, developed by Lovell and Spencer, describe the size and position
of a relative ellipse, in terms of the original HCW LVLH states [92]. This set of ROEs
is considerably effective for interpreting the in-plane and out-of-plane dynamics of relative
ellipses in the Cartesian LVLH frame. Due to this property, the ROEs lend themselves very
nicely to the implementation of PASE constraints. These relative orbital elements have also
been used to develop relative teardrop trajectory design and guidance algorithms by Prince
and Cobb [93], and optimal range-observability maneuvers for satellite relative navigation by
Franquiz and Udrea [94], which applies well to the range-observability problem documented
by Woffinden [9597]. Similar to the original HCW state vector, there are four in-plane
states and two out-of-plane states. The in-plane HCW relative orbital elements are the xr,
yr location of the center of the relative ellipse, the semi-major axis of the 2×1 ellipse, ar,
and the in-plane phase angle Er. The two out-of-plane states are the cross-track amplitude,
Az, and the out-of-plane phase angle ψz. These states are shown separately for the in-plane
and out-of-plane motion, in Figure 2.1.
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(a) In-plane (b) Out-of-plane
Fig. 2.1: HCW relative orbital elements
Two different classes of relative ellipses, depending on the ROEs, are distinguished.
The relative ellipse is either a stationary ellipse, or a traveling ellipse, and is either out-
of-phase, or in-phase. Stationary ellipses have a zero radial center of motion (xr = 0) and
therefore ideally do not change position in the LVLH Cartesian frame. Two different types of
stationary ellipses are also described, as either a circumnavigating or an offset safety ellipse.
Traveling ellipses have a nonzero radial center of motion (xr 6= 0), and therefore `drift' in
either the positive or negative in-track (yLV LH) direction. Whether or not a relative ellipse
is in-phase depends on the in-plane and out-of-plane phase angles. When these phase angles
are equal (Er = ψz), the relative ellipse is termed an in-phase ellipse, and when they are not
(Er 6= ψz), then the ellipse is out-of-phase. The difference between the two angles is called
the phase difference, γ = Er − ψz [92]. Selecting size and location via specification of ar,
Az, xr, and yr ROEs, as well as ensuring range of possible values for the phase difference
of the relative ellipse, is enough information to ensure a PASE for the deputy satellite. An
example of a PASE that is both stationary and in-phase is shown in Figure 2.2.
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Fig. 2.2: Stationary, in-phase, and circumnavigating PASE example
2.4 Current Optimal Guidance Techniques
A brief overview of several current optimization technique is provided in this section.
Each subsection summarizes a different approaches to trajectory optimization, and the in-
clusion of constraints using Lagrange classic optimization theory. Advantages and disad-
vantages to each method are briefly discussed, and may be compared by criterion outlined
in Introducing Computational Guidance and Control by Ping Lu [58]. Convex optimiza-
tion methods are introduced here, and discussed in greater detail in Chapter 3. For more
information and a comprehensive list, see survey papers by Betts [98] and Zagaris [8].
2.4.1 Model Predictive Control
Model predictive control (MPC) is the first method for discussion due to its very rich
history, with literature that is widely available and applicable in many areas of controls
engineering. The objective in MPC formulations is to minimizes a quadratic cost func-
tion, subject to linear equality and inequality constraints, making it solvable by a parallel
quadratic program (PQP) method as shown by Weiss et. al. [99]. In the area of vehi-
cle robotics and control, much work has been done developing MPC algorithms that have
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guaranteed feasibility and completion times [15]. MCP methods have also efficiently solved
quadcopter interception problems which involve similar constraints [100], however, many
aerospace problems require inequality constraints with higher-dimensional vectors.
Thrust constraints, line of sight constraints and KOZ constraints may all be considered
in an MPC problem, but must be linearized. Therefore, thrust magnitude constraints cannot
be enforced explicitly. This is shown in the development of MPC techniques for small-body
proximity operations by Carson [101]. The KOZ constraint is enforced by placing a plane on
the specified side of the debris KOZ sphere. As the spacecraft moves, the plane is rotated,
similar to a MPC/convex optimization hybrid method from Morgan and Chung, which
implements sequential convex programming [102]. The MPC may also include J2 effects
which are implemented by linearizing Gauss' variational equations for ROEs. However,
these KOZ problem formulations may be considered over-constrained, due to the plane
constraint, and computationally intensive, due to the graph-search method that is employed
to determine an optimal path around the KOZ.
2.4.2 Nonlinear Optimization
In general, many nonlinear optimization techniques exist, however in nearly all cases
difficulties arise regarding initial guesses for the determination of a global optimal solu-
tion [103]. Often, dealing with local minima and saddle points can be problematic, as well
as algorithm stability, therefore a practical solution must be realized [104106]. A sequen-
tial quadratic programming (SQP) (gradient based) solver approach from Luo et. al. allows
for the nonlinear, nonconvex KOZ constraint and is a viable option for on-board applica-
tions [107]. But, this still encompasses a nonlinear optimization method. Therefore, most
of these methods are computationally intensive, and require a user-input initial guess [8]. In
recent work by Lu, a fully nonlinear RPO problem was cast as a convex optimization prob-
lem, by approximating the nonlinear gravity model with a linear gravity model [22]. The
solution requires an iterative approach to the convex problem using the method of successive
approximations (MSA), and is shown to converge in only a few iterations.
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2.4.3 Mixed Integer Linear Programming
Mixed integer linear programs (MILP) implement constraints by using binary variables
which can be switched on or off as needed. These include nonconvex KOZ avoidance con-
straints. Applications of MILP in the area of real-time trajectory planning for UAVs has
led to increased confidence and fidelity of these problems. These results are given by Ka-
mal [108] and Culligan [109,110]. Proof of convergence criteria are included in a formulation
by Richards and How, guaranteeing that the algorithm converges within a fixed amount of
time [16]. These algorithms are considered a good candidate for on-board RPO guidance,
provided that the convergence guarantee is met, which greatly depends on the solver. Cur-
rently, solvers which implement MILP in conjunction with convex optimization techniques
exist, although the MILP problem is inherently nonconvex and requires search methods such
as branch-and-bound [111].
2.4.4 Feedback Control
Feedback control methods also have a very rich history in trajectory optimization meth-
ods [98]. These provide an analytic control solution, and are globally stable [8]. They model
constraints using artificial potential fields, which adaptively change the weights on the po-
tential functions to improve performance. One example is the repulsive potential field used
to model path constraints for keep-out zones on the trajectory, implemented by Munoz et.
al. [112]. However, due to the nature of these constraints, the solution may converge to
a local minimum rather than a global minimum. Dual quaternions are also used in one
formulation by Filipe and Tsiotras, in which translation and attitude control is combined,
but, control or state constraints are not implemented [113].
2.4.5 Convex Optimization
Convex optimization techniques involve minimizing convex functions over convex sets.
These types of problems have a convex objective function, linear equality constraints, and
convex inequality constraints. The solutions to optimal control problems using convex op-
timization results in the use of calculus of variations to determine an optimal solution to
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a set of nonlinear optimality conditions [20, 103]. In many cases, as in this research, the
convex objective function can be formulated as a linear function via a lossless convexifica-
tion technique [21, 114]. The benefits of convex optimization include the polynomial-time
convergence rates, guaranteed convergence to the global minimum, and the infeasible-start
techniques [20,115]. The focus of the research in this report is formulating convex problems




CONVEX OPTIMIZATION AND THE SOCP
3.1 Convex Optimization
Convex optimization is defined as the minimization of a convex function over a convex
set. It encompasses a subset of general optimization problems, including linear programming
(LP), quadratic programming (QP), second-order-cone programming (SOCP), semidefinite
programming (SDP), and geometric programming [20]. A diagram of the programming
hierarchy is shown in Figure 3.1, where it is shown that the semidefinite program subsumes
all other convex programming types, excepting geometric programming [116]. The domain
shown here as PC contains all convex programs.
Fig. 3.1: Venn diagram of convex programming hierarchy
Convex optimization programs have deterministic convergence properties, however con-
vergence error depends on values for maximum allowable residual error, to terminate the
program [20, 103]. Convex optimization methods also guarantee convergence to the global
minimum, and can be initiated via an infeasible start method [116]. While this does not
guarantee the problem to be feasible, it does eliminate the need for an initial guess, thus mak-
ing convex optimization a practical solution to the autonomous RPO problem. Conditions
of optimality for a convex optimization problem are derived from the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker
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(KKT) conditions. The KKT conditions provide both necessary and sufficient conditions
for a convex optimization problem, and take a form similar to the Euler-Lagrange equations
for optimal control problems [117]. The solution method for inequality constrained con-
vex optimization problems consists of interior point methods whereby efficient interior-point
methods are used [118, 119], or the inequality constraint boundaries are enforced using a
log-barrier function [120]. Equality constraints for the primal and dual problems (described
below) can be solved by a variety of gradient descent methods, such as steepest descent or
Newton methods [20].
3.1.1 Duality and Convergence
The solution to a convex optimization problem can be stated in terms of the primal
objective function and the dual objective function (from Lagrange's constrained optimiza-
tion theory), where the dual function is guaranteed to be convex [20]. Provided there is
strong duality, which convex problems are known to have via Slater's condition, there are
guaranteed optimal solutions to both the primal and dual problems and the solutions are
identical. Solving the primal and/or dual problem greatly increases the capabilities of a
convex optimization algorithm, and its simplicity makes it advantageous when compared to
more complex methods such as the model predictive control algorithms [11]. Due to the
fact that some problems are solved more efficiently via either the primal or the dual, the
most general convex optimization algorithms must include the ability to choose between the
two, depending on the problem complexity and constraints [111]. Many convex optimization
solvers developed within the last decade have made computational improvements by solving
both the primal and dual problems at the same time [121]. These are commonly named
self-dual embedding methods. As a result of convex duality, there is a great amount of
flexibility when it comes to solving either primal-only, dual-only, primal-and-dual, or even
formulating a means to intelligently switch between the two.
The solution to a convex optimization problem requires determining the optimal so-
lution to a system of nonlinear equations using Newton-step methods, however, since the
objective and all constraint functions are convex, the convergence properties of the nonlinear
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equations are conveniently described. The overall centering steps for a given algorithm ac-
curacy, for example, is written as a function of the desired accuracy, number of constraints,
and a few selected initialization parameters. The total number of Newton-steps is written
as a function of the number of centering steps, constraints, backtracking line search param-
eters, and a few set tolerances [20,103]. Thus, the number of iterations required in a convex
programming algorithm for convergence to the global minimum can be determined a priori,
making convex optimization algorithms more desirable in comparison to algorithms with
non-deterministic convergence [19]. Convex algorithms are also known to have polynomial-
time convergence, where the overall solution time is a polynomial function of the problem
size [18].
3.1.2 General Form of a Convex Optimization Problem
The general form of a convex optimization problem is as follows [19]. The objective is
to determine optimal values x∗ ∈ X , where X ⊂ Rn is a feasible set. The problem is written
as
minimize f0(x) (3.1)
subject to fi(x) ≤ 0, i = 1, . . . , m
gj(x) = 0, j = 1, . . . , p
where the objective function f(x) : Rn → R, is convex, the inequality constraint functions
fi(x) for i = 1, . . . ,m, are convex functions, and all equality functions, gj(x) for j = 1, . . . , p,
are affine. Variants of convex optimization programs each fit into the problem formulation
shown in Equation 3.1, and include LP, QP, SOCP, SDP, and geometric programs, although
geometric programs are not convex but can be converted to a convex form.
3.2 Common Forms for the Second-order Cone Program
The characteristics of a second-order cone program include optimization over an affine
objective function, subject to second-order conic inequality constraints, and affine equality
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constraints. The objective function is written as an inner product between vector f ∈ Rn
and all primal variables x ∈ Rn, defined here as




A typical SOCP consists of m second-order conic constraints, where the dimension of the
ith cone is ni, for i = 1, . . . ,m. All second-order conic constraints take the form
||Aix + bi||2 ≤ cTi x + di, i = 1, . . . ,m (3.3)
where Ai ∈ R(ni−1)×n. This is termed a second-order cone constraint since it requires
the affine functions (cTi x + di, Aix + bi) to each lie in the second-order cones in R
ni , for
i = 1, . . . ,m [20]. The norm in this constraint is the Euclidean norm, or `-2 norm, which
for a vector z ∈ Rn is defined as
||z||2 = (zT z)1/2 = (z21 + . . .+ z2n)1/2 (3.4)
The problem may also include p affine equality constraints, defined by vectors gj ∈ Rn
and scalar hj ∈ R, for j = 1, . . . , p. Each equality constraint is the inner product
〈gj , x〉 = gTj x =
n∑
i=1
gjixi = hj , for j = 1, . . . , p (3.5)
Thus, one standard form for an SOCP with variables x ∈ Rn is [20]
minimize fTx (3.6)
subject to ||Aix + bi||2 ≤ cTi x + di, i = 1, . . . ,m
gTj x = hj , j = 1, . . . , p
where the linear objective function is defined by vector f ∈ Rn. The problem data are
Ai ∈ R(ni−1)×n, bi ∈ Rni−1, ci ∈ Rn (where ni is the dimension of the ith cone), di ∈ R, for
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i = 1, . . . , n, and gj ∈ Rn, hj ∈ R, for j = 1, . . . , p. Note that all linear equality constraints
can be written as
gTj x = hj ⇐⇒ Gx = h (3.7)
where the jth row of G correspond to the vector gTj , in the SOCP formulation, Eq. 3.6, and
the vector h is composed of the elements hj . For G ∈ Rp×n and h ∈ Rp, it is assumed that
G is full row-rank, or rank(G) = p, so that h ∈ R(G).
The set of points that satisfy the second-order cone constraint is the inverse image of
the unit second-order cone under the affine mapping [122]






 ∈ Qni (3.8)






∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ y0i ∈ R, yi ∈ Rni−1, y0i ≥ ||yi||2
 (3.9)
From this, define y0i and yi as
y0i = c
T
i x + di, yi = Aix + bi, i = 1, . . . ,m (3.10)
Then, the second-order cone constraints shown in Eq. 3.8 take the form
||yi||2 ≤ y0i ⇐⇒
y0i
yi
 ∈ Qni (3.11)





cTi x + di
Aix + bi
 , i = 1, . . . ,m (3.12)
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The problem represented in Eq. 3.6 can now be rewritten with variables x ∈ Rn and
y¯i ∈ Rni , for i = 1, . . . ,m.
minimize fTx (3.13)
subject to y¯i = Aix + ei, i = 1, . . . ,m
Gx = h









and the generalized inequalities yi Cni 0 are with respect to a self-dual convex cone C,
where C is the Cartesian product [124]
C = C1 × C2 × . . .× Cm (3.15)
Each cone, Ck for k = 1, . . . ,m, may be a nonnegative orthant (Cni = R
ni
+ ), second-
order cone (Cni = Qni), or positive semidefinite cone (Cni = Sni). For the purposes of
deriving the second-order cone program, the inequalities are restricted to represent a second-
order cone. Thus, the second-order cone is
y¯i Qni 0⇐⇒ ||yi||2 ≤ y0i , i = 1, . . . ,m (3.16)
All of the equality constraints between y¯i for i = 1, . . . ,m and x can be written as
y¯ = A¯x + e¯ (3.17)
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The SOCP primal problem takes the final form with variables x ∈ Rn.
minimize fTx (3.19)
subject to y¯ = A¯x + e¯
Gx = h
y¯ C 0
where y¯ ∈ RM are a set of slack variables, for M = ∑mi=1 ni. The problem data are f ∈ Rn,
A¯ ∈ RM×n, e¯ ∈ RM , G ∈ Rp×n, h ∈ Rp. The set for all conic slack variables, y¯, is defined
by the space C.
Taking into account the equality constraints y¯ = A¯x + e¯ (which is an affine function of
x) and the requirement that y¯ must satisfy y¯ C 0, these two constraints can be combined
and written simply as y¯ ∈ C (where y¯, a subset of all primal variables, are all slack variables
associated with the conic constraints) signifying that y¯ must satisfy all second-order conic
constraints, defined by the set C.
The standard form for the SOCP primal problem can therefore be written as
minimize fTp xp (3.20)
subject to y¯ ∈ C
Fxp = k
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where fTp = [f













3.2.1 Smoothness and Convexity of SOCP Constraint Functions
For the second-order conic constraints represented in Eq. 3.6, the convex inequality
functions, fi(x) ≤ 0, can be written as
fi(x) = ||Aix + bi||2 − cTi x− di (3.23)
This function has the same smoothness and convexity characteristics as [122]
i(y0i ,yi) = ||yi||2 − y0i (3.24)





 , ∇2i = 1||yi||3
0 0
0 yTi yiI − yiyTi
 (3.25)
First, notice that the Hessian is always positive semidefinite, and therefore the functions
i are convex. However, the place of nonsmoothness for function i exists when yi = 0. At
this point, the gradient is infinite [125]. This problem must be remedied before the gradient
and Hessian can be used in the interior point method.
Smoothing by Squaring
Due to the nonsmooth nature of the function i presented, this function must be replaced
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by equivalent inequalities [122]. Moving y0i to the other side of the i function, then squaring
both sides, the corresponding squared function for the second-order cone, fi, is redefined as
fi(y0i ,yi) = ||yi||22 − y20i = yTi yi − y20i (3.26)








The final form for the inequality constraint functions can now be written as
fi(y¯i) = y¯
T
i J y¯i (3.28)





and its gradient and Hessian are
∇fi(y¯i) = 2J y¯i, ∇2fi(y¯i) = 2J (3.30)
Note that this function is not convex, as can be seen by the Hessian, but can be used
to define a convex set, provided that the log-barrier function is well-defined, signifying that
y¯i initially satisfies
||yi|| ≤ y0i , or y¯Ti J y¯i ≤ 0 (3.31)
This may require an infeasible start method, so that the initial point in the feasible start is




A logarithm is applied to the function −fi to convexify the constraint functions and
form a logarithmic barrier function. In this formulation, recall y¯i = [y0i y
T
i ]
T and y¯ =
[y¯T1 , . . . , y¯
T
m]
T . Applying the logarithm to −fi, given in Eq. 3.26 or 3.28, and multiplying






(−y¯Ti J y¯i) (3.32)






The Hessian for the log barrier function is ∇2φi(y¯i)
∇2φi(y¯i) = 1(
y¯Ti J y¯i
)2 [2J y¯iy¯Ti J − (y¯Ti J y¯i)J] (3.34)
It can be shown that the Hessian is positive definite, therefore making functions φi and φ





3.3 Conditions of Optimality for the SOCP
The optimal conditions for an SOCP are defined next. From Lagrange's constrained
optimization theory, a linear Lagrangian is formulated, whereby the problem constraints are
appended to the objective function using Lagrange multipliers. The necessary and sufficient
conditions of optimality are described by applying methods of calculus of variations to the
Lagrangian. These conditions are termed the KKT conditions, and are presented here.
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3.3.1 Lagrangian
The Lagrangian for the SOCP in Eq. 3.6 is written as











where m is the number of second-order conic constraints, and p is the number of equality
constraints. The vectors of dual variables are defined as λ = [λ1 . . . λm]T , which contains
all Lagrange multipliers for the second-order cones, and the vector ν = [ν1 . . . νp]T
contains all Lagrange multipliers for the equality constraints.
3.3.2 KKT Conditions
The necessary and sufficient KKT conditions of optimality for the SOCP in Eq. 3.6 are
derived from the Lagrangian in Eq. 3.36.
Gx∗ = h (3.37)
||Aix∗ + bi|| − cTi x∗ − di ≤ 0, i = 1, . . . ,m (3.38)
λ∗i ≥ 0, i = 1, . . . ,m (3.39)
f + ([Df¯(x)]∗)Tλ∗ +GTν∗ = 0 (3.40)
λ∗i
(||Aix∗ + bi|| − cTi x∗ − di) = 0, i = 1, . . . ,m (3.41)
where [Df¯(x)]∗ is a matrix of gradients of the second-order conic functions, given as
[Df¯(x)] =

[∇ (||A1x∗ + b1|| − cT1 x∗ − d1)]T
...
[∇ (||Amx∗ + bm|| − cTmx∗ − dm)]T
 (3.42)
evaluated at x∗. Eq. 3.37 are the linear equality constraints, Eq. 3.38 are the second-order
cones, Eq. 3.39 are the constraints for all second-order cone Lagrange multipliers to be
nonnegative, Eq. 3.40 is the requirement that the gradient must vanish at x∗, and Eq. 3.41
is the complementary slackness condition.
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3.4 Dual Problem for the Second-order Cone Program
The dual problem for the SOCP primal problem in Eq. 3.6, may be conveniently
written in terms of the primal data f , Ai, bi, ci, di, gj , hj , and dual variables wi ∈ Rni−1,
for i = 1, . . . ,m, λ ∈ Rm≥0, and ν ∈ Rp. One form of the dual problem shown below is taken








subject to ||wi||2 ≤ λi, i = 1, . . . ,m
m∑
i=1




where the vector wT = [wTi , . . . ,w
T
m] are the associated Lagrange multipliers for the affine
functions yi = Aix + bi for i = 1, . . . ,m, and vector λT = [λ1, . . . , λm] are the Lagrange
multipliers for the second-order cone constraints ||yi|| ≤ y0i , and ν = [ν1, . . . , νp]T are
the Lagrange multipliers for the equality constraints Gx = h, in the associated Lagrangian
shown in Eq. 3.44.
L(x,y,λ,w,µ,ν) = fTx +
m∑
i=1
λi (||yi|| − y0i) +
m∑
i=1











The dual problem in Eq. 3.43 is formulated by determining the conditions which the dual
variables must satisfy, at the infimum of the Lagrangian in Eq. 3.44 over all primal variables
x. The vector µT = [µ1, . . . , µm]T = λT , when the dual problem is bounded below, so that
−∑mi=1(bTi wi + λidi) 6= −∞.
Standard Form for the SOCP Dual Problem
As can be seen, the dual of the SOCP is itself an SOCP, therefore, a similar method for
generalizing the dual problem can be carried out, as was done for the primal. The SOCP
dual problem in standard form [126] is written in terms of all dual variables xd as
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maximize − kTxd (3.45)
subject to zd ∈ C
Hxd = f










 , where zi =
λi
wi







3.5 Solving the General Convex Problem
The solution method for convex optimization problems is focused on satisfying all of the
nonlinear KKT conditions at optimality. However, the means for introducing the inequality
constraints into the problem are different, depending on different methods. The three main
forms for solving convex optimization problems are the Barrier Method, Primal-dual Interior
Points (PDIP) Method, and Extended Self-dual (ESD) embedding [20,121,126,127]. In these
methods, the inequality constraints (fi in Eq. 3.1) are handled by formulating an equality
constrained method, where the inequalities are appended to the objective function using an
indicator function [119]. This allows Newton methods to be applied in solving the KKT
equations, and driving the KKT residuals to zero. The KKT conditions of optimality for
the problem in Eq. 3.1 are written as
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Gx∗ = h (3.49)
fi(x
∗) ≤ 0, i = 1, . . . ,m (3.50)
λ∗i ≥ 0, i = 1, . . . ,m (3.51)
f + ([Df¯(x)]∗)Tλ∗ +GTν∗ = 0 (3.52)
λ∗i fi(x
∗) = 0, i = 1, . . . ,m (3.53)





subject to Gx = h
where the indicator function is
I_u =

0, u ≤ 0
∞, u > 0
(3.55)
and is not continuously differentiable. Therefore, an approximation of the indicator function
is made, depending on the solution method. These are described in more detail in the
following sections.
3.5.1 Barrier Method
The solution to the convex optimization problem in Eq. 3.1 is approached by imple-
menting the barrier method on all inequality constraints. These constraints are appended to
the objective function, using an approximation of the indicator function for each constraint
in the form of the log-barrier function [20]. The log-barrier function is shown in Eqs. 3.32








subject to Gx = h






where a > 0 is a parameter that sets the approximation of the indicator function, and as
a→∞, the approximation of the indicator function becomes more accurate. Implementing
the log-barrier in this manner leads to a central path problem, where for the current value of
a, a set of central points x∗(a) are defined for the current central path. As a is increased with
each `centering step,' the inequality constraints are better approximated, and the central
path is improved. The objective function for Eq. 3.56 is equivalently written as




Now, the Lagrangian for this problem, with φi as defined previously, is















∇φi(x∗) +GTν∗ = 0 (3.60)
Gx∗ = h (3.61)
Therefore, in order to determine an optimal solution to the problem, we must satisfy
the n + p nonlinear KKT equations shown above, where the second-order cone constraints
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and associated dual variable, λ, have been eliminated [20]. The objective function consists
of the original objective function, and the contributions of the log-barrier functions for
each inequality constraint. Therefore, the only constraints directly implemented in the log-
barrier method include the linear equality constraints. The barrier method involves solving
the linearly constrained minimization problem, using the last point found as the starting
point for the next linearly constrained minimization problem. On each centering step, a is
increased until eventually the primal solution satisfies all second-order cone constraints, and
the contributions of the log-barrier functions to the objective function are very small.
3.5.2 Primal-dual Interior-point Method
The solution to convex optimization problems using PDIP methods is approached by
implementing the modified KKT equations that result from the barrier method [119, 128].
Starting from the modified objective function in Eq. 3.56, the Lagrangian is

















∇φi(x∗) +GTν∗ = 0 (3.63)
Gx∗ = h (3.64)
















Therefore, the first modified KKT equation, Eq. 3.63, can be written in terms of the





∇fi(x∗) +GTν∗ = 0 (3.66)
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Notice that the coefficient on the second term is equivalent to the dual variable λi in the
original KKT conditions. Setting this equal to λi leads to the final modified KKT equation
for the PDIP method.
− λ∗i fi(x∗) =
1
a
, for i = 1, . . . ,m (3.67)
Where now, as opposed to the barrier method, the complementary slackness condition in
the second modified KKT equation remains in the problem variable space, and updates to
all primal and dual variables are made using the Newton method. The n+m+ p nonlinear
modified KKT equations define the necessary and sufficient conditions of optimality for the








, for i = 1, . . . ,m (3.69)
Gx∗ = h (3.70)
3.5.3 Extended Self-dual Embedding Method
The self-dual embedding technique solves both the primal and dual general SOCPs,
shown in Eq. 3.20 and 3.45, simultaneously in a self-dual cone LP [126, 128]. Combining
these two problems allows for the dual problem to be embedded within the primal problem in
the Newton system, and improvements to both may be made simultaneously. Additionally,
an initial feasible point to the extended self-dual problem can always be determined. Starting
from the CVXOPT algorithm documentation by Vandenberghe [115,126], the extended self-
dual problem results from the homogeneous self-dual embedding reformulation used to solve
the primal and dual problems in one dual cone LP. The extended self-dual problem is written
in terms of previously defined matrices in Eq. 3.20 and 3.45 as the linear complementary
problem (LCP)
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minimize (m+ 1)θ (3.71)
subject to w = Hv + n






























0 GT A¯T f qx
−G 0 0 h qν
−A¯T 0 0 e¯ qzd
−fT −hT −e¯T 0 qτ
−qTx −qTν −qTzd −qτ 0

(3.73)
The variable θ is used to minimize the nonhomogeneity of the problem in Eq. 3.71, and is
defined as
θ =
−zTd y¯ + kτ
m+ 1
(3.74)









y¯T0 zd + 1

0 GT A¯T f
−G 0 0 h
−A¯T 0 0 e¯









where x0, y¯, ν0, zd may be chosen arbitrarily, provided that (y¯0, zd0)  0.
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Formulating this LCP allows for strict initial feasibility, and also, since it is self-dual,
the optimality conditions are exactly the problem constraints, with the addition that
− z∗Td y¯∗ + k∗τ∗ = 0 (3.76)
so that θ∗ = 0. Solving the Newton system associated with this ESD embedded problem
allows for improvements to be made for both the primal and dual problems simultaneously.
3.6 Newton's Method
Newton's method, when applied to the conditions of optimality for the convex problems
described previously, drives the solution towards optimality in an iterative manner. Newton's
method is to approximate the nonlinear optimality function (defined here as f(xi)) by a local
quadratic model, q(xi,∆xi), i.e. a second-order Taylor series expansion, as
f(xi + ∆xi) ≈ f(xi) +∇f(xi)T∆xi + 1
2
∆xTi ∇2f(xi)∆xi , q(xi,∆xi) (3.77)
where the search direction, ∆xi, is chosen to minimize this quadratic model. Therefore,
under optimality ∇∆xiq(xi,∆xi) = 0, the Newton step direction is solved for as
∆xi = −
[∇2f(xi)]−1∇f(xi) (3.78)
Due to strong convexity, the Hessian is positive definite, and the inverse of the Hessian[∇2f(xi)]−1 exists.
In addition to determining a search direction, the step size associated with the search
direction must also be determined. In solving convex optimization problems, it is ensured
foremost that the step remains within the feasible set. There are many ways to implement
such a procedure, and the most common to convex optimization is the backtracking line
search. Secondly, it is preferred that step minimize the functions of interest, and in the case
of convex problems these functions are the optimality conditions. More details on these
specific techniques used are included in the custom algorithm in Chapter 10.
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3.7 Sequential Convex Optimization
The method of sequential convex optimization, or sequential convex programming
(SCP) is one approach to apply convex optimization techniques to solve inherently nonconvex
(or nonlinear) problems [20,129]. This method effectively convexifies each nonconvex prob-
lem constraint, via affine or convex approximations, and iteratively solves an approximate
convex optimization problem until a convergence criterion is met [130]. Upon termination
of the SCP, the goal is to satisfy all nonconvex constraints, therefore adequately solving the
original nonconvex problem. Depending on the complexity of the nonconvex problem, SCP
methods can prove to efficiently solve nonconvex problems, and in many cases only a few
iterations are required.
Let each iteration of SCP be denoted by k, such that x(k) is the optimal solution to
the convex optimization problem on iteration k. Consider the nonconvex problem with
parameters x(k) ∈ Rn
minimize f0(x(k)) (3.79)
subject to fi(x(k)) ≤ 0, i = 1, . . . ,m
gj(x
(k)) = 0, j = 1, . . . , p
where here f0(x(k)), fi(x(k)), and gj(x(k)) may be nonconvex functions.
The basic approach is to formulate convex approximations fˆ0 and fˆi, of f0 and fi, and
an affine approximation gˆj of gj , over a trust region T (k) on each sequential iteration, k [20].
The trust region, T (k), is strictly defined by these convex approximations, and is updated
on each iteration, k. The problem is re-solved over the new trust region so that xk+1 is the
optimal solution to the new problem. This process is repeated until the convergence criteria
used for exiting the sequential convex optimization problem is met (for example, once the
trust region T (k) only changes by some small degree, compared to the previous iteration).
The approximate convex optimization problem is written as
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minimize fˆ0(x(k+1)) (3.80)
subject to fˆi(x(k+1)) ≤ 0, i = 1, . . . ,m
gˆj(x
(k+1)) = 0, j = 1, . . . , p
x(k+1) ∈ T (k)
The convex approximation of the objective function is a first-order Taylor series expan-








The convex or affine approximations of the nonconvex constraints take the form of a first-














= 0, j = 1, . . . , p (3.83)
In some cases, a second-order expansion of these functions can be used to approximate the
nonconvex constraint, provided that the nonconvex functions are locally convex (Hessian is
positive definite at xi).
The implementation of SCP methods to nonlinear and/or nonconvex problems can
be potentially hazardous. The SCP may lead to local minima, or may have very poor
convergence properties [21, 130]. Therefore it is important to fully understand the problem




THESIS STATEMENT AND RESEARCH OVERVIEW
4.1 Thesis Statement
Formulating the RPO problem using convex optimization techniques, due to the flex-
ibility of convex constraints, and their naturally deterministic and guaranteed convergence
properties, has the capability to plan optimal RPO trajectories and efficiently implement a
variety of safety of flight constraints, in real-time environments.
4.2 Research Overview
The feasibility and interest for this research manifests itself from several aforementioned
developments. Namely, the HCW model of relative orbital motion, safety of flight concepts,
and the technology, that is, convex optimization. The linear time-invariant HCW model
takes different forms, depending on the coordinate system. Both the Cartesian and spherical
formulations are tested in this research.
In addition, a new rotating body-fixed chief coordinate system is considered. This leads
to the derivation of a new set of linearized relative motion differential equations coordinatized
in the rotating chief's body-fixed reference frame, which are linear time-varying [131, 132].
Ultimately, the purpose for each of these frames is to describe the orbital relative motion
as viewed from an LVLH frame in Cartesian or spherical coordinates, and from a frame
fixed to a controlled or uncontrolled spinning spacecraft. In one rotating chief body-fixed
frame formulation, it is to be assumed that the chief spacecraft is rotating at constant rate,
uncontrolled, about one of its principal axes. This may be a result of damping from gravity
gradient torques, drag, or other perturbations. The other rotating chief body-fixed frame
formulation allows the angular rotation vector to vary with time, possibly as a result of a
tumbling spacecraft. The equations for each formulation are applied to the RPO problem
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using convex optimization to generate optimal delta-v trajectories.
Safety of flight considerations to be implemented fall into two categories: active and
passive safe trajectories. Active safe trajectories typically have safety constraints along the
duration of the trajectory, but do not guarantee unpowered passive safety of flight. Should
active control be lost mid-course, there is typically no guarantee of a passive abort scenario.
Active safety constraints include the approach corridor, spherical keep-out zone (KOZ),
and plane or half-space constraints. Approach corridors and half-spaces inherently define a
convex solution space on the relative position of the deputy, and therefore conform to the
second-order conic constraint. The spherical KOZ enforces the deputy's relative position to
lie outside a desired sphere at all times, ensuring a minimum safe distance, and is inherently
nonconvex. Three main flight phases are examined for this formulation, and they include
the Initial Approach, Way Point Following/Inspection, and Final Approach.
These active safety ideas are countered by the formulation of passive safe trajectories,
generally formulated as a PASE. The goal is to determine optimal passive abort safety ellipse
(PASE) trajectories using the ROEs to formulate relative ellipses [92]. The constraints
for safety of flight are initially formulated using relative orbital elements (ROEs), but the
differential equations for the ROEs as a function of control input are highly nonlinear.
Therefore, a new set of Linear Relative Orbital Elements (LROEs) are developed, so that
the dynamics of relative ellipses can be conveniently described.
The ROEs are first written in terms of the original HCW state, while noting linear
relationships. This leads to a linear transformation, that describes the ROEs in terms of
the HCW states. The new states are termed LROE states, to signify that they are linear
functions of HCW states, and also functions of the ROEs. Several illustrations of common
relative motion trajectories are used to gain a better understanding of these ROEs with
regards to typical RPO scenarios. Constraints can be added to this formulation so that
relative ellipses are guaranteed to be a PASE with zero probability of collision, however,
these constraints are in general nonconvex and also require SCP methods. The LROEs are
traditionally formulated in an LVLH frame in both Cartesian and spherical coordinates.
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Several transfer scenarios are examined, including a Safe Initial Approach (co-elliptic flyby
to PASE), Safe Traveling Ellipse (multi-rev. PASE transfers in the in-track direction), and
Safe Final Approach (changes in PASE size, including semi-major axis and/or cross-track
amplitude). In these cases, optimal delta-v trajectories for transfers between PASEs are
calculated using the sequential convex optimization algorithm.
Important trajectory constraints are also implemented. These include constraints on
maximum allowable control acceleration, approach corridors, spherical KOZ, and plane (half-
space) constraints. The approach cone constraint is convex and is directly implemented
in the convex optimization problem. The spherical KOZ, however, requires an iterative
approach using SCP. This is approached by implementing a half-space constraint, defined
as a plane. The plane constraint, being a cone with a full angle, is a convex constraint that
is used to approximate the sphere. Using SCP in conjunction with plane placement results
in an optimal solution to the KOZ problem [22].
For the SOF formulation, the specification of all terminal ROEs for the transfer between
relative ellipses is a fully convex problem. However, further relaxing the problem is shown to
provide a more optimal solution. This shows the significance of relaxing the terminal phase
angle for the final desired PASE. Relaxing this constraint makes the problem nonconvex,
however, this can be approached in a manner similar to the spherical KOZ, by using SCP
methods. Further considerations involve constraints to ensure mid-course passive SOF. This
ensures that the deputy has guaranteed collision avoidance along the entire duration of the
trajectory. Ensuring the semi-major axis, and cross-track amplitude are safe, and that the
phase difference for the relative ellipse is within a desired range, is sufficient to provide
passive safety. These constraints are inherently nonconvex, but are used to ensure passive
safety of flight via and iterative approach, also requiring SCP.
The above convex optimization problems are initially solved using a general MatLab
based CVX solver [111]. However, in order to determine the applicability of convex opti-
mization to real-time environments, a custom algorithm tailored to a specific RPO problem
is developed. The focus is on the development of an algorithm tailored specifically to RPO
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scenarios in the LVLH frame. Second-order conic SOF constraints such as the maximum al-
lowable acceleration and approach corridor are included. In the initial problem formulations,
all states and control variables are included in the problem. However, for the custom solver,
dynamics constraints in terms of only the control variables are developed. This greatly re-
duces the size of the linear system of equations, at the expense of creating more complex
second-order conic constraint equations.
Several other solvers are tested for CPU and memory requirements, namely the MOSEK
and Gurobi solvers [133, 134]. Achieving this allows for testing of the efficiency and practi-
cality of the convex optimization techniques in a real-time environment. These metrics are
measured by determining the CPU and memory requirements for each solver, and on a vari-
ety of platforms, as well as the approximate number of floating point operations per second
(FLOPS). Convergence properties and residuals on the optimal value are also recorded for
a variety of scenarios.
The solutions from the convex optimization solver are tested in a full nonlinear simula-
tion. An LQR control law is used for the trajectory following method, and trajectory errors
and delta-v differences between the RPO planner and nonlinear simulation are presented.
Simulation results include an analysis of the effects of eccentricity, J2, and drag in the LEO
environment. The nonlinear simulation analysis is separated into three chapters. The first
two chapters present the nonlinear simulation results from nominal trajectories, and the
final chapter includes an analysis of the effects of trajectory dispersions on the planner and
nonlinear simulation.
4.2.1 Dissertation Outline
The relative orbital motion model development begins with the well-defined HCW for-
mulation, presented in Chapter 5. This includes the Cartesian and spherical forms for these
equations. The ROEs and LROEs, which are based upon the HCW equations, are also
presented, and important characteristics of each are noted.
The second relative orbital motion model, derived in Chapter 6, is with respect to a
rotating chief body-fixed frame, and is termed the generalized HCW model. This model is
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derived from the nonlinear two-body equations of relative motion with respect to a rotating
frame, as described in Greenwood [131]. These equations are linearized and coordinatized
in the chief's body-fixed frame to produce the desired LTV differential equations of relative
orbital motion with respect to an arbitrary rotating frame.
In order for these models to be implemented in a convex program, the objective function
and dynamics must be discretized. Dynamics are discretized so that linear relationships
between state variables can be established. All constraint equations are similarly discretized,
and the overall problem formulations are presented in Chapters 7 and 8, including several
planner results.
The third and final relative orbital motion model considered is primarily used for SOF
development, presented in Chapter 9. The LROE states, along with the associated new
sate space are examined and implemented in RPO trajectory planning to ensure the deputy
flies in a PASE. From this, several safety of flight constraints are created, which place strict
constraints on the allowable size and location of the relative ellipse.
Once the convex trajectory planner problems have been developed, and several planner
results are shown, the customized solver techniques are introduced in Chapter 10. This
involves showing how the RPO convex optimization problems reduce from the general forms,
and different methods to enforce the problem dynamics.
Chapter 11 covers the CPU and memory analysis. Tables are included to show the
number of FLOPS, due to the effects of problem formulation, problem size, and number of
equality and second-order cone constraints. Three CPUs are used to compare and contrast
the required CPU for specific problems. Memory requirements are measured for a variety
of problems as well, and are included in tables.
The nonlinear simulation model is presented in Chapter 12. This includes the differential
equations for both the Inertial/Inertial and Inertial/Relative simulation. The reference
trajectories and optimal LQR control laws for the trajectory following method are shown,
followed by the implementation of the spherical HCW model in the nonlinear simulation.
All nonlinear simulation results are included in Chapters 13, 14, and 15. This material
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is presented by comparing the trajectories and delta-v results for the convex planner versus
simulation, in a variety of scenarios. The goal for Chapter 13 and 14 results is to present the
effects of eccentricity, J2 and drag, and the nonlinearities in the dynamics on the optimal
planned delta-v. In Chapter 15, trajectory dispersions are included in the nonlinear simula-
tion analysis. This dispersion analysis is conducted primarily to test the RPO planner, and
to visualize the effects of dispersions on the optimal trajectory and delta-v. Final remarks
and conclusions are in Chapter 16.
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CHAPTER 5
RELATIVE ORBITAL MOTION, THE HCW EQUATIONS
The dynamics in this document are primarily governed by the linear time-invariant
Hill, Clohessy-Wiltshire equations which describe the relative motion of a deputy satellite in
close proximity of a chief's circular reference orbit. This relative motion model is commonly
used in the initial RPO maneuver planning phase of a mission. These dynamics apply very
accurately to many areas of vehicle GN&C, provided the reference orbit is circular or near-
circular (with eccentricity < 0.01). Different coordinate frames are considered, including
the Cartesian LVLH frame and spherical coordinates. Spherical frame coordinates are im-
plemented to gain more accuracy in the along-track and cross-track directions, due to the
natural curvature of the true reference orbit. Illustrations of each frame will be provided in
Section 5.1.
The safety of flight concepts in chapter 9 involve the analysis of a set of ROEs [92].
Some important properties of these are summarized. From these, a new form for the HCW
equations is provided, defined as a set of linear relative orbital element (LROE) states.
The LROE formulation provides states that more conveniently describe the instantaneous
position, size, and time-evolution of relative ellipses. The LROEs are used to develop passive
safety of flight techniques in Chapter 9, by placing constraints on the allowable size and
position of a relative ellipse so that a passive abort safety ellipse is guaranteed at all times.
Additionally, a normalized-time form of the LROE dynamics is defined, where the time rate
of change in the dynamics are with respect to the natural angular rate of motion of the
chief's orbit. These new states with normalized-time dynamics are more efficient when used
in the custom solver presented in Chapter 10, since all problem variables are naturally scaled
to have a similar order of magnitude.
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5.1 The Hill, Clohessy-Wiltshire Equations
The differential equations of motion given by Eq. 2.1 govern the linearized motion of
a deputy satellite in close proximity to a chief satellite in a near-circular orbit, and are
coordinatized in the chief's local-vertical local-horizontal (LVLH) frame. These equations
are provided here in Eq. 5.1, where x, y, and z (and their derivatives) correspond to the
Cartesian radial, along-track, and cross-track components, respectively.
x¨− 2ωy˙ − 3ω2x− aTx = 0
y¨ + 2ωx˙− aTy = 0
z¨ + ω2z − aTz = 0
(5.1)
It can be seen that these equations take the form of two coupled in-plane second-order
differential equations and one coupled out-of-plane simple harmonic oscillator. The state-
space form in Cartesian LVLH coordinates [135] is
x˙(t) = Ax(t) +Bu(t) (5.2)















and where u(t) = aT (t) is the thrust acceleration. The A and B matrices are
A =

0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
3ω2 0 0 0 2ω 0
0 0 0 −2ω 0 0



















where Rref is the reference radius of the chief's circular orbit. When the HCW equations







where ac is the semi-major axis of the chief's near-circular reference orbit.
5.1.1 The Cartesian LVLH Frame
A Cartesian spacecraft-centered LVLH frame may be defined for either the deputy or
chief spacecraft, as illustrated in Fig. 5.1. This frame's origin is the center of mass of
the vehicle, and is composed of three vectors: radial, out-of-plane, and the third simply
completes the triad. Each triad consists of three mutually orthogonal vectors (ˆix, iˆy, and
iˆz), which come from the inertial position of the vehicle, and the angular momentum vector
of the vehicle's orbit. These vectors are defined for the deputy (using subscript d) as
iˆxd = iˆRd =
Rd
||Rd|| (5.7)
iˆyd = iˆhd × iˆRd = iˆzd × iˆxd (5.8)
iˆzd = iˆhd =
Rd ×Vd
||Rd ×Vd|| (5.9)
and for the chief (using subscript c),
iˆxc = iˆRc =
Rc
||Rc|| (5.10)
iˆyc = iˆhc × iˆRc = iˆzc × iˆxc (5.11)
iˆzc = iˆhc =
Rc ×Vc
||Rc ×Vc|| (5.12)
where R is the inertial position and V is the inertial velocity of each vehicle.
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The frames shown in Fig. 5.2 represent each of these two LVLH frames developed here.
Note that one primary assumption of the HCW equations is that one of the LVLH frames
is rotating at a constant angular rate about the angular momentum vector iˆh, thus leading
to the time-invariant differential equations.
Fig. 5.1: The Cartesian LVLH frames, defined from the inertial posi-
tion and velocity of the chief and deputy spacecraft
Fig. 5.2: The Cartesian LVLH frames, shown for both the chief and
deputy spacecraft
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Though both the chief and deputy LVLH frames are initially defined, it is more common
to use the chief-centered LVLH frame to describe the relative motion dynamics of the deputy
in RPO scenarios. The chief's LVLH frame may be broken in to two separate planes, in-
plane and out-of-plane. In-plane refers to "in the plane of the orbit," i.e. the plane defined
by the span of the instantaneous inertial position and velocity vectors. Out-of-plane refers
to "out of the plane of the orbit," i.e. the radial, cross-track plane, where cross-track is
in the direction of the angular momentum of the chief's orbit. These two planes and their
separate components of position and velocity (from Eq. 5.3) are illustrated in Fig. 5.3 .
Fig. 5.3: The chief's Cartesian LVLH frame, in-plane and out-of-plane
components of relative position and velocity
The relative position and velocity of the deputy in the chief LVLH frame is a function
of both vehicle's inertial position and velocities.
rrel = Rd −Rc (5.13)
vrel = Vd −Vc − Rc ×Vc||Rc||2 × (Rd −Rc) (5.14)
Which, when linearized and coordinatized in the chief's Cartesian LVLH frame (with con-
stant rotation rate ω), leads to the relative motion equations given by Eq. 5.2-5.4.
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5.1.2 The HCW Equations in Spherical Coordinates
Although the Cartesian HCW coordinate system approximates the relative motion of
the deputy spacecraft very well in many scenarios where the deputy is in close proximity of
the chief, a more accurate and considerate model for these dynamics involves coordinatizing
the relative state vector using 'curvilinear,' or spherical coordinates. These coordinates are
used to recapture modeling errors, which are inherent to the Cartesian frame, due to the
natural spherical nature of the reference orbit in the along-track and cross-track directions.
First, spherical coordinates for both the chief and deputy are illustrated from the view-
point of an inertial observer in Fig. 5.4. Note that in this frame, the three vector components
are iˆρ, iˆθ, and iˆφ, defined from ρ, θ, and φ, for both the chief and deputy.
Fig. 5.4: The chief and deputy spherical coordinates
Next, consider a quasi-inertial frame that is fixed to the chief's reference orbital plane,
as shown in Fig. 5.5. Under two-body assumptions, this frame is non-rotating and can be
used to define the spherical coordinates in a more convenient way (hence, quasi-inertial).
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The chief and deputy's spherical coordinates are now shown in this frame, where iˆφc is
directly out of the page, φc = 0, and φd = φd − φc = δφ.
Fig. 5.5: The chief's spherical LVLH frame, from quasi-inertial frame
fixed to the chief's orbital plane
When the relative position, Rd−Rc, is very small, relative spherical states (xSph) with
respect to the chief's spherical coordinates, may be defined. Under these certain conditions,
the two approximate radial position and velocity states are x ≈ δρ and x˙ ≈ δ˙ρ, while the
other four states are interpreted as arc-lengths and angular rotation rates [69]. These four






























The spherical coordinates for the deputy with respect to the chief are shown in Fig.
5.6, where each unit vector of the triad is shown, along with the interpreted arc-lengths, δθ
and δφ.
Fig. 5.6: The chief's spherical LVLH frame, from chief-centered frame
The relative position, rrel, of the deputy in the quasi-inertial frame in Fig. 5.5 is written
as a function of the spherical states of the chief and the relative spherical coordinates using
Eq. 5.13 where
Rd = (ρc + δρ) iˆρd (5.16)
Rc = ρciˆρc (5.17)
and the deputy's relative velocity, vrel, can be calculated via Eq. 5.14, where the velocities
of the deputy and chief in the quasi-inertial frame, and in terms of spherical coordinates,









cos(δφ) iˆθd + (ρc + δρ)
˙δφ iˆφd (5.18)
Vc = ρ˙c iˆρc + ρcθ˙c iˆθc (5.19)
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5.2 Relative Orbital Elements
Another set of states that can be used to define the chaser's relative orbital motion are
known as the HCW relative orbital elements [92]. Similar to the original HCW state vector,
there are four in-plane states and two out-of-plane states. The in-plane HCW relative orbital
elements are the xr, yr location of the center of the relative ellipse, the semi-major axis of
the 2 × 1 ellipse, ar, and the in-plane phase angle Er. The two out-of-plane states are the
cross-track amplitude, Az, and the out-of-plane phase angle ψz. Each of these ROEs is
defined as a function of the original relative position and velocity states of the chaser given



































Relative orbital elements are illustrated in Figure 5.7 for the in-plane and out-of-plane
components. Notice that the position and size of the instantaneous in-plane relative ellipse
can be defined by specifying xr, yr, and ar, while the in-plane phase angle, Er, is used to
define where in the relative ellipse the chaser satellite is currently at (with respect to relative
periapsis of the chaser orbit and measured as a positive rotation about the −zLVLH axis).
Similarly, for the out-of-plane ellipse the amplitude of the cross-track sinusoidal motion, Az,
can be specified, while ψz describes where the chaser is currently located in the out-of-plane
ellipse (again, with respect to relative periapsis of the chaser orbit and measured as a positive




Fig. 5.7: HCW Relative Orbital Elements
To determine the orientation of the out-of-plane ellipse in the x-z plane, first define the
phase difference between the in-plane and out-of-plane ellipses as
γdiff = Er − ψz (5.26)
Then, the radial-intercept or x-intercept locations for the out-of-plane ellipse can be written
as
xint = xr ± ar
2
cos(γdiff) (5.27)
From this result, if the phase difference of the relative ellipse is γdiff = ±pi/2, the out-of-plane
ellipse will cross the plane z = 0 and the radial axis of LVLH at the xr center of motion.
This is an example of a perfectly out-of-phase relative ellipse. If the phase difference is
γdiff = 0 or pi, then the relative ellipse will cross the plane z = 0 and the radial axis of LVLH
at xint = xr ± ar2 . This second example is termed an in-phase safety ellipse, and signifies
that the in-plane and out-of-plane phase angles are equal, or Er = ψz.
Note that the first two ROEs for the center of motion of the relative ellipse are linear in
terms of the original position and velocity, while the remaining ROEs are nonlinear functions
of these states. However, in Section 5.3 a new set of relative orbital element states that are
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functions of the HCW relative orbital elements, and linear functions of the original HCW
position and velocity states are presented.
5.2.1 ROE Differential Equations
Taking derivatives of Eqs. 5.20-5.25, the differential equations for the relative orbital
elements are derived. These nonlinear differential equations are written in terms of the
control acceleration vector, aT = [ax ay az]T , and the constant of motion ω. Analyzing
these equations allows for important characteristics of optimal maneuvers to be defined in



























ψ˙z = w − 1
ωAz
sin(ψz)az (5.33)
From these equations, it can be shown that for zero-input, ν(t) = 0, the dynamics for
the ROEs can be simply derived. These are written as




E˙r = ψ˙z = ω (5.36)
These zero-input equations prove to be very useful in the formulation of passive abort safety
ellipse constraints.
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5.2.2 Properties of the ROE Differential Equations
A few characteristics of the differential equations shown in Eqs. 5.28-5.33 are now
described. First, it is noted that the xr, yr center of motion is entirely linear in terms
of the ROEs and control input; this will also be true in the LROE transformation that
follows. The secular drift of the yr along-track center of motion is seen to be a linear
function of the xr radial center of motion. For unforced motion it is conveniently shown
that yr(tf ) = yr(t0)− 32ωxr(tf − t0).
Secondly, the coefficients of the terms with control accelerations show where locations
for optimal control occur, for example, changes in ar are most efficiently executed when
sin(Er) = 0, and cos(Er) = −1, 1 (or equivalently, when Er = 0, pi). This corresponds to
apogee and perigee of the relative orbit. Another example is that efficient changes in Az
occur at cos(ψz) = −1, 1 (or when ψz = 0, pi). This corresponds to the locations of maximum
and minimum cross-track amplitude.
Finally, the differential equations for the phase angles show that with zero input, the
phase angles change linearly with ωt. Additionally, any forced changes of these two ROEs
can be much more costly when compared to the others. This is evident since the coefficients
on the control terms for E˙r contain the inverse of ar, and the coefficient on the ψ˙z term
contains the inverse of Az. Therefore, for large ar and/or Az relative ellipses, it is generally
better to avoid changing Er and/or ψz phase angles, if possible. From these equations
we also find that for orbital maneuvers with large final times, phase angle changes will be
gradual, with slight changes occurring over multiple burns. The converse is also true, where
for orbital maneuvers with short final times (< 1 orbital period), the phase angles may
require significant changes in fewer burns.
5.3 Linear Relative Orbital Elements
The dynamics of the RPO problem can be transformed into a new set of ROE states
that are linear functions of the original HCW states, and their differential equations re-
main LTI. They are termed the linear relative orbital element (LROE) states [136]. The
new system of equations decouples the relative motion into three components: the in-plane
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secular drift terms, an in-plane harmonic oscillator, and an out-of-plane harmonic oscillator
(which is identical to the HCW out-of-plane oscillator). The new LROE states will be used
to formulate relative motion trajectories in terms of traveling ellipses which, if properly
constrained, can ensure a passively safe trajectory.
The new LROE state vector x¯ can be defined in terms of either the HCW Cartesian































Furthermore, the ROEs can be also be written in terms of the new LROEs as
xr = x¯1, yr = x¯2 (5.38)



















4 0 0 0 2/ω 0
0 1 0 −2/ω 0 0
0 0 0 2/ω 0 0
6 0 0 0 4/ω 0
0 0 1 0 0 0




The new state dynamics follow the relationship
˙¯x = A¯x¯ + B¯ν (5.42)











The transformed A¯ and B¯ matrices are written as
A¯ = TAT−1 =

0 0 0 0 0 0
−3ω/2 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 ω 0 0
0 0 −ω 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 ω
0 0 0 0 −ω 0











The A¯ matrix now takes a form similar to a block-diagonal Jordan form. There are
two rigid body modes associated with the center motion of the relative ellipse, and an in-
plane and out-of-plane harmonic oscillator. The two center of motion states are decoupled
from the remaining two in-plane states. For the open loop system, the first two rigid body
mode eigenvalues correspond to the (xr, yr) center of motion of the relative ellipse, while
the remaining eigenvalues include two simple harmonic oscillator modes (two pairs of ±i).
The LROEs are illustrated in Fig. 5.8.
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Fig. 5.8: The Linear Relative Orbital Elements
To further simplify these linearized equations, a normalized-time form for the LROE
dynamics is developed. Define a new variable for time t¯, as t¯ = ωt. This will produce
relative motion dynamics in terms of the derivative of the new states with respect to the
change in angle of the target in the circular reference orbit. The derivative of the new state










With this new time variable, the linearized state equations can then be written inde-










Which, as a result of the previous transformations, now has the units of length. Thus,
the LROE normalized-time states all have the same units. The simplified linearized state
dynamics with respect to the change in angle of the target in its circular orbit, and with the
new control, are
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x¯′ = A¯nx¯ + B¯µ (5.46)
where
A¯n = A¯/ω =

0 0 0 0 0 0
−3/2 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 −1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 −1 0

(5.47)
5.4 Pseudo-chief Reference Frame
Often, in the initial phases of far-to-mid-field RPO trajectory design, the chief satellite
has not yet been acquired by the deputy. In this case, the LVLH frame for the chief may not
be well-defined. Therefore, it may be advantageous to describe the relative motion of the
deputy satellite with respect to and as observed from a `pseudo-chief' reference frame, for
the purpose of planning and executing optimal orbital maneuvers to correct relative ellipse
size, position, or phasing [137]. This frame is not centered on any actual object, but is
instead defined to be located in a perfectly circular reference orbit. One such reference orbit
may be defined as a circular orbit with the same inertial semi-major axis as the deputy's
orbit. An illustration for the implementation of a pseudo-chief in this case is provided in
Fig. 5.9.
Fig. 5.9: Pseudo-chief reference frame with deputy trajectory
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As seen in Fig. 5.9, the relative motion of the deputy can be described entirely with
respect to the pseudo-chief. The problem of determining optimal maneuvers from an initial
state to a final state in this frame (with a known final time), can also be considered. This
simplifies the problem, since the pseudo-chief's reference LVLH frame is typically known as
accurately as the knowledge of the deputy's inertial state.
If we introduce the chief's true orbit into the pseudo-chief's reference frame, and consider
chief and deputy eccentricities that satisfy ec < ed < 0.01, both trajectories relative to the
pseudo-chief would appear as shown in the center of Fig. 5.10. However, the deputy's
relative ellipse with respect to the chief's reference frame would still look as pictured on the
right in Fig. 5.10.
Fig. 5.10: Pseudo-chief reference frame with deputy and chief trajec-
tories
The purpose of introducing the pseudo-chief is to show the versatility and degrees of
freedom when it comes to selecting the reference orbit of choice. As previously mentioned,
these ideas may prove to be valuable for solving optimal far-to-mid-field trajectory planning
problems to adjust relative ellipse size, position, and phasing. However, though these ideas
may apply in some trajectory design and approach scenarios, this theory is not specifically
addressed in this report, and is left for future work.
5.5 Common Relative Motion Trajectories
Several common in-plane relative motion trajectories are shown in this section, for
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reference in later chapters, beginning with the simplest example and increasing in complexity
[95]. In general, the in-plane trajectory described by the HCW equations of motion is similar
to that of a cycloid [138]. A cycloid is the path traced out by an off-center point in circle
that is rotating without slipping. In the HCW equations, however, the circle is replaced by
a 2×1 ellipse, and instead of rotating, the ellipse is `drifting' (i.e. slipping). This motion can
be easily described by the LROE differential equations, where the in-plane center of motion
dictates how rapidly the ellipse is drifting, and the other two in-plane states describe the
simple harmonic oscillator for the `rotating' motion.
The first example is termed a `station-keeping' orbit. This trajectory involves a sep-
aration distance in the along-track direction (either positive or negative), with zero radial
component. Additionally, the relative velocity is zero. An example of the in-plane condi-
tions for this trajectory are written in terms of the relative position and velocity, and LROEs
(x¯1,2,3,4) in Eq. 5.48. A v-bar station-keeping trajectory in front of the chief is shown in the





















Fig. 5.11: Station-keeping trajectory example
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The next example is called a `flyby' orbit (often termed `co-elliptic flyby', though this
is generalized to the condition that edad = ecac). In this scenario, the deputy is in a co-
circular orbit either above of below the chief, and therefore has a larger/smaller semi-major
axis (and longer/shorter period). An example of the in-plane conditions for this trajectory
are written in terms of the relative position and velocity, and LROEs in Eq. 5.49. A





















Fig. 5.12: Flyby trajectory example
The following trajectory is known as a `v-bar hopping' orbit (or `v-bar hop'). In this
scenario, the deputy is in an elliptic orbit with a larger/smaller semi-major axis (and
longer/shorter period) than the chief, and is `hopping' either towards or away from the
chief, and either above or below the v-bar. An example of the in-plane conditions for this
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trajectory are written in terms of the relative position and velocity, and LROEs in Eq. 5.50,
where the in-plane velocity is written as a function of the desired radian center of motion
for the hopping ellipse. A v-bar hop trajectory approaching the chief from in front is shown






















Fig. 5.13: V-bar hopping trajectory example
The following trajectory is a very common relative orbital motion trajectory known
as a `football' orbit. For this trajectory, the deputy is in an elliptic orbit with the same
semi-major axis (and same period) as the chief. Due to the natural motion of the HCW
dynamics, this trajectory traces out a 2×1 ellipse, which looks similar to a football. An
example of the in-plane conditions for this trajectory are written in terms of the relative
position and velocity, and LROEs in Eq. 5.51, where the in-plane velocity is written as a
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function of the semi-major axis of the football ellipse. A football orbit that circumnavigates





















Fig. 5.14: Football orbit trajectory example
The final trajectory example shown here may be used to inject into a `teardrop' orbit.
This trajectory is similar to the v-bar hop in that the deputy is in an elliptic orbit with either
a larger/smaller semi-major axis (and larger/smaller orbital period) as the chief, however,
the radial center of motion (xr) is larger than it was for the v-bar (with the same semi-
major axis ar). The cycloid-like motion due to the drift and harmonic oscillator in the
HCW equations can clearly be seen in this case. An example of the in-plane conditions
for this trajectory are written in terms of the in-plane relative position and velocity, and
in-plane LROEs in Eq. 5.52, where the position/velocity is written as a function of the
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radial center of motion and semi-major axis of the drifting ellipse. A teardrop-inject orbit





















Fig. 5.15: Teardrop-inject orbit trajectory example
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CHAPTER 6
THE GENERALIZED HCW EQUATIONS
While the HCW model provides a convenient linearized form of the relative motion
equations that can be utilized in many scenarios for close proximity of a circular reference
orbit, it may be restrictive when applied to the area of RPO about an uncontrolled, spinning
spacecraft. The analysis performed in this chapter considers a different reference frame, a
body-fixed frame rotating with the chief, and the associated relative orbital motion equations
are derived. This formulation allows for the possibility of constraints on trajectory design
that can be coorinatized directly in the chief spacecraft's body-fixed frame. These constraints
include approach corridors, spherical KOZ, and a safe stand-off distance.
The objective is to reformulate the relative motion of a deputy satellite in the chief satel-
lite's body-fixed frame. Similar to the HCW formulation, the nonlinear equations of relative
motion are linearized about a circular orbit. However, this analysis considers two different
formulations for the rotational dynamics of the chief's body-fixed frame. One formulation
assumes that the reference frame is rotating with an arbitrary inertial constant rotation
vector. Another application allows for the possibility of a time-varying rotation vector of
the chief's body-fixed frame. In both cases, the relative motion is directly coordinatized in
a rotating chief body-fixed frame. The resulting equations can be used to generate relative
trajectories in the chief's rotating frame.
Formulating the problem in this way leads to a generalized form of the Hill, Clohessy-
Wiltshire equations. However, by allowing a constant, or time-varying rotation vector of
the relative frame, the linearized dynamics become time-varying. The new equations can
be applied in trajectory planning scenarios in which a deputy satellite desires to maneuver
around a spinning chief where the problem is best formulated in the chief's body-fixed
frame. An example of such a trajectory design would be for inspection, approach, and
docking with a controlled or uncontrolled spinning chief spacecraft. The new formulation in
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the spacecraft's body-fixed frame would allow for, e.g., an approach corridor constraint to
be directly coordinatized in the spacecraft's body-fixed frame. Additional considerations for
structural avoidance, positioning for optics/sensing, and plume impingement can be included
as constraints in this dynamics model.
For the case in which the chief is rotating at the LVLH rate, the equations reduce to
the standard HCW equations. If the chief is rotating at a rate much greater than that of the
LVLH frame, the new formulation produces a linear time invariant form which is called the
free-space scenario, since the affect of gravity is negligible when compared to the centrifugal
acceleration, over relatively short periods of time. In this case, a simple targeting algorithm
is developed, termed Inertial Targeting. This targeting method is tested for a variety of
chief rotation rates and final transfer times.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. First the two-body nonlinear
equations of relative motion are presented in a chief-centered rotating reference frame. These
equations are then linearized and coordinatized in the chief's body-fixed frame and produce
the desired linear time-varying differential equations of relative orbital motion with respect
to an arbitrary rotating frame. Two possibilities are considered: a constant rotation vector,
and a time-varying rotation vector of the chief's body-fixed frame. In the first instance, it is
assumed that the chief spacecraft is rotating, uncontrolled, about one of its principal axes.
This may be a result of damping from gravity gradient torques, drag, or other perturbations.
In the second case, the dynamics allow for a time-varying rotation vector, assumed to be
known from on-board estimation algorithms, which includes the possibility of a tumbling
chief spacecraft. These equations are shown to reduce to the HCW equations when the chief's
body frame is rotating at LVLH rate. When the chief's body frame is rotating at a rate
much greater than LVLH, it is shown that the the linear time-varying differential equations
reduce to a set of linear time-invariant differential equations. An analytical solution to these
LTI differential equations is presented and a simple targeting algorithm for this scenario
based on the state transition matrix is developed.
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6.1 The Generalized HCW Equations
The inertial accelerations of the two spacecraft (chief and deputy), exhibiting Keplerian
motion, are given by
ac = − µ||Rc||3 Rc , ad = −
µ
||Rd||3 Rd (6.1)
where Rc and Rd are the inertial positions of the chief and deputy, respectively.
If a reference frame attached to the chief is rotating with angular velocity vector ω with
respect to an inertial frame, the acceleration of the deputy relative to the chief as observed
in the chief's rotating body-fixed frame is given by [131,132]
arel = ad − ac − 2ω × v − ω × (ω × r)− ω˙ × r (6.2)
where r is the position of the deputy relative to the chief, and v = r˙ is the relative velocity
of the deputy with respect to the chief as observed in the rotating chief's body-fixed frame.
Thus the orbital relative motion as observed in the rotating body-fixed frame is described
by
r˙ = v (6.3)
v˙ = − µ||Rd||3 Rd +
µ
||Rc||3 Rc − 2ω × v − ω × (ω × r)− ω˙ × r (6.4)
where
Rd = Rc + r (6.5)
6.1.1 Linearized Equations of Motion for Constant Angular Rotation Vector
If the relative position is much smaller than the chief orbital radius Rc, ||r||  ||Rc||
then a Taylor series expansion of ad to first-order results in










where iˆRc = Rc/ ‖Rc‖. Substituting this into Eq. 6.4, and assuming a circular chief orbit
such that the magnitude Rc = ||Rc|| is constant, produces
r˙ = v (6.7)
v˙ = −Ω2
(
I3×3 − 3ˆiRc iˆTRc
)
r− 2ω × v − ω × (ω × r)− ω˙ × r (6.8)
The value for Ω = ||Ω|| in this chapter is defined to be the same value for the mean orbital
rate of the chief's reference orbit, shown by Eq. 5.5, and is distinguished from the rotation
rate of the chief's body-fixed frame, ω = ||ω||.
If the angular acceleration of the chief is ω˙ = 0 (this constraint can be relaxed later),
and if all vectors are coordinatized in the chief's rotating frame, Equations 6.7-6.8 reduce
to a set of linear-time-varying differential equations





r− 2ω × v − ω × (ω × r) (6.10)
which can be described in state-space form as
x˙ = A(t)x

















Notice that it is only the tensor product iˆRc(t)ˆi
T
Rc
(t) that is time-varying. This term is a
projection matrix onto the span of Rc, the position vector of the chief, coordinatized in the








where the position of the chief in the body frame is





The matrix TBI is a transformation matrix from the inertial frame to the body fixed frame.
This transformation can be separated into two transformations





where TB0I is a known constant and defines the rotation from the inertial frame to the body
frame at time zero, and TBB0(ω, t) defines the rotation from the body frame at time zero to
the body frame at time t. TBB0(ω, t) is function of only the angular velocity vector, ω, of the
spacecraft's body-fixed frame, and time. It is assumed without loss of generality that the
rotation of the spacecraft ω is aligned with the body z-axis. Thus, this rotation matrix is
given by
TBB0(ω




+ (1− cos θω) iˆBz ⊗ iˆBz (6.13)
where ⊗ is the tensor product, and where the angle of rotation about the z-axis at time t is
θω(t) = ωt
The inertial position of the chief spacecraft at time t is obtained by rotating the initial
position in the inertial frame by the constant angular rate of the orbit, Ω.
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RIc(t) = R(Ω
I , t)RIc(t0) (6.14)
where




+ (1− cos θΩ) iˆIΩ ⊗ iˆIΩ (6.15)
and iˆIΩ is the unit orbital angular velocity vector,and the orbit rotation angle is
θΩ(t) = Ωt
The projection matrix becomes















Thus, given the constant values of ω,Ω, TB0I , and R
I
c(t0), the LTV differential equations of
relative motion are completely determined.
x˙ = A(t)x (6.16)






















where the chief's inertial position vector at the initial time t0 is iˆIRc(t0) = R
I
c(t0)/||RIc(t0)||.
6.1.2 Linearized Equations of Motion for Time-Varying Angular Rotation Vec-
tor
A non-constant rotation vector, ω(t), can be accomodated without much difficulty. The
dynamics remain time-varying but now include the possibility of a tumbling chief body-fixed
frame. The resulting dynamics are
x˙ = A(t)x (6.18)
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Further, the time-varying rotation matrix from the chief's body frame at time zero to the
chief's body frame at time t follows the differential equation
T˙BB0(ω
I(t), t) = [ω(t)×]TBB0(t0) (6.21)
This differential equation for the transformation from the body frame at time zero to the
body frame at time t can be numerically integrated using measurements of ω(t), to calculate
TBB0(ω
I(t), t) in Eq. 6.20. These LTV differential equations describe the orbital relative
motion as viewed from a frame fixed to a controlled or uncontrolled spinning spacecraft.
6.2 Reduction to HCW Equations
To validate the body-frame formulation, it is shown that the linear-time-varying dif-
ferential equations reduce to the linear time invariant Hill, Clohessey-Wiltshire equations
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when the vehicle's body frame is nadir pointing, and rotating at the LVLH rate. Let
R(ΩI , t) =






















Furthermore, if the body frame is arbitrarily aligned with the LVLH frame at t0, it is also
aligned with the inertial frame at t0, so T
B0
I = I. Then, if the angular rotation rate of the






























this into Eqs. 6.16-6.17
produces














When ω = [0 0 ω]T and iˆBRc = [1 0 0]
T , then A simplifies to
A =

0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
3ω2 0 0 0 2ω 0
0 0 0 −2ω 0 0
0 0 −ω2 0 0 0

(6.28)
These equations are identical to the HCW equations shown in Eq. 5.2 and 5.4 [66].
6.3 Approximate Analytic Solution When Ω2  ω2
When the chief's body-fixed frame is rotating at constant rate, and the rotation is much
larger than the rate of LVLH, i.e., Ω2  ω2, the differential gravitational acceleration term
associated with Ω2 becomes much smaller than the centripetal acceleration term [ω×]2. In
this instance, the differential gravitational acceleration term may be neglected, and the LTV
differential equations of motion in Eqs. 6.9-6.10 reduce to a set of LTI differential equations.
r˙ = v (6.29)
v˙ = −2ω × v − ω × (ω × r) (6.30)
These equations can be written in state space form as
x˙ = Ax









This is an important result since the angular velocity of a spacecraft ω may often be much
greater than the orbital rates ΩLEO ≈ 0.06 degrees per second or ΩGEO ≈ 0.004 degrees per
second. Although the gravitational acceleration is much smaller than the centrifugal accel-
eration, its effect over long periods of time will accumulate, and thus, these LTI equations
are only applicable over relatively short periods of time. This effect is shown in the inertial
targeting and rotating chief body-fixed frame results in Chapter 8.
The state-transition matrix of the LTI system can be written as
Φ(t−t0) =
Cz (I + (t− t0) [ω×]z) (t− t0)Cz
(t− t0)ω2
(
Cz − iˆz iˆTz
)
Cz (I − (t− t0) [ω×]z)
 =
Φrr(t− t0) Φrv(t− t0)
Φvr(t− t0) Φvv(t− t0)

(6.31)
where Cz, and [ω×]z are
Cz =



























Therefore, the solution to the LTI dynamics at time t as a function of the initial state at
time t0 becomes
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Cz (I + (t− t0) [ω×]z) (t− t0)Cz
(t− t0)ω2
(
Cz − iˆz iˆTz
)





6.3.1 Inertial Targeting Algorithm
Under the assumption that Ω2  ω2, the state transition matrix can be used to deter-
mine the required initial relative velocity at time t0 that puts the spacecraft on a path to
reach a desired relative position, rdes, in the fixed amount of time, t. Solving for the desired
relative velocity at t0, gives the expression
v(t0) = [Φrv(t, t0)]
−1 {rdes(t)− Φrr(t, t0)r(t0)} (6.34)






−1 rdes(t)− [I + θωJ ] r(t0)
}
(6.35)









i.e., the required inertial velocity is simply the difference between the initial and final inertial
positions divided by the fixed time. Thus, an approximate solution to maneuvering from one
position relative to the rotating frame to another desired position relative to the rotating
frame is simply linear motion in inertial space when the rotation rate of the vehicle is much
greater than the orbital rotation rate. In this case, the simple targeting algorithm may be




This chapter introduces the relative motion equations for a deputy satellite, with respect
to a rotating chief's body-fixed frame. The resulting equations are LTV, however, when the
rotation rate of the chief's body-fixed frame is LVLH (nadir pointing), then the equations
reduce to the standard HCW model. Furthermore, if the spin rate of the chief satellite is
much greater than the orbital rate, the resulting dynamics may be reduced to a LTI model.
In this case, an Intertial Targeting algorithm is developed. The rotating chief body-fixed
model is used in Chapter 8 to formulate a convex RPO planner algorithm for maneuvers
which are best described in an uncontrolled chief's body-fixed frame. These trajectories
include Way-point Following/Inspection and Final Approach cases, in which constraints




RPO PLANNING RELATIVE TO AN LVLH REFERENCE FRAME
Many RPO trajectory problems are best formulated in an LVLH frame centered on
a target vehicle with the objective to minimize ∆v, and subject to constraints such as
approach corridors and keep-out zones. The Hill, Clohessy-Wiltshire equations in Cartesian
coordinates are often utilized in this flight regime, provided the chief is in a near-circular
orbit and the deputy vehicle is in close proximity of the chief.
In this chapter, the RPO trajectory planning problem is formulated as a convex opti-
mization problem using the traditional Cartesian LVLH coordinates. This includes defining
the problem dynamics, objective function, and constraints using the SOCP format presented
in Chapter 3. The constraints in these problems include maximum thrust acceleration, ap-
proach corridors, planes, and spherical keep-out zone. While the first three constraints allow
for fully convex problems, the spherical keep-out zone is inherently nonconvex, and therefore
requires an iterative sequential convex programming (SCP) approach.
Once the problem constraints and objective is defined, the full problem formulation is
stated. This is followed by the method for determining an optimal solution to the spherical
keep-out zone using SCP. The remaining sections present the optimal trajectories that result
from each of the different problem formulations.
7.1 Problem Formulation
Before the RPO trajectory planning problem can be expressed as a second-order cone
program, several important steps must be taken. The first involves discretizing the problem
dynamics. This is done using a standard state transition matrix for the relative position
and velocity states in the LVLH frame. A brief derivation for the objective function which
minimizes fuel over the duration of the trajectory is presented. Next, the objective function
must be written in a linear form. Since the objective function is inherently nonlinear for the
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RPO trajectory planning problem, a technique is used whereby slack variables are added
so that the objective function is amenable to an SOCP. The final step in this section is to
present the trajectory constraints which are considered in the problem.
7.1.1 Relative Motion Dynamics with Respect to an LVLH Frame
The continuous HCW dynamics are discretized into N equal time-steps, ∆t, where
∆t = ti+1 − ti, for a total of xi states for i = 1, . . . , N + 1. These represent states at
times ti, for i = 1, . . . , N + 1, where initial time t(0) = t1 and final time tf = tN+1. It
is assumed that the thrust acceleration is constant over each time-step, so that the control
ui = aT (ti+1− ti) = aTi . The solution to Eq. 5.2 can now be written in the state-transition
matrix form.
xi+1 = Φ(ti+1, ti)xi +Bdui (7.1)
where the state transition matrix Φ(ti+1, ti) and Bd are




Φ(ti+1, τ)B dτ (7.2)
The A and B matrices are given in Eq. 5.4. Eq. 7.1 represents linear equality constraints
that can be directly implemented in a SOCP. The initial state, x1, and final state, xN+1,
are the boundary constraints on these discretized dynamics equations, and are determined
by the RPO trajectory specifications.
7.1.2 Objective Function
The objective for the optimal guidance problem is to minimize the amount of propel-
lant used by a chemical combustion engine, over the duration of the transfer. The rate of






where T is the thrust vector, aT (t) is the thrust acceleration vector, m(t) is the vehicle
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mass, and Vex is the exit velocity of the engine's exhaust gas. Using separation of variables,
this differential equation can be integrated directly to obtain


























Therefore, to maximize the final mass or minimize the propellant consumed over the duration




||aT (t)||2 dt (7.6)
This is the objective function for the formulations presented in this chapter, as well as
Chapters 8 and 9. Note that this performance index is nonlinear and does not conform to
the standard SOCP problem. This is remedied by the introduction of slack variables [11].
In this analysis it is assumed that the mass of the vehicle is constant, so that m˙(t) = 0.
The objective function shown in Eq. 7.6 is to be discretized in order to be implemented
in a convex optimization problem. It is assumed that the thrust acceleration over each time
step is constant. If the trajectory is discretized into N equal segments, with points at times








where constant ∆t = ti+1− ti is omitted, as it does not change the minimization of the sum
of thrust acceleration magnitudes.
The nonlinear discretized objective function in Eq. 7.7 can be `convexified', and written






by adding the following slack variable inequality constraints.
||ui|| ≤ ηi, for i = 1, . . . , N (7.9)
0 ≤ ηi ≤ umax, for i = 1, . . . , N (7.10)
where a relaxed convex optimization problem is created, using a lossless transformation
technique, whose solution is identical to the original problem [22].
The optimal RPO trajectory planning problem requires an SOCP formulation due to
these inherent second-order conic constraints, which will be described in the following sec-
tions. However, the standard form of the SOCP does not immediately accommodate all
the elements of the RPO trajectory planning problem, in particular, the nonlinear objective
function. The nonlinear objective function will be transformed to a linear SOCP function
by introducing slack variables, and new constraints, via lossless relaxation technique.
7.1.3 Constraints
The constraints for the RPO trajectory planner consist of linear equalities, linear in-
equalities, and second-order cones. All of the dynamics in the problem are written as linear
equality constraints, while other important constraints such as maximum thrust acceleration
and approach cones are written in a second-order conic form. The keep-out sphere is an
inherently nonconvex inequality constraint, however, this is implemented using sequential
convex programming as shown in the solution method.
Boundary Conditions
For the RPO trajectory planner, it is assumed that the final time is a parameter that
is known beforehand from mission requirements and planning. Therefore, the states are
constrained at the initial time and final time by strict boundary conditions. It is assumed
that the initial relative position and velocity is given, and the final relative position and






 = given, xN+1 =
 rN+1
vN+1
 = specified, (7.11)
Maximum Thrust Acceleration
The constraint on maximum magnitude of thrust acceleration over each time step is
||ui|| ≤ umax for i = 1, . . . , N (7.12)
where umax is the maximum thrust acceleration magnitude.
Conic Approach Corridor
A cone constraint is optionally used to define an approach corridor for the trajectory.
This is formulated as an inner product of the relative position vector and a unit vector iˆc(t)
in the rotating frame coordinates (LVLH or other rotating frame) defining the center-line of
the cone [22]. The cone constraint is given by
||r(t)|| cos(α) ≤ iˆTc (t)r(t) (7.13)
where α corresponds to the cone half-angle. If we wish to implement a half-space constraint
for the relative position, this includes defining an inequality constraint using a plane. This
constrains the relative position such that it must lie a minimum distance, dmin, away in a
given direction, iˆp(t). This can be written as
dmin ≤ iˆTp (t)r(t) (7.14)
Since these are convex inequality constraints, they can be implemented directly in a SOCP.
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Spherical Keep-out Zone
An optional keep-out zone constraint is defined by the nonconvex function
||r(t)|| ≥ rmin (7.15)
where rmin is the spherical keep out zone radius. The keep-out zone, however, represents
a concave solution set and is not directly amenable to a SOCP. This will be dealt with in
Section 3.2.
Drift Without Control Constraints
The cone, plane, and keep-out zone constraints are strictly enforced, and results have
shown that under the assumption of constant acceleration over each time step, the control
required in many cases resembles a step-like function on the boundary of the constraint.
These solutions require alternating high/low thrust to stay strictly on the cone or sphere
boundary. If we desire a more continuous control solution, we may relax these constraints
in a formulation that requires the position at i, without the previous control at i − 1, to
remain within the cone or outside the sphere. These are termed the drift without control
constraints, and for the cone, plane, and sphere they are written as
||MrΦ(ti+1, ti)xi|| cos(α) ≤ iˆTc (MrΦ(ti+1, ti)xi) (7.16)
dmin ≤ iˆTp (ti)MrΦ(ti+1, ti)xi (7.17)
||MrΦ(ti+1, ti)xi|| ≥ rmin (7.18)
respectively, for i = 1, . . . , N , where Mr is a selection matrix that selects the position com-
ponent of the state vector. Examples of implementing these constraints are included in the
results section of this chapter.
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7.2 Solution Method
7.2.1 Second-order Cone Problem Statement
The objective function and all the constraints except the keep-out zone can now be
written as a standard SOCP. Here the objective function includes the constant coefficient,
∆t−1ω−2, where ω is the mean-motion of the chief's orbit given by Eq. 5.5. This serves









||ui|| ≤ ηi (7.20)
ηi ≤ umax (7.21)








 = specified (7.24)
xi+1 = Φ(ti+1, ti)xi +Bdui (7.25)




. Eq. 7.21 is a constraint on the magnitude of the
thrust acceleration, Eq. 7.22 requires the relative trajectory to fall within a specified cone,
Eqs. 7.23-7.24 are the constraints on the initial and final relative positions and velocity, and
Eq. 9.44 enforces the dynamics constraints.
This defines an SOCP with n = 10N -6 optimization variables,
ηi, i = 1, . . . , N (7.26)
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xi, i = 2, . . . , N (7.27)
ui, i = 1, . . . , N (7.28)
and m = 3N inequality constraints, p = 6N equality constraints, for a total of l = m+ p =
9N constraints.
7.2.2 Solution to the Spherical Keep-out Zone
The keep-out zone constraint in Eq. 7.15 is non-convex and does not fit the SOCP
model. One method used to convexify the sphere is to find a solution using statically-
attached planes which are placed at boundary points around the sphere. A plane, being a
convex cone with a full angle, is a convex constraint that can be implemented to maintain
a convex solution set for position. The planar constraint is setup to insure that the optimal
trajectory stays behind the plane (outside the sphere) at the time and point of interest.
A solution for the placement of the boundary planes is to first solve the unconstrained
problem, i.e., without the keep-out zone. Fig. 7.1 shows an optimal unconstrained trajectory
from a position on the positive v-bar (+y-axis, x = 0) ahead of the target to a position on
the negative v-bar (−y-axis, x = 0) behind the target.
Fig. 7.1: Optimal transfer without keep-out zone constraint
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The unconstrained optimal trajectory violates the spherical keep-out zone at the points
shown in red. These points are used as a means for boundary plane placement. Three such
planes are shown for three of the fifteen points that intersect the sphere. At each point, ri,
a plane is attached to the surface of the sphere. The additional planar constraint can be
written in convex form, as
rmin ≤ rTi iˆ∗i (7.29)
where iˆ∗i = r
∗
i / ‖r∗i ‖ are the unit vectors of the positions that violate the sphere constraint
(and ri are the optimization parameters). This is now a convex constraint taking the form
of Eq. 7.14 and 7.17, and can be implemented in the SOCP to approximate the sphere.
Using the method of sequential convex programming [20] and the boundary plane setup,
an optimal path around the keep-out zone can be determined in an iterative manner. This
involves solving the SOCP recursively until the approximate optimal path from the previous
iteration converges to the path of the most recent iteration. The steps for this process are
as follows:
1. Generate the optimal solution to the unconstrained problem, i.e., without the keep-out
zone.
2. Set up the boundary plane constraints in Eq. 7.29 using the unconstrained solution.
3. Solve the SOCP with the plane constraints in Eq. 7.29 to determine an approximate
optimal path around the keep-out zone.
4. Set up new boundary plane constraints using the solution from the SOCP.
5. Return to step 3 and resolve the problem until the path converges to within the desired
tolerance.
Convergence of the SCP method is determined by the difference between the trajectories
generated by the previous iteration and the current iteration [22]. When the difference is




Several RPO scenarios were designed to test the trajectory planning algorithm's ca-
pability to generate optimal trajectories relative to an LVLH frame, including an initial
approach, a way-point following and inspection mission with and without a spherical keep-
out zone, a final v-bar (y-axis) approach, and a final r-bar (x-axis) approach. Small relative
velocity perturbations were included at the start points of each trajectory. The velocity
perturbations were normally distributed with zero-mean and a standard deviation of 10
cm/s, vp ∼ N (0m/s, 0.12m2/s2). All scenarios shown below are for low Earth orbit (LEO)
and converged in a few seconds on an ordinary desktop computer. All of the planner re-
sults shown in this section are based on the simple linear HCW dynamics model. Later, in
Chapters 12-15, the planner will be implemented in a full nonlinear simulation.
7.3.1 Initial Approach with Maximum Thrust Constraint
The initial position of the chaser relative to the target is approximately 10 km on the
v-bar and are shown in Table 7.1. In each case, the final desired relative position and
velocity are 200 m on the v-bar and 0.0 cm/s/axis, respectively. Two approach scenarios
were selected, one with a three hour transfer and one with a 6 hour transfer. For each of
these scenarios, the number of discretization points was N = 108. The optimal trajectories
based on CW dynamics for the 5 cases are shown in Fig. 7.2. The ∆v for each case is shown
in Fig. 7.3. In general, the optimal solutions require three or more maneuvers. These five
cases were also solved with the additional constraint on maximum thrust acceleration over
each time step. For a maximum acceleration of 5 mm/s2, the optimal control solution is
shown in Fig. 7.4.
Similarly, the six hour transfer trajectories are shown in Fig. 7.5, and the corresponding
optimal ∆v/control is shown in Fig. 7.6. Once again, the optimal solutions require three or
more maneuvers.
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Table 7.1: Initial approach conditions
r(t0) [x,y,z] (km)
Case 1 [0, 10, 0]
Case 2 [1, 10, 0]
Case 3 [-1, 10, 0]
Case 4 [0, 10, 1]
























Fig. 7.2: Three hour approach from 10 km to 200 m along v-bar direc-
tion with ±1 km altitude variations and ±1 km cross-track variations
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Fig. 7.3: ∆v/control magnitude history for three hour transfer
Fig. 7.4: ∆v/control magnitude history for three hour transfer with
maximum acceleration level of 5 mm/s2
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Fig. 7.5: Six hour approach from 10 km to 200 m along v-bar direction
with ± 1 km altitude variations and ± 1 km cross-track variations
Fig. 7.6: ∆v/control magnitude history for six hour transfer
7.3.2 Way Point Following/Inspection
In this scenario, the chaser vehicle is commanded to perform an inspection of the target
vehicle by maneuvering to a set of way-points (A, B, C, D, and E) with a 30 minute transfer
between each way-point. The positions of the way-points are shown in Table 7.2. For each
of these scenarios, the number of discretization points was N = 100. The chaser satellite
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maneuvers from point A to B (Case 1), B to C (Case 2), C to D (Case 3), then D to E
(Case 4), in succession, as shown in Fig. 7.7. The ∆v control history for each of these
four cases consists of two constant accelerations, one at the beginning of each transfer,
and one at the end of each transfer. Clearly these maneuvers could have been more easily
computed using ordinary CW-targeting, however, three-burn maneuvers are possible in some
way-point-following cases and must be considered.
Table 7.2: Inspection Way-points
LVLH Way-point r(t0) [x, y, z] (m)
A [0, 200, 0]
B [0, 0, 100]
C [100, 0, 0]
D [0, -100, 0]
E [0, 100, 0]
Fig. 7.7: Way-point following/inspection with 30 minute transfers
between each way-point.
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7.3.3 Way Point Following/Inspection with Keep-out Zone
In this scenario, the chaser vehicle is commanded to follow the same way-points as above
with the addition of a keep-out zone, a sphere with radius 80 m. For each of these scenarios,
the number of discretization points was N = 100. Since the keep-out zone is non-convex,
the method of successive approximations is required.
The optimal trajectories are shown in Fig. 7.8, and the optimal ∆v/control for these
cases is shown in Fig. 7.9. The only trajectory affected by the keep-out zone is Case 4, the
transfer from point D to E. In this case, a segment of the trajectory rides along the keep-out
zone requiring continuous maneuvering as can be seen from time t =600 to t =1000 sec in
Fig. 7.9. The total ∆v for this case is also slightly greater than the scenario without the
keep-out zone. Notice that this control solution is step-like, required alternating high/low
constant thrust acceleration over these time periods in order to ride the boundary of the
constraint.
Fig. 7.8: Way-point following/inspection with 30 minute transfers
between each way-point and a 80 m spherical keep-out zone
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Fig. 7.9: ∆v/control magnitude history for way-point follow-
ing/inspection with keep-out zone
7.3.4 Final Approach with Approach Corridor
The first two cases presented here show the resulting trajectories and control solutions
for a 10 minute approach along the v-bar from 100 meters away. The approach is investigated
as a traditional approach strictly along the v-bar, and as an approach which implements a 10
degree approach corridor. The number of discretization points in these cases was N = 100.
The trajectories are shown in Fig. 7.10, and the corresponding control accelerations and total
∆v are shown in Fig. 7.11. The resulting ∆v savings calculated as a percent difference by
implementing the cone, when compared to the traditional v-bar approach, is approximately
27%.
Next, two final approach scenarios are investigated, a v-bar approach, and an r-bar
approach. Both approaches include a 10 deg approach cone/corridor constraint. The initial
relative positions are approximately 100 meters on the v-bar and r-bar, respectively, and
are shown in Table 7.3. The final desired relative position is 5 meters on the v-bar and
r-bar, respectively . The final desired relative velocity for all cases is 0.0 meters/s/axis. The
transfer time in all cases is 10 minutes, and the number of discretization points was N = 60.
The optimal v-bar final approach trajectories are shown in Fig. 7.12, and the associated
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optimal ∆v/control is shown in Fig. 7.13. It can be seen that the optimal control requires
a large maneuver at the beginning and end of the approach while the chaser is well inside
the approach cone constraint. However, a closer look at the ∆v/control in Fig. 7.14 shows
that the optimal solution also requires small continuous maneuvers between 200 sec and
600 sec. It is during this time period that the optimal solution rides along the approach
cone constraint. An example of an implementation of the drift without control constraint is
shown in Fig. 7.18, while on the boundary of the cone. With this new constraint, the cone
boundary is slightly relaxed, allowing for a more continuous control solution.
The optimal r-bar final approach trajectories are shown in Fig. 7.15, and the associated
optimal ∆v/control is shown Fig. 7.16. Once again, the optimal control requires a large
maneuver at the beginning and end of the approach while the chaser is well inside the
approach cone constraint. A closer look at the ∆v/control in Fig.7.17 shows once again that
the optimal solution rides along the approach cone constraint and requires small continuous
maneuvers between times 200 sec and 600 sec. Here the constant control over each time
period is again step-like, requiring high/low acceleration to ride on the cone boundary.
Fig. 7.10: 10 minute v-bar approach and cone approach trajectories
with a 10 degree approach cone constraint
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Fig. 7.11: ∆v/control magnitude history for v-bar approach and cone
approach
Table 7.3: Final approach initial conditions
Approach Type r(t0) [x, y, z] (m)
V-bar Approach
Case 1 [0, 100, 0]
Case 2 [- 10, 100, 0]
Case 3 [-10, 100, 0]
Case 4 [0, 100, 10]
Case 5 [0, 100, -10]
R-bar Approach
Case 1 [100, 0, 0]
Case 2 [100, 10, 0]
Case 3 [100, -10, 0]
Case 4 [100, 0, 10]
Case 5 [100, 0, -10]
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Fig. 7.12: 10 minute v-bar approach trajectory with a 10 degree
approach cone constraint, ±10 m altitude variations, ±10 m cross-
track variations
Fig. 7.13: ∆v/control magnitude history for v-bar final approach
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Fig. 7.14: Zoomed in ∆v/control magnitude history for v-bar final
approach, while on cone boundary
Fig. 7.15: 10 minute r-bar approach trajectory with a 10 degree ap-
proach cone constraint, ±10 m altitude variations, ±10 m cross-track
variations
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Fig. 7.16: ∆v/control magnitude history for r-bar final approach
Fig. 7.17: Zoomed in ∆v/control magnitude history for r-bar final
approach, while on cone boundary
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Fig. 7.18: Zoomed in ∆v/control magnitude history for v-bar final
approach, while on cone boundary, using drift without control con-
straint
7.4 Summary
In this chapter, the RPO trajectory planning problem is first formulated under the
HCW dynamics model. This includes the linear equality constraints for the dynamics,
and the inequality constraints for the slack variables, maximum control acceleration, and
approach corridor. Spherical keep-out zone constraints are also considered, which are inher-
ently nonconvex. A linearized approximation technique and SCP methods are required to
determine the optimal path around the sphere.
Several planned trajectory results are also shown. These include the trajectory and
optimal control history plots for the following scenarios: initial approach, way-point following
(with or without a spherical keep-out zone), and final approach with an approach corridor.
The `drift without control' constraints are shown to smooth the optimal control solution
while on the boundary of the path constraints.
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CHAPTER 8
RPO PLANNING RELATIVE TO ROTATING SPACECRAFT FRAME
In some RPO scenarios, the optimal trajectory planning problem is best formulated in a
rotating body-fixed spacecraft frame, centered on the chief spacecraft. This may be especially
true for proximity operations near a controlled or uncontrolled spinning spacecraft. The
objective in this case is still to minimize propellant subject to approach corridor constraints
and keep-out zones, but the CW equations are not ideal for flight regime. Instead, a new
problem formulation based on the linearized dynamics equations with respect to a rotating
chief's body-fixed frame is introduced.
This chapter presents the problem of RPO trajectory planning with respect to a rotating
body-fixed spacecraft frame. The dynamics which govern the relative motion in this frame
are the Generalized HCW Equations, presented in Chapter 6. In these problems, trajectory
constraints include maximum thrust acceleration, approach corridors, spherical keep-out
zones and stand-off planes. All constraints are convex except for the spherical keep-out
zone, which is handled using the method of sequential convex programming as described in
Chapter 7. The stand-off plane is a new constraint to ensure a minimum distance of the
deputy from the chief, and is implemented in the rotating body-fixed frame.
The problem formulation for this RPO planning scenario is stated. Much of the resulting
analysis from Chapter 7 remains, with the primary exception of the different dynamics model
for the rotating body-fixed frame. Next, the objective function, trajectory constraints and
solution method are outlined. Several planner results and example trajectories in a rotating
body-fixed frame are presented. The dynamics model and planner results are summarized
in the final section.
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8.1 Problem Formulation
8.1.1 Relative Motion Dynamics with Respect to Rotating Spacecraft Frame
The relative orbital motion as observed from a spinning body-fixed frame is governed
by a set of linear-time-varying (LTV) differential equations [139]
x˙ = A(t)x +Bu (8.1)
where x = [rTvT ]T is the relative position and velocity with respect to a body-fixed frame,

























The superscripts B, B0, and I refer to the body frame, body frame at time zero, and the
inertial frame, respectively. To simplify this analysis, we assume that the angular velocity of
the target, ω, is aligned with the target body z-axis, iBz . Its magnitude is given by ω. The
initial unit target position vector is given by iIT (t0). The orbital angular rate is given by Ω,
and without loss of generality it is assumed that the initial position in the target's orbit is





matrix, TB0I , is a constant transformation matrix from the inertial frame to the initial target
body frame, and the rotation matrices TBB0(ω, t) and R(Ω, t) are defined by
TBB0(ω




+ (1− cos θω) iBz ⊗ iBz (8.3)










is the unit rotation vector of the body-fixed frame in the z-
direction, and the rotation angles for each matrix are θω = ωt, and θΩ = Ωt. Eqs. 8.1-
8.4 describe the orbital relative motion as viewed from a frame fixed to a controlled or
uncontrolled spinning spacecraft.
If the dynamics are discretized into N equal time-steps dt, and the thrust acceleration
is assumed to be constant over each time-step, an approximate first-order (Euler) solution
to Eq. 8.1 is given by
xi+1 = xi + x˙idt = xi + [A(ti)xi +Bui] dt (8.5)
or
xi+1 = [I6×6 +A(ti)dt] xi +Buidt (8.6)
When a more accurate second-order solution is desired, a trapezoidal approach can be
taken























For this analysis, we use the average state transition matrix approach to solve the dy-
namics in the body-fixed frame. This method is formulated by interpolating the discretized
time-varying A(t) matrix by taking the midpoint value between points i and i + 1. Then,
the average state transition matrix is calculated and used in the dynamics constraints. This





Φi(ti+1, ti) = e
Ai dt (8.10)
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Φi(ti+1, τ)B dτ (8.11)
To simplify numerical computation required for these integrations, expand the integral





I +Ai(ti+1 − τ) + A
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The dynamics using the average state transition matrix now take the form
xi+1 = Φi(ti+1, ti)xi +Bdiui (8.14)
Equations 8.6, 8.8, and 8.14 represent linear equality constraints of increasing fidelity that
can be directly implemented in an SOCP. In the work that follows in this chapter, the linear
equality constraints in Eq. 8.14 will be utilized to plan optimal trajectories in the chief
spacecraft's rotating body-fixed frame.
8.1.2 Objective Function
The objective function for the rotating body-fixed frame trajectory planning problem
is the same as was derived for the HCW trajectory planning problem presented in Chapter
7. This involves minimizing the total amount of thrust acceleration over the duration of the
trajectory, where the thrust acceleration is constant over each time step. This is shown in









Once again, in order to accommodate the SOCP problem, slack variables are introduced, as






All constraints for the trajectory planning problem in a rotating body-fixed frame are
similar to the problem formulated under the HCW model dynamics (as shown in Chapter
7). The constraints included here are the fixed final time, boundary constraints, maximum
thrust acceleration, conic approach corridor, spherical keep-out zone, and a planar minimum
distance constraint (a.k.a. "stand-off plane").
The linear equality constraints for the boundary conditions are similar to the formula-
tion shown previously in Eq. 7.11. The main difference is that now these constraints are
coordinatized in the chief's rotating body-fixed frame. At the initial and final times (t1 and




 = given, xN+1 =
 rN+1
vN+1
 = specified, (8.17)
Second-order conic constraints for the maximum acceleration and the approach corri-
dor are shown in Eq. 7.12 and 7.13, respectively. These equations are repeated here for
convenience. For max acceleration,
||ui|| ≤ umax for i = 1, . . . , N (8.18)
which, once relaxed into SOCP form, results in
||ui|| ≤ ηi, 0 ≤ ηi ≤ umax, for i = 1, . . . N (8.19)
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and for the conic approach corridor
||ri|| cos(α) ≤ iˆTc ri, for i = 2, . . . , N (8.20)
The final constraint considered here may be used to replace the spherical keep-out zone
in scenarios where the approach corridor is also implemented. This is termed the minimum
distance constraint. The inequality for this constraint was shown previously in Eq. 7.14,
and is rewritten here in discretized form, where iˆc is constant, as
dmin ≤ iˆTp ri, for i = 2, . . . N (8.21)
The idea is that by enforcing the cone approach corridor and the minimum distance
constraints at all times along the trajectory, the spherical keep-out zone is inherently sat-
isfied. Note that for the cone approach constraint and the minimum distance constraint, it
is assumed that the initial and final points (r1 and rN+1) satisfy these constraints, and are
thus not included.
The `drift without control' constraints are also included in the rotating body-fixed frame
analysis. These are exactly as defined in Chapter 7, and are shown by Eqs. 7.16-7.18.
8.2 Solution Method
8.2.1 Second-order Cone Problem Statement
The objective function and all the constraints for the trajectory planning problem in
a rotating body-fixed frame can now be written as a standard SOCP. Here the objective
function is multiplied by the constant coefficient, ∆t−1ω−2, where ω is the mean-motion of
the chief's orbit given by Eq. 5.5. This serves to numerically condition the problem for the









||ui|| ≤ ηi (8.23)
ηi ≤ umax (8.24)
||Mrxi|| cos(α) ≤ iˆTcMrxi (8.25)








 = specified (8.28)
xi+1 = Φ¯(ti+1, ti)xi + B¯dui (8.29)




. Eq. 8.24 is a constraint on the magnitude of the
thrust acceleration, Eq. 8.25 requires the trajectory to fall within a specified cone, Eq. 8.26
ensures the minimum distance constraint, Eqs. 8.27-8.28 are the constraints on the initial
and final relative positions and velocity, and Eq. 8.29 enforces the dynamics constraints for
the rotating body-fixed frame.
This defines an SOCP with n = 10N -6 optimization variables,
ηi, i = 1, . . . , N (8.30)
xi, i = 2, . . . , N (8.31)
ui, i = 1, . . . , N (8.32)
and m = 3N inequality constraints, p = 6N equality constraints, for a total of l = m+ p =
9N constraints.
As in Chapter 7, the cases that include the keep-out zone are handled using SCP
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methods. The equation for how the spherical keep-out zone is implemented on each SCP
iteration is shown in Eq. 7.29, and the steps for determining the optimal path around the
sphere directly follow the outline in Chapter 7.
8.3 Planner Results
In order to test the body-fixed time varying equations of relative motion, a few scenarios
were set up to show some example trajectories. In this Chapter, three main scenarios are
examined. These include waypoint following without a spherical KOZ, waypoint following
with the spherical KOZ, and final approach with an approach corridor. All trajectory solu-
tions for these scenarios were generated based on the rotating body-fixed dynamics model.
Several RPO cases were designed to test the trajectory planning algorithm's capability for
each scenario. Each result produces an optimal trajectory (for the approximated dynamics
model) relative to a rotating chief body-fixed frame with a known constant spin rate. Small
relative velocity perturbations were included at the starting point of each trajectory. The
velocity perturbations were normally distributed with zero-mean and a standard deviation
of 10 centimeters per second, vp ∼ N(0m/s, 0.12m2/s2).
The scenarios and cases are outlined in the following sections. All results shown below
are for low Earth orbit (LEO), and converged in a few seconds on an ordinary desktop
computer. The constraints  final time, initial and final conditions, spherical keep-out zones,
approach cones/corridors, and minimum distance  are explicitly modeled in the rotating
body-fixed frame. For more examples of optimal trajectory planning for orbital rendezvous
and proximity operations in a body-fixed frame, please see the results of the associated paper
by Geller, et. al. [140].
The final results section in this chapter presents brief results from the inertial targeting
algorithm developed in Chapter 6. Several important traits of the rotating body-fixed dy-
namics model are distinguished and compared to a frame that is rotating without the effects
of gravity. A brief summary concludes the chapter.
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8.3.1 Inspection/Waypoint Following
The following cases shown in Fig. 8.1-8.6 will show an example of several body-frame
maneuvers done in succession. The deputy is instructed to go from the initial point at 10
meters on the v-bar to 10 meters on the body x-axis, then to 10 meters on the body y-axis,
and finally, to 10 meters on the body z-axis. At each final point, the deputy has zero relative
velocity in the rotating chief's body-fixed frame. Each of the three maneuvers has a specified
final time of 10 minutes, for a total of 30 minutes. In the first case, the chief is rotating at





V-bar to 10m x-axis DV = 0.20534 m/s
10m x-axis to 10m y-axis DV = 0.36806 m/s



















Fig. 8.1: Case 1, three successive transfers around target from v-bar
to body x-axis to body y-axis to body z-axis. Body rotation rate is




































Fig. 8.2: Case 1, three successive transfers around target from v-bar
to body x-axis to body y-axis to body z-axis. Body rotation rate is
1 deg/sec about the inertial z-axis. Left: Body-fixed frame. Right:
Inertial frame
In the second case, the deputy performs the same maneuvers, but now the chief is






Control HistoryV-bar to 10m x-axis DV = 0.062815 m/s
10m x-axis to 10m y-axis DV = 0.12316 m/s



















Fig. 8.3: Case 2, three successive transfers around target from v-bar
to body x-axis to body y-axis to body z-axis. Body rotation rate
































Fig. 8.4: Case 2, three successive transfers around target from v-bar
to body x-axis to body y-axis to body z-axis. Body rotation rate is
0.2 deg/sec about the inertial y-axis. Left: Body-fixed frame. Right:
Inertial frame
For the final case, again, the deputy performs the same maneuvers, and now the chief





V-bar to 10m x-axis DV = 0.039915 m/s
10m x-axis to 10m y-axis DV = 0.065739 m/s





















Fig. 8.5: Case 3, three successive transfer around target from v-bar
to body x-axis to body y-axis to body z-axis. Body rotation rate





































Fig. 8.6: Case 3, three successive transfers around target from v-bar
to body x-axis to body y-axis to body z-axis. Body rotation rate is
0.1 deg/sec about the inertial x-axis. Left: Body-fixed frame. Right:
Inertial frame
In this scenario, the chaser vehicle is commanded to perform an inspection of the target
vehicle by maneuvering to a set of target relative waypoints (A, B, C, and D) with a 10
minute transfer between each waypoint. The target-relative positions of the waypoints are
shown in Table 8.1. For each of these scenarios, the number of discretization points was
N = 60. The chaser satellite maneuvers from point A to B (Case 1), B to C (Case 2), and
C to D (Case 3), in succession, in the target frame, as shown in Fig.8.7. Fig. 8.8 shows
the same optimal trajectories in the LVLH frame. The optimal ∆v control history for the
inspection scenarios consists of two constant accelerations, one at the beginning of each
transfer and one at the end of each transfer. Again, CW targeting could have been used
here to compute the maneuvers, however, there is the possibility of three-burn maneuvers in
some cases of spacecraft-relative transfers. These three waypoint-following trajectories were
also solved with the constraint on maximum acceleration level. For a max accleration of 1
cm/s2, the optimal control solution for these cases is shown in Fig. 8.9.
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Table 8.1: Inspection Waypoints
Target-Relative Waypoint r(t0) [x, y, z] (m)
A [0, 10, 0]
B [10, 0, 0]
C [0, 10, 0]
D [0, 0 10]
Fig. 8.7: Target-relative waypoint following/inspection with 10
minute transfers between each waypoint
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Fig. 8.8: Target-relative waypoint following/inspection with 10
minute transfers between each waypoint as seen from an LVLH frame
Fig. 8.9: Control acceleration magnitude history target-relative way-
point following/inspection with 9 meter keep-out zone with maximum
acceleration level of 1 cm/s2
8.3.2 Inspection/Waypoint Following with Keep-out Zone
In this scenario, the chaser vehicle is commanded to follow the same waypoints as above
with the addition of a 9 m spherical keep-out zone. For each of these scenarios, the number
of discretization points was N = 100. The method of successive approximations is employed.
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The optimal trajectories in the body-fixed frame are shown in Fig. 8.10. Fig. 8.11 shows
the same optimal trajectories in the LVLH frame, and Fig. 8.12 shows the optimal control
acceleration history for this inspection scenario. The optimal solutions for all three cases
required a maneuver at the beginning and end of the transfer, however, the keep-out zone
changed the ∆v/optimal control solutions for Case 1 (A to B) and Case 3 (C to D). Fig.
8.13 shows that small continuous maneuvers are required in these cases between 150 sec and
600 sec, a time period during which the optimal trajectory solution rides along the keep-out
zone.
Fig. 8.10: Target-relative waypoint following/inspection with 10
minute transfers between each waypoint and a 9 meter keep-out zone
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Fig. 8.11: Target-relative waypoint following/inspection with 10 min-
utes transfer between each waypoint and a 9 meter keep-out zone as
seen from an LVLH frame
Fig. 8.12: Control acceleration magnitude history target-relative way-
point following/inspection with 9 meter keep-out zone
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Fig. 8.13: Zoomed in control acceleration magnitude history target-
relative waypoint following/inspection while on 9 meter keep-out zone
boundary
8.3.3 Final Approach with Approach Corridor
Each of the following three cases shown in Fig. 8.14-8.16 was done for a half-hour
(1800 sec.) transfer. The orbital radius was set to be at 7100 km with an LVLH rotation
rate of 0.06046 deg/sec, while the rotation of the body frame was varied. The number of
discretization points is N = 200.
The first case was run for a body frame rotating at LVLH rate, in the direction of LVLH
rotation, and the deputy approached the chief from 100 m on the positive v-bar. The results




















Total Delta-V: 0.11575 m/s
Fig. 8.14: 100 m v-bar transfer to target, where body rotation rate
is LVLH. Left: Body-fixed frame. Right: Inertial frame
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The next case tested was for a target rotating at 0.1 deg/sec about the positive z-axis of
the LVLH frame, aligned with the cross-track direction. We have added a convex approach
cone constraint into the problem in order to show the application of a path constraint within
the body-fixed frame. The total rotation was 180◦. All other variables were kept the same.






















Total Delta-V: 0.41651 m/s
Fig. 8.15: 100 m v-bar transfer to target with approach constraint,
body rotation rate is 0.1 deg/sec. Left: Body fixed-frame. Right:
Inertial frame
The next case that was tested was for a body rotation of 0.2 deg/sec about the negative
z-axis of LVLH, aligned with the cross-track direction. The total rotation was 360◦. The
























Total Delta-V: 0.80872 m/s
Fig. 8.16: 100 m v-bar transfer to target with approach constraint,
body rotation rate is -0.2 deg/sec. Left: Body-fixed frame. Right:
Inertial frame
In the next cases, two final approaches are investigated, one along a body-fixed x-
axis (case 1), and one along a body-fixed y-axis (case 2). For each of these cases, the
number of discretization points was N = 72. Both approaches include a a 10 deg approach
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cone/corridor constraint. The initial position is 10 m on the body-fixed x- and y-axis,
respectively, and the final desired relative position is 1 m on the body-fixed x- and y-axes,
respectively. A 0.5 m minimum distance requirement is also enforced via a plane constraint
at x = 0.5 m and y = 0.5 m, respectively. The final desired relative velocity for all cases is
0.0 m/s/axis, and the final time is 12 minutes.
The optimal trajectory solutions are shown in the target frame in Fig. 8.17. It is
interesting to note that the optimal trajectory takes the vehicle from the initial 10 m position
to the 0.5 m position constraint before continuing on to the final desired position at 1 m.
In this case, the minimum propellant solution is to first move up to the 0.5 m position,
wait there to conserve propellant, and then continue on to the final desired position. The
same optimal trajectories in the LVLH frame are shown in Fig. 8.18. The optimal control
acceleration for each case is plotted separately in Fig. 8.19 and Fig. 8.20. Another control
solution using the drift without control constraints was implemented here for the body final
approach cases. These results show the more continuous controls in Fig. 8.21 and Fig. 8.22.
Fig. 8.17: Target-relative x-axis and y-axis final approach trajectories
with a 10 degree approach cone constraint and a 12 min transfer
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Fig. 8.18: Target-relative 12 minute x-axis and y-axis final approach
trajectories with a 10 degree approach cone constraint as seen from
the LVLH frame
Fig. 8.19: Control acceleration magnitude history for x-axis and y-
axis final approach
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Fig. 8.20: Zoomed in control acceleration magnitude history for x-
axis and y-axis final approach, while at minimum distance
Fig. 8.21: Control acceleration magnitude history for x-axis and y-
axis final approach using `drift without control' constraints
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Fig. 8.22: Zoomed in control acceleration magnitude history for x-
axis and y-axis final approach, while at minimum distance using `drift
without control' constraints
8.4 Inertial Targeting Results
The inertial targeting algorithm was tested by varying the fixed final transfer time
as well as the rotation rate of the chief-fixed frame. The inertial targeting algorithm was
implemented in an open-loop targeting method, where the chaser targets only once for the
next desired relative position. In these cases, the chaser was instructed to go from 10 meters
on the x-axis to 10 meters on the y-axis, then to 10 meters on the z-axis, and back to 10
meters on the x-axis, where each relative position is in the chief-fixed frame. The rotation
rate of the chief's frame was set to 0.25 degrees per second about the inertial z-axis, and the
fixed final times tested for each of these maneuvers were 5 minutes and 15 minutes. These
results are presented in Fig. 8.23 where the solid lines show the optimal trajectories, and
the dashed lines are the resulting trajectories from the targeting algorithm. In these cases,
the shorter fixed final times for these trajectories produce more accurate targeting results.
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Fig. 8.23: Inertial targeting algorithm results, varying the fixed final
time for transfer, with a chief rotation rate of 0.25 deg/sec about the
inertial z-axis. Left: Final time of 5 minutes for each transfer. Right:
Final time of 15 minutes for each transfer.
In the next cases, the final time for the transfer was set at 5 minutes and the rotation
rate of the chief-fixed frame was varied. These examples show one simple trajectory from
10 meters on the x-axis to 10 meters on the y-axis of the chief-fixed frame. The results are
presented in Fig. 8.24, where the rotation rates that were tested for the chief-fixed frame
were 0.01 deg/sec and 0.5 deg/sec about the inertial z-axis. The solid lines show the optimal
trajectories, and the dashed lines are the resulting trajectories from the inertial targeting
algorithm. These cases show that for higher rotation rates of the chief-fixed frame, the
targeting algorithm gives more accurate results for a fixed final time.
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Fig. 8.24: Inertial targeting algorithm results, varying the rotation
rate of chief-fixed frame, with a final transfer time of 5 minutes.
Left: Chief rotation rate of 0.01 deg/sec, where miss distance was
0.735 meters. Right: Chief rotation rate of 0.5 deg/sec, where miss
distance was 0.476 meters.
8.5 Summary
In this chapter, the RPO trajectory planning problem is formulated under a rotating
body-fixed frame dynamics model. This involves developing the SOCP problem with the
rotating body-fixed frame dynamics derived in Chapter 6. This problem has linear equality
constraints for the dynamics, and the inequality constraints for the slack variables, maximum
control acceleration, approach corridor, and minimum distance. Spherical keep-out zone
constraints are also considered, which are inherently nonconvex. A linearized approximation
technique and SCP methods are required to determine the optimal path around the sphere.
In the final approach scenario, an approach corridor and minimum distance constraint results
in scenarios where the spherical keep-out zone is inherently satisfied.
Several planned trajectory results are also shown. These include the trajectory and
optimal control history plots for the following scenarios: initial approach, way-point following
(with or without a spherical keep-out zone), and final approach with an approach corridor
and minimum distance constraint. The `drift without control' constraints are also analyzed
here, and show much smoother optimal control solution while on the boundary of the path
constraints.
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The inertial targeting algorithm examples show the effects of the rotation rate of the
chief's body-fixed frame under the inertial assumptions. When the rotation rate is much
greater than the mean motion of the chief's orbit and the final time is relatively small, then
the inertial targeting algorithm works very well. However, when the rotation rate of the
chief is low and/or the final time is large, then targeting errors begin to grow. This inertial
targeting algorithm may be implemented in closed-loop fashion to accurately execute short-
duration transfers in a chief's body-fixed frame rotating at a relatively high rate (compared
to the chief's mean orbital motion).
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CHAPTER 9
RPO PLANNING FOR SAFETY OF FLIGHT
Recent developments in safety of flight concepts produce relative trajectories for RPO
that can reduce the probability of accidental collisions with resident space objects (RSOs).
Safety of flight concepts typically incorporate constraints such as approach corridors, spher-
ical keep-out zones, and passive abort safety ellipses [6, 22, 87]. These constraints produce
trajectories that fall into two different categories: actively safe trajectories, and passively safe
trajectories. Actively safe trajectories generally require maneuvers to maintain safety and
do not ensure a passive abort capability in the event of passive failures such as computer re-
boot, power loss, or a suspension of normal activities due to mission/vehicle anomalies [141].
Passively safe trajectories ensure a passive abort capability at all times over the duration of
the trajectory [1,141]. The focus of this analysis is on the formulation of passively safe tra-
jectories in terms of relative orbital elements (ROEs) for a chaser vehicle in close proximity
to a target vehicle's circular reference orbit.
The method of sequential convex programming (SCP) is a traditional approach that
uses convex optimization to solve inherently nonconvex problems, and is used extensively
in this chapter [20, 21, 129]. This method formulates the nonconvex constraints as lin-
earized approximations within a `trust region' of the nonconvex set. Furthermore, sequential
convex optimization has been successfully implemented in RPO trajectory planning algo-
rithms that include nonlinear, nonconvex dynamics, and nonconvex spherical keep-out zones
(KOZ) [22, 23, 142]. Optimal trajectory solutions with nonconvex KOZs produce actively
safe trajectories that prevent accidental collisions only when the chaser vehicle is active,
functioning properly, and capable of executing maneuvers [141]. A KOZ does not prevent
accidental collisions when a passive failure occurs and maneuvers are undesirable or not
possible.
Several approaches to the relative orbital ellipse transfer problem have been developed,
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including control formulations using the traditional relative orbital elements [76, 77], com-
binations of Cartesian and Orbital element feedback laws [91], and feedback control using
mean orbital elements for spacecraft formations [90]. It has also been shown that optimal
transfers between relative ellipses results in a sequence of optimal impulsive burn-coast-burn
arcs [143]. The approach taken in this chapter is to ensure that each phase of the optimal
trajectory between relative ellipses is passively safe, by enforcing constraints on the ROEs.
This involves formulating optimal trajectories that consist of relative safety ellipses which
are guaranteed to have a passive abort capability at all times.
It is very important to note that the term relative ellipse is intended be a generic
term that applies to all relative orbital motion trajectories: flyby trajectories, stationary
trajectories (v-bar station-keeping), stationary trajectories that that circumnavigate the
target, stationary trajectories offset from the target, and traveling ellipses that move toward
or away from the target (including traditional "hopping" relative motion trajectories). All
of these trajectories can be modeled as relative ellipses with different sizes and centers,
however, only a subset can be considered relative safety ellipses.
The safety ellipses have a guaranteed passive abort capability and are robust to uncer-
tainties in relative position and velocity, as well as the effects of perturbations such as of J2
and drag [79, 143]. In this manner, an end-to-end optimal trajectory is designed such that
the chaser is always on a collision-free trajectory if a system problem occurs. Furthermore,
the use of ROEs provides an intuitive and guaranteed approach to ensure a safe trajectory,
rather than having to check at each instant of time if a collision is possible.
As will be shown, passive safety of flight constraints may not be needed in all cases.
Often, a problem may be designed with sufficient initial and final conditions and transfer
times such that the solution maintains inherent passive safety of flight. In these cases,
once the optimal trajectory is known, it can be evaluated to determine whether or not it is
inherently safe. If it is, then it provides sufficient passive safety, however if it is not, then
safety of flight constraints should be imposed on the next iteration of the trajectory planning
problem. The approach taken in this chapter does not explicitly address the problem of
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passive safety in the event of an under-burn or an uncompleted maneuver. However, it
will be seen that many of the cases investigated do maintain safety after an uncompleted
burn, and the cases that do not maintain safety can be remedied by properly redesigning
the mission.
The work presented here is also based on a fixed maximum final time. It is assumed
that mission operational constraints such as lighting, power, communications, tracking, etc.,
will dictate a maximum final transfer time. The algorithms presented here are based only on
the HCW equations, however, the key element of the dynamics model (the state-transition
matrix), can be updated to include target orbit eccentricity and environment perturbations
such J2, drag, and solar radiation pressure [4, 77,79,143].
9.1 Basic Problem Formulation
The core of this problem formulation is to determine an optimal, minimum ∆v tra-
jectory to transfer from an initial relative position and velocity to a desired final position
and velocity while maintaining safety of flight over the entire duration of the transfer [144].
Each point in the trajectory will be defined by an instantaneous relative ellipse constrained
to be passively safe. This ensures passive safety of flight when future maneuvers cannot be
executed. In many cases, provided the mission is well-designed, it can be shown that passive
safety of flight is also maintained when failures occur mid-burn.
9.1.1 Linear Relative Orbital Element Dynamics
The dynamics for the LROE states follow the relationship from Eqs. 5.42-5.43.
˙¯x =

0 0 0 0 0 0
−3ω/2 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 ω 0 0
0 0 −ω 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 ω
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Normalized-time examples for optimal trajectory design using the LROEs are included in
the results section of this chapter.
9.1.2 Objective Function
The objective function for the RPO problem is first defined. The objective is to minimize
the ∆v required for a chemical combustion engine, to transfer from the initial conditions to








Where t0 is the initial time, and tf is the final time.
9.1.3 Constraints
Control Effort Constraint
Due to thruster limitations, a constraint on maximum allowable thrust acceleration is





where amax is the maximum thrust acceleration.
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Boundary Constraints
The boundary constraints include the initial states and desired final states. It is assumed
that the full initial state is given in terms of relative position and velocity in LVLH, so that
the full LROE state can be calculated via Eq. 5.37. It is also assumed that the initial
relative ellipse of the chaser is a passively safe ellipse, therefore the initial point is always
feasible and satisfies any initial passive safety of flight constraints.
x¯(t0) = Tx(t0) = given (9.5)
The desired final states can be specified in terms of the final center of motion xr, yr, and
the size of the final relative ellipse, defined by specifying ar and Az. This leaves two degrees
of freedom for the final values of the in-plane and out-of-plane phase angles. A fully-convex
final boundary condition can also be implemented, which requires the final phase angles
Er(t)f and ψz(tf ) to be specified. In this case, the final condition is fully defined as
x¯(tf ) = specified (9.6)
However, relaxing the final phase angles, although it results in nonconvex constraints, leads
to a more optimal trajectory. The terminal boundary constraints with relaxed final phase
angles are written as
x¯1(tf ) = xrdes(tf ), x¯2(tf ) = yrdes(tf ) (9.7)
ar(tf ) = ardes(tf ), Az(tf ) = Azdes(tf ) (9.8)
The specification of the final desired center of motion is a linear equality constraint on
the terminal LROE state. The specification of the final size of the final relative ellipse in
terms of the LROE states are quadratic equality constraints and are written as
ar(tf ) = ||Mar x¯(tf )|| = ardes(tf ), Az(tf ) = ||MAz x¯(tf )|| = Azdes(tf ) (9.9)
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where Mar and MAz are selection matrices defined by
Mar =
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
 and, MAz =
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
 (9.10)
Note that the convex constraints for ar(tf ) and Az(tf ) below are always satisfied when the
equality constraints are satisfied.
||Mar x¯(tf )|| ≤ ardes(tf ), ||MAz x¯(tf )|| ≤ Azdes(tf ) (9.11)
This signifies that in some cases, the convex constraints in 9.11 may be deemed sufficient,
and fully convex terminal constraints are defined.
In this analysis the final conditions must also be feasible, so that the terminal ellipse
is a passively safe ellipse that satisfies the safety of flight constraints. It should also be
noted that if all of the terminal states are specified (including the in-plane and out-of-
plane phase angles), the final constraints on the LROEs are all linear as shown in previous
formulations [136].
The solution to the above optimization problem results in a sequence of optimal burn-
coast-burn arcs. [143] The thrusting phases can be relatively short when the limiting thrust
magnitude is large (i.e., near impulsive maneuvers), or relatively long when the limiting
thrust magnitudes are small.
9.1.4 Passive Safety of Flight Constraints
While the above problem formulation defines a minimum ∆v problem with thrust mag-
nitude and boundary constraints, it does not guarantee a passively safe trajectory solution.
A naive approach to addressing passive safety is to set up a cylindrical KOZ aligned with
the along-track y-axis to forbid trajectories that might drift into the target after, e.g., a
power failure. Such a KOZ constraint can be simply defined as
√




x¯4)2 + x¯25 ≥ dmin (9.12)
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where dmin is the radius of the KOZ and the minimum acceptable target miss distance.
An optimal trajectory solution with this additional constraint will produce a trajectory
that lies outside the cylindrical KOZ (assuming the initial and final condition are also outside
the KOZ), but it is not guaranteed to be safe since the failure to execute any of the required
optimal maneuvers may result in a free-drift trajectory that violates the KOZ and result in
a possible collision with the target.
To be more clear, a passively safe trajectory is one in which the loss of control effort (e.g.
due to power failure or computer shutdown/reboot) or a decision to temporarily suspend
future maneuvers (e.g. due to non-active spacecraft anomalies) will not result in a collision
with the target spacecraft, i.e., the subsequent free-drift of the vehicle in the y-axis direction
must not result in an accidental collision.
This problem is best visualized in the x− z (radial/cross-track) plane. The x− z plane









(x− xr)z = cos(γ)2 (9.13)
where γ is the phase difference between the in-plane and out-of-plane ellipses
γ = Er − ψz (9.14)
Figure 9.1 shows several examples of these ellipses with varying relative phase difference.
When xr is greater than zero, the ellipses are drifting in the negative y-axis direction, and
when xr is less than zero the ellipse are drifting in the positive y-axis direction.
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Fig. 9.1: Out-of-plane relative ellipse orientations as a function of
phase difference (γ)
The radial-intercept or x-intercept locations for the out-of-plane ellipse can be written as
xint = xr ± ar
2
cos(γdiff) (9.15)
From this result, if the phase difference of the relative ellipse is γdiff = ±pi/2, the out-
of-plane ellipse will cross the plane z = 0 and the radial axis of LVLH at the xr center of
motion. This is an example of a perfectly out-of-phase relative ellipse. If the phase difference
is γdiff = 0 or pi, then the relative ellipse will cross the plane z = 0 and the radial axis of
LVLH at xint = xr ± ar2 . This second example is termed an in-phase safety ellipse, and
signifies that the in-plane and out-of-plane phase angles are equal, or Er = ψz. One method
to ensure the safety of flight of the chaser satellite after executing a maneuver is to require
the terminal relative ellipse to be in phase, with the radial center of motion at xr = 0.
Examples of possible out-of-plane ellipse orientations for in-phase safety ellipse trajectories
are shown in Figure 9.2 for varying semi-major axes and cross-track amplitudes. One can see
that in the case of following an in-phase relative ellipse, the specification of a final desired
semi-major axis and cross-track amplitude is sufficient to ensure safety of flight.
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Fig. 9.2: Out-of-plane, in-phase relative ellipses for varying semi-
major axes and cross-track amplitudes, with zero radial offset (xr =
0)
If a minimum target miss distance dmin is imposed, three families of passively safe
relative motions ellipses exist: a flyby above the target at a distance larger than dmin , a
flyby below the target at a distance larger than dmin, and a relative motion trajectory that
circumnavigates the along-track y-axis at a distance greater than dmin. These three case
are shown in Figure 9.3.
Fig. 9.3: Out-of-plane relative ellipse case examples
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Notice that the magnitude of the relative phase difference, γ, and cross-track amplitude,
Az, are unimportant for the family of ellipses that are entirely above or below the minimum
miss distance. A view of these flyby trajectories in the x − y plane (radial/along-track) is
shown in Figure 9.4. Since xr can be positive or negative, and since ar is always positive,
the only constraint required to ensure a passively safe trajectory for this family of flyby
trajectories (above or below the target) can be expressed in terms of the ROEs.




In terms of the LROEs, this constraint is written as the concave constraint
|x¯1| − 1
2
||Mar x¯|| ≥ dmin (9.17)
This constraint ensures that all flyby trajectories (above or below) are passively safe.
Next, the family of trajectories that circumnavigate the along-track y-axis are consid-
ered. In this case, the in-plane motion, the out-of-plane motion, and the phasing of the
in-plane/out-of-plane motion is critical to ensure a passively safe trajectory. The x − y
in-plane is considered first.
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Fig. 9.5: Out-of-plane circumnavigating ellipse example
In Figure 9.5, it can be seen that when xr is greater than zero, the relative periapse













− |xr| ≥ dmin (9.20)
and in terms of the LROEs, this can be expressed as the concave constraint
1
2
||Mar x¯|| − |x¯1| ≥ dmin (9.21)
This constraint alone, however, will not guarantee passive safety at all times, for this family
of trajectories.
As can be seen in Figure 9.1, constraints on Az and the relative phase difference γ
must also be imposed. While there are many combinations of Az and γ that will result
in a passively safe trajectory, a general expression for this constraint was not obvious or
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forthcoming. Thus, the approach adopted here is to ensure that the in-plane and out-of-
plane motion is nearly in phase (γ ≈ 0, pi) and then impose the constraint
Az ≥ dmin (9.22)
In terms of the LROEs, this can be expressed as the concave constraint
||MAz x¯|| ≥ dmin (9.23)
The relative phase angle constraint takes the form
− γmax ≤ γ ≤ γmax (9.24)
or
pi − γmax ≤ γ ≤ pi + γmax (9.25)
To develop these phase difference constraints in terms of the LROEs, consider the
following. In the new LROE state-space, the last four LROEs ar sin(Er), ar cos(Er) and
Az sin(ψz), Az cos(ψz) can be plotted in the same figure. An example of this is shown in
Figure 9.6 for ar = 2Az.
Fig. 9.6: LROE state-space plots of (ar cos(Er), ar sin(Er)), and
(Az cos(ψz), Az sin(ψz)), for ar = 2Az
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In this figure, the unit vectors for the points (x¯4, x¯3), and (x¯6, x¯5) can be written directly
in terms of the LROE states. They are denoted as iˆEr for the in-plane phase angle, and iˆψz








Now the constraint −γmax ≤ γ ≤ γmax can be written in terms of the scalar product
of these two unit vectors, as
iˆEr · iˆψz ≥ cos(γmax) (9.27)
Similarly, the constraint pi − γmax ≤ γ ≤ pi + γmax results in
iˆEr · iˆψz ≤ cos(γmax) (9.28)
The initial conditions of the problem determine which of the two above constraints are
enforced. If −pi/2 ≤ γ0 ≤ pi/2, then the constraint in Eq. 9.27 is enforced, whereas if
3pi/2 ≥ γ0 > pi/2, then the constraint in Eq. 9.28 is enforced. This serves to minimize the
control effort required for changes in phase difference.
9.2 Safety of Flight Complete Problem Formulation
The complete RPO trajectory planning problem is now formulated as a nonconvex
parameter optimization problem. Safety of flight constraints are imposed along the entire
trajectory to ensure passive safety of flight. Several of these constraints are inherently
nonconvex and will require an SCP technique [21].
9.2.1 Objective Function and Control Effort Constraint
First, the objective function is discretized into N equal steps, ∆t = ti+1 − ti. It is
assumed that there is constant acceleration over each time step, where aTi = ωνi, so that
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for i = 1, . . . , N where constant ∆t is omitted. This objective function is convex. The




9.2.2 Dynamics and Boundary Constraints
The dynamics for the system are similarly discretized into points x¯(ti) = x¯i for i =
1, . . . , N + 1 with equal steps ∆t = ti+1− ti between each point, and where t1 = t(0). Using
Eq. 5.42, the dynamics are expressed in terms of linear convex constraints






eA¯ (ti+1−τ)B¯ dτ (9.32)
for i = 1, . . . , N . The initial conditions are linear convex equality constraints
x¯1 = given (9.33)
The final conditions in terms of the LROEs are given by Eqs. 9.7 and 9.9. The
constraints for the final location of the center of the ellipse xr(tf ) and yr(tf ) are convex
linear equality constraints
x¯1N+1 = xrdes , x¯2N+1 = yrdes (9.34)
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and the final conditions for the size of the ellipse ar(tf ) and Az(tf ) are nonconvex quadratic
equality constraints
||Mar x¯N+1|| = ardes , ||MAz x¯N+1|| = Azdes (9.35)
9.2.3 Passive Safety of Flight Constraints
The safety of flight constraints are implemented at specific times ti along the trajectory.
The set if ∈ Z is the set of time indices tif where the flyby safety of flight constraint is
imposed, and the set ic ∈ Z is the set of time indices tic where the circumnavigating safety
of flight constraints are imposed. These sets are generally not known a priori, but they can
be selected in an efficient manner using the SCP method, as will be seen in the next section.




||Mar x¯i|| ≥ dmin, i ∈ if (9.36)




||Mar x¯i|| − |x¯1i | ≥ dmin, i ∈ ic (9.37)
||MAz x¯i|| ≥ dmin, i ∈ ic (9.38)
iˆEri · iˆψzi ≥ cos(γmax),−pi/2 ≤ γ0 ≤ pi/2, i ∈ ic (9.39)
iˆEri · iˆψzi ≤ cos(γmax), 3pi/2 ≥ γ0 ≥ pi/2, i ∈ ic (9.40)
9.2.4 Summary






subject to ||νi|| ≤ amax
ω
, i = 1, . . . , N (9.42)
x¯1 = given (9.43)
x¯i+1 = Φ¯∆tx¯i + B¯diνi, i = 1, . . . , N (9.44)
x¯1N+1 = xrdes , x¯2N+1 = yrdes (9.45)




||Mar x¯i|| ≥ dmin, i ∈ if (9.47)
1
2
||Mar x¯i|| − |x¯1i | ≥ dmin, i ∈ ic (9.48)
||MAz x¯i|| ≥ dmin, i ∈ ic (9.49)
iˆEri · iˆψzi Q cos(γmax), i ∈ ic (9.50)
The convex objective function is shown in Eq. 9.41. The constraints in Eqs. 9.42-
9.45 are all convex and consist of the maximum thrust acceleration constraint, the initial
conditions, the dynamics constraints, and the terminal center of motion constraint. The
nonconvex constraints are listed in Eqs. 9.46-9.50. The nonconvex constraints consist of the
terminal ellipse size (in-plane and out-of-plane), and the passive safety of flight constraints
for circumnavigating and flyby trajectories.
9.2.5 Fully Convex Problem
In many cases a fully convex problem may solved, which under certain circumstances
may provide inherent safety of flight. Fully convex problems are also significant for solving
the nonconvex problem above, since a fully convex problem is used to initialize the method
of sequential convex programming. In this section, a fully convex problem (for transferring
from the initial conditions to the final conditions in a fixed amount of time) is defined in
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subject to ||νi|| ≤ amax
ω
, i = 1, . . . , N (9.52)
x¯1 = given (9.53)
x¯i+1 = Φ¯∆tx¯i + B¯diνi, i = 1, . . . , N (9.54)
x¯N+1 = specified or,

x¯1N+1 = xrdes , x¯2N+1 = yrdes
||Mar x¯N+1|| ≤ ardes , ||MAz x¯N+1|| ≤ Azdes
(9.55)
The objective, maximum acceleration, initial conditions, and dynamics (Eqs. 9.51, 9.52,
9.53, 9.54, respectively) all remain the same as in the previous nonconvex problem. However,
now the final conditions are fully convex. These can either be fully specified, as shown on
the left in Eq. 9.55, or they can be relaxed into a convex form, as shown on the right.
9.3 Solution Using Sequential Convex Programming
The solution to the trajectory optimization problem using sequential convex optimiza-
tion is to first solve the fully convex problem on the first iteration, excluding all nonconvex
constraints. Then, the nonconvex constraints are imposed in each successive iteration via
linearized convex approximations, which require the optimal solution from the previous it-
eration.
Let each iteration of SCP be denoted by k, such that y(k) is the optimal solution to
the convex optimization problem on iteration k. For the safety of flight RPO problem,
the variable y(k) consists of all states x¯(k)i , and controls ν
(k)
i , on iteration k. Consider the
nonconvex problem with parameters y(k) ∈ Rn
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minimize f0(y(k)) (9.56)
subject to fi(y(k)) ≥ 0, i = 1, . . . ,m
hj(y
(k)) = 0, j = 1, . . . , p
For the trajectory planning problem, the objective function, f0 is convex, while the inequal-
ity and equality constraints fi and hj are generally nonconvex. The basic approach is to
formulate a convex approximation fˆi of fi, and an affine approximation hˆj of hj , over a
trust region T (k) on each sequential iteration, k [20]. The trust region is updated on each
iteration, k, and the problem is re-solved over the new trust region so that yk+1 is the
optimal solution to the new problem. This process is repeated until the convergence criteria
used for exiting the sequential convex optimization problem is met.
minimize f0(y(k+1)) (9.57)
subject to fˆi(y(k+1)) ≥ 0, i = 1, . . . ,m
hˆj(y
(k+1)) = 0, j = 1, . . . , p
y(k+1) ∈ T (k)
The convex or affine approximations of the nonconvex constraints take the form of a















9.3.1 Convex Approximations of Nonconvex Constraints
The nonconvex equality constraints, hj , for the trajectory planning problem are given in
Eq. 9.46, and the nonconvex inequality constraints, fi, for the trajectory planning problem
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include the safety of flight constraints in Eqs. 9.47-9.50. Each of these nonconvex constraints
must be approximated within a trust region for each successive iteration.
Beginning with the terminal ar and Az constraints in Eq. 9.46, the form for these
equations are quadratic equalities
har(x¯
(k)
N+1) = ||Mar x¯(k)N+1|| − ardes (9.60)
hAz(x¯
(k)
N+1) = ||MAz x¯(k)N+1|| −Azdes (9.61)
When linearized, the approximate functions are written as the lines
hˆar(x¯
(k+1)









N+1 − ardes (9.62)
hˆAz(x¯
(k+1)










Next, the nonconvex safety of flight constraints in Eqs. 9.47 and 9.48 are considered. These
functions are written as
ff (x¯
(k)
i ) = |x¯(k)1i | −
1
2






||Mar x¯(k)i || − |x¯(k)1i | − dmin, i ∈ ic (9.65)
When each is linearized and simplified, the approximate functions are the halfspaces
fˆf (x¯
(k)




























i − sgn(x¯(k)1i ) x¯
(k+1)
1i
− dmin, i ∈ ic (9.67)
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The safety of flight constraint in Eq. 9.49 is similar to the terminal constraint in Eq. 9.46,
but is an inequality given by
fAz(x¯
(k)
i ) = ||MAz x¯(k)i || − dmin, i ∈ ic (9.68)
and its linearized form is a halfspace
fˆAz(x¯
(k+1)









i − dmin, i ∈ ic (9.69)
The final nonconvex constraint is the phase difference constraint in Eq. 9.50. This is another










− cos(γmax), i ∈ ic (9.70)























































In this equation, the phase difference is contained within the cross products, as γ =
arcsin
(
||ˆiψz × iˆEr ||
)
.
9.4 Approximate Convex Optimization Problem
The approximate convex optimization problem can now be defined. Assuming a solution
y(k) is provided from a previous iteration, the approximate convex problem is
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subject to ||ν(k+1)i || ≤
amax
ω
, i = 1, . . . , N (9.73)
x¯
(k+1)






















































i − sgn(x¯(k)1i ) x¯
(k+1)
1i
























Q cos(γmax), i ∈ ic
(9.81)
This approximate convex optimization problem is solved iteratively until the difference
between the current and previous optimal values of the objective function is within a desired
tolerance, J , so that J ≥ J (k+1) − J (k). The nonconvex constraints are evaluated after
each iteration to ensure they are satisfied.
9.5 Initializing the Sequential Convex Program
The first iteration of the SCP calculates an initial minimum ∆v trajectory based on a
fully convex problem, as in Eqs. 9.51-9.55, that does not include the passive safety of flight
constraints. This first iteration contains the convex constraints shown in Eqs. 9.73 - 9.76
of the nonconvex problem. The remaining constraints include the constraints at the final
time, shown in Eq. 9.77 for terminal ellipse size, and Eq. 9.81 for the terminal ellipse phase
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difference. These are handled differently depending on different methods used to initialize
the SCP.
Each different method has pros and cons for each problem solved in terms of the number
of total iterations. The idea here is to generate a trajectory on the first iteration that is
the closest to the true optimal trajectory. In many cases this highly depends on the initial
and final conditions, as well as the overall transfer time. Each method is discussed in the
following sections.
Terminal Phase Angle Targeting
In this section, the safety ellipse size and phase difference constraints are implemented
in a convex form on the first iteration by targeting a final in-plane and out-of-plane phase
angle θf , which is calculated based on the zero-input ROE differential equation in Eq. 5.36.
Under the zero-input assumption, the terminal phase angles are
Erf = ω(tf − t0) + Er0 (9.82)
ψzf = ω(tf − t0) + ψz0 (9.83)
Using these two phase angles, the mean phase angle θf located between the two zero-










Now, since θf is specified, an in-phase terminal ellipse of the desired size can be targeted to
initialize the SCP. The constraints in Eq. 9.77 become convex linear equality constraints,
and the constraint in Eq. 9.81 is enforced at the final time, since the final ellipse is in phase.
These are now implemented by specifying the entire final state as
x¯
(1)
f = specified (9.86)
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The zero-input assumption for targeting θf works very well when the initial trajectory is
passively safe, i.e., when the initial trajectory is a flyby or a circumnavigating trajectory
and is nearly in phase (γ0 ≤ 0.1pi rad). Extra consideration is required when the initial
trajectory is not passively safe, and will be addressed in future work.
Terminal In-phase Targeting
The final in-phase constraint is one method to implement Eq. 9.77, however the ter-
minal ellipse is constrainted to be in-phase so that Erf = ψzf on the first iteration. Given













































tan(Erf ) = tan(ψzf )→ Erf = ψzf (9.90)
so that the final in-plane phase angle, Erf , and out-of-plane phase angle, ψzf , are equal, for
the case where γmax is specified about γ = 0. For the case where γmax is specified about


















This allows the initial trajectory to target an in-phase ellipse with the desired location
on the first iteration. After the first iteration, the in-phase terminal constraint is relaxed via
the phase difference constraint in Eq. 9.81, and sequential convex programming calculates
the optimal trajectory that lies within the desired phase difference, γmax. The in-phase
targeting approach is more accurate as a starting point for an initial ellipse that is highly
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out-of-phase, however does not allow the specification of the final ellipse size, and so leads to a
minimum control effort solution on the first iteration of arf ≈ ar0 and Azf ≈ Az0 . Therefore,
a combination of the zero-input and terminal in-phase constraint is implemented, where the
terminal phase angle Erf = ψzf is specified.
Terminal Phase Angle and In-phase Targeting
The result of the previous formulations for the initialization of the sequential convex
approximation method leads to a combination of the zero-input assumption and the in-phase
targeting. This may be applied in a general scenario, for a much more accurate initial guess,
leading to faster trajectory convergence. For an initial estimate of the terminal in-phase
angle θ(1)f , where θ
(1)
f = Erf = ψzf , first take a fraction (α) of the difference between the















Instead of strict equality constraints, Eq. 9.84 and Eq. 9.85 are relaxed, and the intersection
of two convex sets is introduced, (two convex functions of the form f(x) = ||Ax|| ≤ d and
g(x) = bTx ≥ d, representing a norm-ball and a half-space, respectively.)
||Mar x¯(1)N+1|| ≤ ardes and, iˆTθ(1)f Mar x¯
(1)
N+1 ≥ ardes − dar (9.94)
||MAz x¯(1)N+1|| ≤ Azdes and, iˆTθ(1)f MAz x¯
(1)









f )]. Dividing Eq. 9.94 and 9.95 by ardes and Azdes , respec-
tively, dar/ardes and dAz/Azdes are percent difference boundaries on the terminal semi-major
axis and cross-track amplitude, respectively. The terminal in-phase constraint is also im-
plemented via Eq. 9.87 or 9.91. Good values for α typically range from 0.5 to 1.1, depend-
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ing on the problem initial conditions. In this analysis, for nearly in-phase initial ellipses,
dar/ardes = dAz/Azdes = 0.25, and α = 0.75 are used.
9.6 Selecting Passive Safety Constraints
The next problem is to determine the sets of time indices if and ic where passive safety
constraints must be implemented for flyby and circumnavigation trajectories, respectively,
for all subsequent iterations. These time indices are initially calculated based on the solution
from the first iteration of the sequential convex programming problem. In between each
non-zero control from the first iteration, the chaser is in a coasting flight scenario, and the
zero-input assumptions to the differential equations are satisfied. Therefore, the flyby or
circumnavigating constraints need only be implemented at one point between each non-zero
control input. This may be taken as the midpoint between the nonzero controls.
Before the second iteration, these points are the time indices where passive safety con-
straints must be enforced, and are calculated by evaluating the control solution from the
first iteration. This process continues on each iteration, where the passive safety of flight
constraints are only implemented between maneuvers, from the solution to the previous
iteration. This allows the controls on the following iteration to shift forward or backward
in time, while the passive safety of flight constraints are fixed over each particular coasting
period of the overall transfer.
First, each state of the trajectory solution from the first iteration is examined to see if
it belongs to a flyby component of the trajectory. A state that belongs to a flyby component
of a trajectory satisfies |xr| − ar/2 ≥ 0. If x¯(k)j is determined to be a state belonging to a
flyby component of the trajectory, the time index j is added to the set of indices if .
Next, each state of the trajectory solution from iteration k is examined to see if it
belongs to a circumnavigating component of the trajectory. A state that belongs to a
circumnavigating component of a trajectory satisfies ar/2 − |xr| ≥ 0. If x¯(k)j is determined
to be a state belonging to a circumnavigating component of the trajectory, the time index
j is added to the set of indices ic.
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9.7 SOF Planner Results
A great variety of scenarios are possible when safety of flight constraints, various ini-
tial and final conditions, and various times-of-flight are considered. In this analysis, three
common and important scenarios are of primary focus: 1) transferring from an initial flyby
trajectory to an offset circumnavigating safety ellipse, 2) transferring from a safety ellipse
with large along-track offset to a zero-offset safety ellipse (a.k.a. `traveling' safety ellipse),
and 3) changing the size of a safety ellipse.
9.7.1 Fully Convex Results
Several different safety ellipse transfers were solved using the fully-convex optimization
method. The constraints for each problem, initial and final conditions, and final transfer
time are given for each example. In all of these examples, the mean motion is ω = 0.001
radians per second, corresponding to a low-Earth orbit. In the LVLH trajectory plots, the
initial relative ellipse is first propagated over the duration of the transfer, as though there
were no control on the chaser satellite, and is shown in red. The desired final ellipse is also
propagated and shown in green. The optimal transfer trajectory is shown in blue.
The first results show an example of a flyby to safety ellipse transfer. For this scenario,
the initial flyby orbit is defined as an initial ellipse with a small semi-major axis and cross-
track amplitude. For an approaching flyby, the initial ellipse requires a positive radial, and
positive along-track center of motion, or a negative radial, and negative along-track center
of motion. The initial ellipse is also defined to be out-of-phase, and the desired final ellipse
is in-phase. The initial ROEs are xr0 = 50 meters, yr0 = 1000 meters, ar0 = 10 meters,
Az0 = 5 meters, Er0 = 0 radians, and ψz0 = 0.1pi radians (18 degrees). The final desired
ROEs are xrf = 0 meters, yrf = 0 meters, arf = 500 meters, Azf = 250 meters, and final
in-phase constraint, θf = Erf = ψzf = Er0 + t¯f radians. All initial and final conditions are
shown in Tab. 9.1. The final time for this problem is specified to be one orbital period of the
target, t¯f = ωTp radians, where Tp = 2piω . The problem is discretized into N = 100 points
where ∆t¯ = ωTpN radians. The LVLH trajectory is shown in Figure 9.7, and the associated
controls are shown in Figure 9.8. The plots of the LROE states are shown in Figure 9.9.
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Table 9.1: Initial and final ROEs for fully-convex Scenario 1
xr (m) yr (m) ar (m) Az (m) Er (rad) ψz (rad)
Initial 50 1000 10 5 0 0.1pi
































Total Delta-V: 0.28885 m/s
Fig. 9.7: LVLH trajectory plot for flyby to safety ellipse transfer
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Time x ω0 (rad)




































































































Fig. 9.9: LROE state propagation for flyby to safety ellipse transfer
The next scenario shows an example of a traveling PASE. The initial relative ellipse has
a large along-track center of motion, and the final relative ellipse has the center of motion
specified to be at the origin of LVLH. Again, the initial ellipse is out-of-phase, and the desired
final ellipse in-phase. The initial ROEs are xr0 = 10 meters, yr0 = 2000 meters, ar0 = 480
meters, Az0 = 260 meters, Er0 = 0.3pi radians (54 degrees), and ψz0 = 0.15pi radians (27
degrees). The final desired ROEs are xrf = 0 meters, yrf = 0 meters, arf = 500 meters,
Azf = 250 meters, and final in-phase constraint, θf = Erf = ψzf = Er0 + t¯f radians. All
initial and final conditions are shown in Tab. 9.2. The final time for this problem is specified
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to be three orbital period of the target, t¯f = 3ωTp radians. The problem is discretized into
N = 300 points where ∆t¯ = 3ωTpN radians. The LVLH trajectory is shown in Figure 9.10,
and the associated controls are shown in Figure 9.11. The plots of the LROE states are
shown in Figure 9.12.
The results from this fully-convex optimization problem show to produce a trajectory
that may be considered inherently passively safe (for a minimum safe distance of ≈ 160
m). This can be seen by the LROE results in Fig. 9.12. In this case, the safety of flight
constraints may be evaluated to ensure they are satisfied. Thus, there is no need to add
safety of flight constraints into the problem and implement SCP methods.
Table 9.2: Initial and final ROEs for fully-convex Scenario 2
xr (m) yr (m) ar (m) Az (m) Er (rad) ψz (rad)
Initial 10 2000 480 260 0.3pi 0.15pi


























Total Delta-V: 0.15222 m/s
Fig. 9.10: LVLH trajectory plot for traveling safety ellipse transfer
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Time x ω0 (rad)




































































































Fig. 9.12: LROE state propagation for traveling safety ellipse transfer
The final scenario shows a transfer from a large to small PASE. The initial relative
ellipse is nearly centered about the target at the origin of LVLH. The final safety ellipse has
a final semi-major axis and cross-track amplitude that are both smaller than the original
safety ellipse. Again, the initial ellipse is out-of-phase, and the desired final ellipse is in-
phase. The initial ROEs are xr0 = −10 meters, yr0 = 20 meters, ar0 = 1010 meters,
Az0 = 535 meters, Er0 = 1.6pi radians (288 degrees), and ψz0 = 1.45pi radians (261 degrees).
The final desired ROEs are xrf = 0 meters, yrf = 0 meters, arf = 400 meters, Azf = 200
meters, and final in-phase constraint, θf = Erf = ψzf = Er0 + t¯f radians. All initial and
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final conditions are shown in Tab. 9.3. The final time for this problem is specified to be
one orbital period of the target, t¯f = ωTp radians. The problem is discretized into N = 100
points where ∆t¯ = ωTpN radians. The LVLH trajectory is shown in Figure 9.13, and the
associated controls are shown in Figure 9.14. The plots of the LROE states are shown in
Figure 9.15.
Similar to the last trajectory, this one also is shown to be inherently safe, via the LROE
results in Fig. 9.15. The safety of flight constraints are satisfied on the fully-convex iteration,
and the SCP method is not needed.
Table 9.3: Initial and final ROEs for fully-convex Scenario 3
xr (m) yr (m) ar (m) Az (m) Er (rad) ψz (rad)
Initial -10 20 1010 535 1.6pi 1.45pi



























Total Delta-V: 0.45596 m/s
Fig. 9.13: LVLH trajectory plot for large to small safety ellipse trans-
fer
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Time x ω0 (rad)





































































































Fig. 9.15: LROE state propagation for large to small safety ellipse
transfer
9.7.2 Guaranteed Passive Safety (SCP) Results
In these results, all intermediate relative ellipses in each trajectory are passively safe,
guaranteeing a passive abort scenario, if no future maneuvers are performed. Each SCP
problem is solved using the CVX package MOSEK solver, with MatLab interface. [111,133]
For consistency, each trajectory is discretized with N = 100 points per target revolution, and
the final time is specified in terms of the number of target revolutions,M , or tf = M(2pi/ω).
In these results, the value ω = 0.001 rad/s is used, corresponding to low-Earth orbital RPO.
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The maximum control for these scenarios is amax = 0.5 mm/second2. The tolerance for the
convergence of the SCP is set to J = 0.1 mm/second.
For Scenario 1, examples of flyby to circumnavigating ellipses are presented. The flyby
consists of a nearly co-elliptic flyby orbit at a sufficiently higher or lower altitude than
the target satellite with large along-track separation. The ellipse associated with the flyby
consists of a small semi-major axis and cross-track amplitude. The final desired safety
ellipse circumnavigates the along-track y-axis and is offset by a specified value. In Scenario
1, trajectories generally consist of multi-rev transfer final times.
The first case in Scenario 1 is an example of a transfer from a lower altitude flyby to a
safety ellipse in front of the target. For this case, the trajectory is safe at all times, including
during maneuvers. Therefore, if any maneuver cannot be completed, the trajectory remains
passively safe. The trajectory has a final transfer time of 2.2 target revs, with dmin = 80 m,
and γmax = 0.1pi. The initial and final ROEs are shown in Table 9.4.
Table 9.4: Initial and final ROEs for Scenario 1
xr (m) yr (m) ar (m) Az (m) Er (rad) ψz (rad)
Case A: Initial -500 -4000 10 5 0 0.1pi
Final 0 1000 200 100 γ ≤ 0.1pi
Case B: Initial -500 -4000 10 5 0 0.1pi
Final 0 -1000 200 100 γ ≤ 0.1pi
The number of SCP iterations is k = 3, with a total ∆v of 0.267 m/s. The resulting



































Total Delta-V: 0.26678 m/s
Fig. 9.16: Optimal flyby to safety ellipse in front of target, in-plane
and out-of-plane motion
Revolutions
























Fig. 9.17: Optimal flyby to safety ellipse in front of target, optimal
control history
The second case for Scenario 1 is an example of a transfer from a lower altitude flyby
to a safety ellipse behind the target. For this case, the trajectory is guaranteed safe if every
maneuver is fully executed. However, if the final maneuver is not completed, the resulting
trajectory may possibly drift into the target. The trajectory has a final transfer time of 2.2
target revs, with dmin = 80 m, and γmax = 0.1pi. All of the initial and final ROEs are the
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same as the first case, except yrf = −1000 m. The number of SCP iterations is k = 3, with
a total ∆v of 0.267 m/s. The resulting in-plane and out-of-plane trajectory is shown in Fig.
9.18 and the control history is shown in Fig. 9.19. It is significant to note that for a transfer
from a greater altitude flyby to a circumnavigating safety ellipse, it is safer to transfer to a

































Total Delta-V: 0.26705 m/s
Fig. 9.18: Optimal flyby to safety ellipse behind target, in-plane and
out-of-plane motion
Revolutions
























Fig. 9.19: Optimal flyby to safety ellipse behind target, optimal con-
trol history
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The trajectory design for Scenario 2 involves transferring from one safety ellipse to
another safety ellipse where the initial safety ellipse has a large along-track offset, and the
final safety ellipse is centered about the target. The change in along-track center of motion
(∆yr = yrf − yr0) is assumed to be relatively large for Scenario 2.
The first case for Scenario 2 is an example with a multi-rev final transfer time. The
optimal solution is a traveling safety ellipse that circumnavigate the along-track axis over
the entire duration of the trajectory. The relatively large multi-rev transfer time results
in a small y-axis secular drift rate term associated with the radial center of motion of
the traveling ellipse. In this scenario, the transfer is safe at all times, including during
maneuvers, providing passive safety even if a maneuver is not completed. The trajectory
has a final transfer time of 2.2 target revs, with dmin = 80 m, and γmax = 0.1pi. The initial
and final ROEs are shown in Table 9.5.
Table 9.5: Initial and final ROEs for Scenario 2
xr (m) yr (m) ar (m) Az (m) Er (rad) ψz (rad)
Case A: Initial -10 -1000 210 98 0 1.9pi
Final 0 0 200 100 γ ≤ 0.1pi
Case B: Initial -10 1000 210 98 pi 1.1pi
Final 0 0 200 100 γ ≤ 0.1pi
The number of SCP iterations is k = 3, with a total ∆v of 0.059 m/s. The resulting





































Total Delta-V: 0.058705 m/s
Fig. 9.20: Optimal multi-rev traveling safety ellipse, in-plane and
out-of-plane motion
Revolutions



























Fig. 9.21: Optimal multi-rev traveling safety ellipse, optimal control
history
The second case for Scenario 2 is an example with a relatively short transfer time of
0.9 revolutions. With less time, the resulting optimal trajectory is a flyby trajectory from
the initial ellipse to the final ellipse. Flyby transfers like this one typically occur when a
large change in along-track separation is required in a relatively small time. For this case,
dmin = 80 m, γmax = 0.1pi, and the initial and final ROEs are given in Table 9.5.
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The number of SCP iterations is k = 5, with a total ∆v of 0.123 m/s. The in-plane
and out-of-plane trajectory is shown in Fig. 9.22, and the control history is shown in Fig.
9.23. For this case, a possibility of collision exists if the first or last maneuvers maneuvers
































Total Delta-V: 0.12336 m/s
Fig. 9.22: Optimal safety ellipse to safety ellipse transfer via flyby,
in-plane and out-of-plane motion
Revolutions



























Fig. 9.23: Optimal safety ellipse to safety ellipse transfer via flyby,
optimal control history
The trajectory design for Scenario 3 requires transfers that change the safety ellipse size.
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This includes either an increase or decrease in a circumnavigating safety ellipse semi-major
axis (∆ar = arf − ar0) and/or an increase or decrease in cross-track amplitude (∆Az =
Azf −Az0), with a possible small change in along-track center of motion, and with a transfer
final time of approximately one rev. The two cases examined include a large and a small
transfer final time, similar to the traveling ellipse scenario. In both cases, the transfer is safe
at all times, even if maneuvers are not completed, so that the trajectory is passively safe in
the event of control failures.
The first case for Scenario 3 is a transfer from a large to small safety ellipse. The
trajectory has a final transfer time of 1.6 target revs, with dmin = 30 m, and γmax = 0.1pi.
The initial and final ROEs are shown in Table 9.6.
Table 9.6: Initial and final ROEs for Scenario 3
xr (m) yr (m) ar (m) Az (m) Er (rad) ψz (rad)
Case A: Initial -10 20 195 110 0.5pi 0.4pi
Final 0 0 100 50 γ ≤ 0.1pi
Case B: Initial 10 -20 105 48 0.5pi 0.6pi
Final 0 0 200 100 γ ≤ 0.1pi
The number of SCP iterations is k = 4, with a total ∆v of 0.064 m/s. The resulting




































Total Delta-V: 0.063707 m/s
Fig. 9.24: Optimal transfer from large to small safety ellipse, in-plane
and out-of-plane motion
Revolutions

























Fig. 9.25: Optimal transfer from large to small safety ellipse, optimal
control history
The second case for Scenario 3 is an example of a transfer from a small to large safety
ellipse. The final transfer time is 0.4 revolutions, with dmin = 30 m, and γmax = 0.1pi. The
initial and final ROEs for this case are shown in Table 9.6.
The number of SCP iterations is k = 4, with a total ∆v of 0.080 m/s. The resulting




































Total Delta-V: 0.08021 m/s
Fig. 9.26: Optimal transfer from small to large safety ellipse, in-plane
and out-of-plane motion
Revolutions



























Fig. 9.27: Optimal transfer from small to large safety ellipse, optimal
control history
9.8 Summary
This chapter presents an approach to design optimal RPO trajectories that ensures zero
probability of collision in the event of a passive failure on a chaser satellite during close prox-
imity operations near a target satellite in a circular reference orbit. This required developing
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passive safety of flight constraints using relative orbital elements, which include constraints
on relative ellipse size, position, and orientation. Many of these constraints are inherently
nonconvex, therefore, a method of sequential convex programming is adopted. The problem
is formulated as a minimum ∆v approximate convex optimization problem, in which the
optimal transfer trajectories are guaranteed to not pass within a prescribed distance of the
target satellite in the event of passive failures. Each nonconvex constraint is convexified via
linearized approximations and implemented in a sequential convex programming problem.
It has been shown that a passively safe trajectory consists of three fundamental build-
ing blocks: 1) flyby trajectories from above, 2) flyby trajectories from below, and 3) cir-
cumnavigating trajectories with the proper in-plane/out-of-plane phasing. Furthermore, an
end-to-end passively safe rendezvous and proximity operations trajectory can be designed
in terms of three trajectory elements: 1) initial approach from a flyby ellipse to an offset
circumnavigating safety ellipse, 2) a transfer from an offset circumnavigating safety ellipse
to another offset circumnavigating safety ellipse of the same size, and 3) increasing or de-
creasing the size of a circumnavigating safety ellipse. By considering these three trajectory
elements, the constraints for passive safety of flight, in terms of relative orbital elements,
are greatly simplified.
Planner results show that for the case where the initial ellipse is a flyby and the final
ellipse is circumnavigating, safety is maintained by switching from a flyby to a circumnavi-
gating trajectory, and this occurs near a point of relative periapse or apoapse of the transfer
trajectory. Careful design of the initial approach trajectory can also ensure passive safety
in the event of a control failure during maneuver execution.
Planner results also demonstrate cases where the initial and final constraints are offset
circumnavigating safety ellipses of the same size, the transfer is either a traveling circum-
navigating ellipse the entire time, or the transfer switches from circumnavigating ellipse to
flyby, then back to circumnavigating ellipse (at points of relative periapse or apoapse). The
optimal solution depends on two important factors: the overall change in along-track center
of motion, and the final transfer time. When a large change in along-track center of motion
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is required in a relatively small amount of time (e.g. less than one rev), the secular drift
term associated with the radial center of motion may dominate the transfer trajectory, and
a flyby is used for the optimal safe approach. Conversely, if more time is allowed for the
transfer to take place (e.g. multi-rev), the transfer trajectory will require a smaller secular
drift rate and the transfer can be accomplished with a circumnavigating safety ellipse. In
both cases, passive safety can be ensured at all times. However, only in the second case can
passive safety be ensured in the event of control failures during maneuver execution.
Finally, for cases where a change in the size of a circumnavigating safety ellipse is
desired, planner results show that the transfer trajectory is always a circumnavigating ellipse
since desired change in the along track motion is always small. It is also shown that these
transfers can be performed optimally in approximately one orbital revolution, resulting in
an optimal bi-elliptic transfer. Simulation results for these cases have proven to be passively
safe, even when control failures occur during a maneuver.
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CHAPTER 10
CUSTOM SOCP ALGORITHM FOR ORBITAL RPO
This chapter describes the specific implementation of the SOCP for the orbital RPO
trajectory planner. The dynamics for the problem are entirely linear, therefore taking the
form of linear equality constraints, and the second-order conic constraints for thrust accel-
eration magnitude and the approach corridor are included. It is determined from the initial
results and analysis that the custom solver is much more efficient when written in terms of
the LROE normalized-time dynamics, as opposed to the HCW dynamics. This is due to
the fact that in the LROE normalized-time dynamics, all of the problem variables are of
similar magnitude, therefore reducing the required amount of scaling and iterations in the
custom RPO solver. The LROE dynamics and the associated linear equality constraints are
presented in Section 10.1.
The algorithm is also written in terms of the general SOCP formulation described in
Chapter 3. Formulating the solver in terms of the most general matrices is required for the
commercial solvers. The idea is to distinguish the primary variables in the general SOCP
problem from the second-order cone variables in more specific conic solvers. As defined
previously, this relationship is given in Eq. 3.17, and is shown here.
y¯ = A¯x + e¯ (10.1)
The vector y¯ = [y¯T1 , . . . , y¯
T
m]
T contains all second-order conic variables, defined by the
affine functions shown in Eq. 3.10. One major advantage of the custom solver presented
in this chapter is the fact that, for the RPO trajectory planning problem, many of the
second-order cone variables y¯i for i = 1, . . . ,m shown in Eq. 3.12, are simple subsets of
the primal variables, x. Therefore, each affine function is explicitly defined using a series
of selection matrices. This greatly reduces the dimensions of the gradients and Hessians of
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each second-order cone function with respect to y¯i, which are required for Newton's method.
This in turn reduces the dimensions of matrices and number of operations when computing
the gradients and Hessians of the KKT conditions, and for programming purposes this serves
to reduce the overall memory and time required.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. All second-order cone constraints
are presented in Section 10.2, and the total problem statement (i.e. the objective and
constraints) is presented in Section 10.3. Problem initialization for satisfying the dynamics
equality constraints is shown in Section 10.4, and the conditions of optimality are provided
in Section 10.5. This is followed by the solutions for these optimality functions, based on
the barrier and PDIP methods, which are presented in Sections 10.6 and 10.7, respectively.
10.1 LROE Dynamics Equality Constraints
The differential equations for the LROE normalized-time dynamics given in Eq. 5.46
are LTI, and take the form
x¯′(t) = A¯nx¯(t) + B¯µ(t) (10.2)
When discretized into N equal time-steps, these dynamics follow the STM relationship, as
shown previously
x¯(ti+1) = Φ¯(ti+1, ti)x¯(ti) +
∫ ti+1
ti
Φ¯(ti+1, τ)Bµ(ti) dτ (10.3)
for i = 1, . . . , N . Where Φ¯(ti+1, ti) = eA¯n(ti+1−ti) and µ(t) is assumed to be constant over
the interval ti ≤ t < ti+1. Note that this is also written as
x¯i+1 = Φ¯∆tx¯i + B¯dµi (10.4)




Φ¯(ti+1, τ)B¯ dτ (10.5)
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and where Φ¯(∆t) = Φ¯∆t = Φ¯(ti+1, ti) = eA¯n∆t, for ∆t = ti+1 − ti. Writing out each of the
dynamics equations in Eq. 10.4, for i = 1, . . . , N , leads to
x¯2 = Φ¯∆tx¯1 + B¯dµ1 (10.6)
x¯3 = Φ¯∆tx¯2 + B¯dµ2 (10.7)
...
x¯N+1 = Φ¯∆tx¯N + B¯dµN (10.8)
These dynamics equations fully define the linear equality constraints between all control
variables, µi, and state variables, x¯i, in the SOCP. These linear equality constraints can be
realized in two ways. The first method involves formulating the problem in terms of all
controls and states as variables, and the second formulates the problem only in terms of the
controls as variables, as shown in the following sections.
10.1.1 Control and State Variables Equality Constraints
Using the results from Eq. 10.6-10.8, the full linear dynamics equations can be written,
using all state variables, x¯i for i = 2, . . . , N , and controls, µi for i = 1, . . . , N . Note that
the full initial and final states are assumed to be known, or provided, from the problem
specifications, therefore, these are not considered problem variables in this formulation.
This results in 3N control variables and 6(N − 1) state variables, for all intermediate















Then, all of the dynamics can be written in a block-partitioned matrix form. First, let
the 6N × 3N matrix associated with the control vectors be defined as B, which is filled with
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block-diagonal Bd matrices as shown below.
B =

B¯d 0 . . . 0








Next, define the 6N × 6(N − 1) matrix associated with the states as A, which is filled with
identity, and state transition matrices, Φ¯∆t, as shown.
A =

−I 0 0 . . . 0
Φ¯∆t −I 0 . . . 0









The known parameters x¯1 and x¯N+1 are moved to the right-hand-side of these equations,










The full dynamics for the control and state variables formulation can now be written as
Bu +Ax = hux (10.13)
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or, using the previously defined vector of all variables, xux
Guxxux = hux (10.14)
where
Gux = [B A] (10.15)
This results in a linear system of 6N equations (therefore, 6N equality constraints),
where Gux ∈ R6N×9N−6 is full row-rank, or rank(Gux) = 6N .
10.1.2 Control-only Variables Equality Constraints
To remove all states x¯i from the problem, first notice that each equality constraint in
Eqs. 10.6-10.8 can be substituted into the next one, in order to combine intermediate states
x¯j for j = 2, . . . , N . For example, substituting Eq. 10.6 into Eq. 10.7 leads to
x¯3 = Φ¯
2
∆tx¯1 + Φ¯∆t B¯dµ1 + B¯dµ2 (10.16)
Doing this for all of the equality constraints leads to a linear equation that is only a function
of the control vectors, µi for i = 1, . . . , N , and boundary states, x¯1 and x¯N+1. This is
written as




or, more generally for any x¯i such that t1 ≤ ti ≤ tN+1 as





Eq. 10.17 can be written as
[








= x¯N+1 − Φ¯N∆tx¯1 (10.19)
Define all control vectors as the variables xu = [µT1 , µ
T






Φ¯N−1B¯d Φ¯N−2B¯d . . . Φ¯1B¯d B¯d
]
(10.20)
hu = x¯N+1 − Φ¯tf x¯1 (10.21)
so that the equality constraints can be written as
Guxu = hu (10.22)
This results in six linear equations (6 equality constraints), where Gu ∈ R6×3N is full row-
rank, or rank(Gu) = 6, and therefore all vectors du ∈ R(B) for d ∈ R6. From this result,
the position and velocity states (x) in LVLH have been removed and are no longer variables
in the problem.
10.2 Second-order Conic Constraints
The second-order cone constraints that are desired for this custom solver involve the
specification of maximum control acceleration level, slack variables, and approach corridor
constraints. In this section, all constraints are written in terms of the original second-order
cone constraints in Eq. 3.6. There are a total of m = 3N second-order cone constraints
in this formulation. Note that these constraints can be easily converted to represent the
approximated spherical KOZ constraints or safety of flight constraints, since each takes the
form of a hyperplane constraint, which is a subset of a second-order cone constraint.
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Maximum Control and Slack Variable Constraints




, for i = 1, . . . , N (10.23)
Using the slack variable form for the objection function, as shown in Eq. 7.8, the second-
order cone constraints for both the maximum acceleration level and the slack variables are
||µi|| ≤ ηi, for i = 1, . . . , N (10.24)
ηi ≤ umax
ω2
, for i = 1, . . . , N (10.25)
for a total of 2N inequality constraints, where µi are the problem variables, and ηi are slack
variables. It is significant to note that depending on the initial and final conditions, the
overall time for the transfer, and the number of points N , the problem may be infeasible for
a small values of umax. This possibility can be visualized by considering a scenario in which
the initial and final position are very distant, while the final time and maximum control
effort are very small. This scenario may be infeasible due to limited control effort over the
duration of the problem.
Approach Corridor Constraints




−1x¯i, i = 1, . . . , N (10.26)
where Mr = [I3×3 03×3] selects the position component, and T−1 is the transformation
from LOREs to the HCW states, given in Eq. 5.41. The cone is defined by the vector iˆc
and half-angle, α.
In the control-only formulation of this problem, these cone constraints become a bit
more complex. Eq. 10.18 defines the LROEs at ti as a function of controls and the initial
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condition. This can be substituted into Eq. 10.26 to get the control-only formulation of the
cone constraint as∥∥∥∥∥∥MrT−1
Φ¯i−1∆t x¯1 + i−1∑
j=1
Φ¯i−j−1∆t B¯dµj
∥∥∥∥∥∥ ≤ 1cos(α) iˆTcMrT−1




for i = 1, . . . , N
(10.27)
This formulation of the approach corridor constraint for the control-only formulation will
be utilized in the general SOCP problem provided in the following section.
10.3 SOCP for RPO Problem Statement
The SOCP algorithm for developing a custom solver involves the implementation of
the RPO second-order conic constraints for maximum control acceleration and approach
corridor, subject to the linear dynamics constraints.
Controls and States Formulation
The primal problem for the control and state formulation is written as
minimize fTη xηux (10.28)
subject to ||Aixηux|| − cTi xηux − di ≤ 0, for i = 1, . . . , 3N
Gηuxxηux = hux
where for the control and state formulation, the variables include controls, slack variables,
and the position/velocity states, µi, ηi for i = 1, . . . , N , and xi, for i = 2, . . . , N . Let all of























To define the user-supplied parameters, fη, Ai, ci, di, Gηux, and hux, the following selection
matrices are defined.These matrices extract portions of the full state vector xηux and are
used to simplify the notation.

















































 9N − 6 (10.34)


























0, . . . , Ix¯i , . . . , 0
]
(10.37)
Now these selection matrices are used to conveniently define the problem parameters.






the vector fTη in Eq. 10.28 is written as
fTη = 1
TMηηux (10.39)




where Gux is given by Eq. 10.15. The vector hux is given by Eq. 10.12.
The Ai, cTi , and di data are based on the second-order cone constraints in Eq. 10.24,
10.25, and 10.26. All results for the Ai, cTi , and di data are summarized below.
Ai =

Muiηux, for 1 ≤ i ≤ N
0, for N + 1 ≤ i ≤ 2N
MrT






ηux, for 1 ≤ i ≤ N









0, for 1 ≤ i ≤ N
umax/ω
2, for N + 1 ≤ i ≤ 2N
0, for 2N + 1 ≤ i ≤ 3N
(10.43)
All matrix data for the RPO trajectory planning problem is now defined and the SOCP
formulation in Eq. 3.6.
Control-only Formulation
For the control-only formulation, the SOCP takes the form
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minimize fTη xηu (10.44)
subject to ||Aixηu + bi|| − cTi xηu − di ≤ 0, for i = 1, . . . , 3N
Gηuxηu = hu
where the variables for the control-only problem include all controls µi, and slack variables

















where xηu ∈ R4N contains all 4N problem variables.
To define the user-supplied parameters fTη , Ai, bi, ci, di, Gηx, and hu, the following
selection matrices are defined for the control-only formulation.




















and the selection matrices for the individual elements of η and u at times ti, are
ηi = M
ηi






















Thus, the vector fTη in Eq. 10.28 is
fTη = 1
TMηηu (10.52)




where Gu is given by Eq. 10.20. The vector hu is given by Eq. 10.21.
The Ai, bi, cTi , and di data are based on the second-order cone constraints in Eq. 10.24,
10.25, and 10.27. All results for the Ai, cTi , and di data are summarized below.
Ai =

Muiηu, for 1 ≤ i ≤ N














0, for 1 ≤ i ≤ N
0, for N + 1 ≤ i ≤ 2N
MrT






ηu, for 1 ≤ i ≤ N


















0, for 1 ≤ i ≤ N
umax/ω





−1Φ¯j−1∆t x¯1, for 2N + 1 ≤ i ≤ 3N , j = i− 2N
(10.57)
All problem matrices are now defined for the SOCP problem formulation shown in Eq. 3.6.
10.4 Initialization
The initialization for the SOCP involves satisfying all of the linear equality constraints
(dynamics equations) and does not require initially satisfying all second-order cone con-
straints, since an infeasible start method is used to satisfy them before the feasible start
method begins. The initialization for the infeasible start is done using a least-squares solu-






















where Gu is taken from Eq. 10.20. In both formulations, the ηi's are initialized to be feasible
via
ηi = ||ui||+ η (10.60)
where η > 0 is a relatively small value.
A fully feasible solution to the RPO SOCP problem can be determined a priori, provided
that umax and all other cone/corridor/halfspace constraints are omitted from the initial
problem formulation. In this case, a feasible xux or xu is fully determined from the results
of the above two equations. The addition of umax constraints, and other cone/halfspace
constraints requires an infeasible start method to first determine a fully feasible initial point,
provided one exists.
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The objective of the infeasible start method is to determine an initial point xfeas that
satisfies all constraints Gxfeas = h and fi(xfeas) ≤ 0 for i = 1, . . . ,m. From the initializa-
tion technique shown in Eqs. 10.58-10.60, all affine equality constraints and slack variables
for control magnitude can be satisfied, however, the inequality constraints for the cone ap-
proach and maximum control shown in Eq. 10.24, 10.25, and 10.26 may not be. In this
case, we would have
fi(xfeas) = ||Aixfeas|| − cTi xfeas − di > 0 (10.61)
for some i. Therefore, an infeasible start is required. The variables for this problem, denoted
by subscript `feas', are the infeasible start variables, xfeas. From the problem shown in
Eq. 10.28, the infeasible start is formulated by adding a slack variable e (scalar), to all
second-order cone constraints, so that
fi(xfeas) = ||Aixfeas|| − cTi xfeas − di ≤ e, for i = 1, . . . ,m (10.62)
The objective is then to minimize the slack variable, e, to drive the solution towards the
feasible set. The infeasible start problem is reformulated by adding the slack variable e to
the infeasible start variables xfeas, and is stated as
minimize fTe xfeas (10.63)






 , xfeas =
xηux
e




and the matrices G and Ai from Eq. 10.15 and 10.41 are adjusted accordingly, by adding a
column of zeros.
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It is sufficient to terminate the infeasible start problem when the solution xfeas is
feasible, to within some desired tolerance feas. This is given by
e ≤ −|feas| (10.65)
When this condition is met, then the infeasible start terminates, and the original feasible
problem is solved.
10.5 Conditions of Optimality for RPO SOCP Algorithm
This section presents the conditions of optimality specifically for the convex RPO plan-
ner problem. For brevity, the Lagrangian, KKT conditions, and solution method for only
the controls and states formulation is presented here, though the same theory can also be
applied for the control-only formulation.
10.5.1 Lagrangian
The Lagrangian for the specific controls and states SOCP in Eq. 10.28 is now written.
In this form, all data matrices for the constraints are inserted into this equation, thus
the Lagrangian is written in terms of the original control and state variables. All convex
































+ νT (Gηuxxηux − hux)
(10.66)
where there arem = 3N inequality constraints and, p = 6N equality constraints. The matrix
Gηux is from Eq. 10.40 and hi is from Eq. 10.12. The vector λ = [λ1 . . . λm]T contains all
Lagrange multipliers for the second-order cones, and the vector ν = [ν1 . . . νp]T contains
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all Lagrange multipliers for the equality constraints.
10.5.2 KKT Conditions
The KKT conditions for this problem are [20]
Gηuxx
∗























2 ≤ 0, i = 1, . . . , N
(10.70)












= 0, i = 1, . . . , 3N (10.73)
where [Df¯(xηux)]∗ is a matrix of the derivatives of fi(xηux) at x∗ηux for the SOCP, as shown
in Eq. 3.42, where
f¯(xηux) = [f1(xηux), . . . , f3N (xηux)]
T (10.74)
The KKT equations are described as follows. Eq. 10.67 are the linear equality constraints
for the dynamics, Eq. 10.68-10.70 are all of the second-order cones, Eq. 10.71 are the
constraints for all second-order cone Lagrange multipliers to be nonnegative, Eq. 10.72 is
the requirement that the gradient must vanish at x∗ηux, and Eq. 10.73 is the complementary
slackness condition.
10.6 RPO Planning Algorithm Using Barrier Method
In this section, the barrier method is applied to the custom RPO problem. This requires
solving the optimality conditions for the modified objective function with the log-barrier
functions, as presented in Chapter 3. The solver method is written in terms of xηux, where
xηux is a vector of all primal slack variables, controls, and states, for the states and controls
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problem formulation. Similarly, the matrix Gηux and vector hux represent the dynamics
matrices for the states and controls formulation. The algorithm outline is documented in
Alg. 10.1.
10.6.1 Barrier Method Formulation
The solution to the RPO SOCP is approached by implementing the barrier method for
all second-order cone constraints. These second-order cone constraints are appended to the
objective function, using an approximation of the indicator function for each constraint in
the form of the log-barrier function [20]. The log-barrier function is shown in Eq. 3.35. This
results in implementing the barrier method problem as












cTi xηux + di
)2 − xTηuxATi Aixηux] (10.76)
The Lagrangian for this problem, after multiplying the objective function by a, and with φi
as defined above, is




T (Gηuxxηux − hux) (10.77)




∇xηuxφi(x∗ηux) +GTηuxν∗ = 0 (10.78)
Gηuxx
∗
ηux = hux (10.79)
The minimization process is performed using the barrier method, and by solving the
KKT conditions in Eq. 10.78 and 10.79. The objective function consists of the original
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objective function, plus the contributions of the log-barrier functions for each second-order
cone constraint, as shown in Eq. 10.75.
Newton Step
The Newton step equations, shown in Eq. 3.78, are used to solve the modified KKT
conditions of optimality for the barrier method. From Eqs. 10.78 and 10.79, these are














The gradient and Hessian of the log-barrier functions (∇xηuxφ(xηux), and ∇2xηuxφ(xηux)) are
now defined. These are written specifically for the RPO problem using Eq. 3.33 and 3.34.
The conic variables, y¯i for i = 1, . . . , 3N from Eq. 10.1 in the barrier method are now
defined for clarity. This is done to simplify the notation for the gradients and Hessians,
and also to save memory and reduce the number of operations within the code. The conic
variables are written as a function of all variables in the controls-and-states formulation,
xηux, as
y¯i(xηux) =






 for 1 ≤ i ≤ N
−ηj + umaxω2 for N + 1 ≤ i ≤ 2N , j = i−NiˆTcMrT−1/ cos(α)
MrT
−1
 x¯j for 2N + 1 ≤ i ≤ 3N , j = i− 2N
(10.81)









 for 1 ≤ i ≤ N





 for 2N + 1 ≤ i ≤ 3N , j = i− 2N
(10.82)
Note that Ai for N + 1 ≤ i ≤ 2N does not exist, therefore only ci is defined. Also note that
the Hessian is zero, i.e., ∇2xηux y¯i = 0.
Making use of Eqs. 3.33 and 3.34, the gradients and Hessians of the log-barrier functions
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The second-order constraint log-barrier function gradients and Hessians over all vari-







[∇xηux y¯i(xηux)] [∇y¯iφi(y¯i)] (10.89)












[∇xηux y¯i(xηux)] [∇2y¯iφi(y¯i)][∇xηux y¯i(xηux)]T (10.90)
where [∇xηux y¯i(xηux)] is defined in Eq. 10.82 and ([∇y¯iφi(y¯i)], [∇2y¯iφi(y¯i)]) are defined in
Eq. 10.83 and 10.84.
Backtracking Line Search
The backtracking line search for the barrier method consists of two main components.
The first is to ensure that the step is within the feasible domain, and the second ensures
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that the Newton step reduces the current modified objective function. The current iterates
are all primal variables xηux, and the next iteration is denoted as x+ηux. The Newton step is
x+ηux = xηux + s∆xηux (10.91)
where s is the step size. Backtracking starts with initializing the Newton step at s = 1,
then shrinking the step by multiplying s by β ∈ (0, 1). This is first performed to ensure
feasibility, where the step is decreased until fi < 0 for i = 1, . . . , 3N .
Once a feasible step is determined, the objective is to continue to decrease the step size
until the modified objective function is minimized. This is written as
afTη (xηux + s∆xηux) + 2
3N∑
i=1
φi(xηux + s∆xηux) ≤ afTη xηux + 2
3N∑
i=1
φi(xηux) + αζd (10.92)
where α is a percent reduction of the residuals, and ζd is the inner product of the optimality
function gradient and the current primal variables Newton step. This term ensures that the
residuals are minimized at least by a certain percentage, α.
ζd = s[afη + 2∇xηuxφ(xηux)]T∆xηux (10.93)
The value s is multiplied by β until Eq. 10.92 is satisfied. At this point, the Newton step
is feasible, and the modified objective function is minimized in the search direction ∆xηux.




10.6.2 Barrier Method Pseudocode
Algorithm 10.1 Custom SOCP using Barrier Method for Autonomous RPO
Input:
Problem data, Gηux, hux, and Ai, bi, ci, di for i = 1, . . . ,m (Eqs. 10.12, 10.40 and 10.41-10.43)
Initial xηux satisfying Gηuxxηux = hux (Eq. 10.58)
Initial centering step parameter†, a = a(0) > 0
Centering scale factor†, µ > 1
Desired tolerance,  > 0
Initial feasibility, feas < 0
Output:
Optimal primal variables, x∗ηux
Optimal dual variables, ν∗
Total iterations k and primal tolerance p
Infeasible start
1.) Select large enough e to ensure fi(xηux) < e for i = 1, . . . ,m
2.) Modify objective to J = e
3.) Solve feasible start under condition While fi(xf ) > feas for i = 1, . . . ,m
Feasible start
While m/a > 
1.) Centering step. Compute x∗(k+1)ηux (a) by
I. Compute the Newton-step search direction ∆xηux. (Eq. 10.6.1)
a.) Compute gradient and Hessian of KKT optimality functions.
(See Alg. 10.2, using Eqs. 10.83, 10.84, 10.89, and 10.90)
b.) Perform matrix inversion to determine search direction ∆xηux.
II. Minimize afTη xηux + φ, subject to Gηuxx
(k)
ηux = hux, and starting at x
(k)
ηux.
a.) Backtracking line search until step is feasible, fi(xηux) ≤ 0 for i = 1, . . . ,m
b.) Continue backtracking search until the mod. objective function is minimized.
(See Alg. 10.3, using Eqs. 10.74 and 10.92)
III. Take the Newton-step. Update, x(k+1)ηux (a) = x
(k)
ηux(a) + s∆xηux(a).
2.) Calculate primal tolerance, p = ||afη +
∑m
i=1∇φi(xηux) +GTηuxν||2
3.) Increase a, via a = µa.
4.) Iteration update, k = k + 1
5.) Save data, xηux, s, a, p.
End
† More details on initialization parameters can be found in Convex Optimization [20].
In this analysis, a value of 10 for parameters a(0) and µ was used.
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Algorithm 10.2 Barrier Method SOC Gradients and Hessians Function
Input:
Function data, Ai, bi, ci, di for i = 1, . . . ,m (Eqs. 10.41-10.43)
Current x(k)ηux iterate
Output:
Current gradient and Hessian of barrier function, [∇xηuxφ(x(k)ηux), ∇2xηuxφ(x(k)ηux)]
Calculate gradient and Hessian
1.) Initialize ∇xηuxφ(xηux) and ∇2xηuxφ(xηux)
2.) Loop through SOC functions:
For i = 1, . . . ,m
I. Calculate y¯i from Eq. 10.81
II. Compute the ith components of the gradient
a.) Calculate ∇y¯iφi(y¯i) from Eq. 10.83
b.) Calculate ∇xηuxφi(xηux) in terms of selection matrix indices Eq. 10.89
III. Compute the ith components of the Hessian
a.) Calculate ∇2y¯iφi(y¯i) from Eq. 10.84
b.) Calculate ∇2xηuxφi(xηux) in terms of selection matricx indices Eq. 10.90
IV. Compute gradient and Hessian sums with selection matrix indices from II. and III.
a.) Update grad. ∇xηuxφ(xηux) = ∇xηuxφ(xηux) +∇xηuxφi(xηux) in Eq. 10.89
b.) Update Hess. ∇2xηuxφ(xηux) = ∇2xηuxφ(xηux) +∇2xηuxφi(xηux) in Eq. 10.90
End
Algorithm 10.3 Barrier Method Line Search
Input:




Calculate the step size via backtracking line search
1.) Set s = 1
2.) Ensure the step is within the feasible domain:
While f¯(xηux)  0
I. Compute all SOC functions, f¯T (xηux) = [fi(xηux), . . . , fm(xηux)] from Eq. 10.74.
II. Reduce s, by s = βs.
End
3.) Ensure the step minimizes the mod. objective function (Eq. 10.92):
While afTη (xηux + s∆xηux) + 2
∑m
i=1 φi(xηux + s∆xηux) ≤ afTη xηux + 2
∑m
i=1 φi(xηux) + αζd
I. Reduce s, by s = βs.
End
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10.7 RPO Planning Algorithm Using Primal-dual Interior-point Method
In this section, the custom RPO trajectory planner algorithm is formulated using
primal-dual interior point methods [17, 20, 126]. The algorithm outline is documented in
Alg. 10.4. This requires solving the KKT conditions of optimality, as presented in Chapter
3. The solver method is written in terms of xηux, which represents a vector of all primal
variables, (slack variables, states and controls) for the states and controls problem formula-
tion. The matrix Gηux and vector hux are given in Eq. 10.40 and 10.12, respectively. The
primal-dual variables in this problem are denoted as vector zpd, which includes xηux, λ, and
ν where xηux ∈ R10N−6, λ ∈ R3N (m = 3N inequality constraints), and ν ∈ R6N (p = 6N
equality constraints).
10.7.1 Primal-dual Interior-point Method Formulation
The solution to the SOCP using primal-dual interior-point methods is approached by
implementing the modified KKT equations that resulted from the implementation of the
barrier method. The conditions of optimality for the primal-dual interior-point method are








, for i = 1, . . . ,m (10.95)
Gηuxx
∗
ηux = hux (10.96)
The PDIP method, as opposed to the barrier method, now contains the conditions of
optimality for complementary slackness. Therefore, the modified KKT condition in Eq.
10.95 remains in the problem variable space, and updates to all primal and dual variables
are now made.
Newton Step
The Newton step used for the PDIP method is first formulated from the modified KKT
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equations that resulted in Eq. 10.94-10.96. The modified KKT equations are written as the

























The values of xηux, λ, and ν that satisfy rt(xηux,λ,ν) = 0, results in the optimal primal
variables, x∗ηux, and dual variables, λ∗, ν∗, that satisfy the n+m+p = (10N−6)+3N+6N =
19N−6 nonlinear modified KKT equations. The primal-dual search direction is implemented
using a Newton step to solve this system of nonlinear equations. Let the current point and
the Newton step be defined as
z = (xηux,λ,ν), ∆z = (∆xηux,∆λ,∆ν) (10.99)
respectively. Then, the Newton step is characterized by the first-order expansion of the
nonlinear equations, resulting in
rt(z + ∆z) ≈ rt(z) + [Drt(z)]∆z = 0 (10.100)
Then, in terms of xηux, λ, and ν, we have

∑m















The Newton step primal-dual search direction is solved for by
∆z = −[Drt(z)]−1rt(z) (10.102)
Using Eq. 10.101, the variable ∆λ can be eliminated, from the second block of equations,
∆λ = −diag(f¯(xηux))−1diag[λ][Df¯(xηux)]∆xηux + diag[f¯(xηux)]−1rcent (10.103)




















The gradient and Hessian for the second-order cone functions in the convex RPO planner
problem are written using the result from Chapter 3, shown in Eq. 3.30. These are defined







 for 1 ≤ i ≤ N













 for 1 ≤ i ≤ N




 for 2N + 1 ≤ i ≤ 3N
(10.107)
The gradients and Hessians of the second-order cone constraints over all variables xηux
are now conveniently written as
∇xηuxfi(xηux) = [∇xηux y¯i(xηux)] [∇y¯ifi(y¯i)], for i = 1, . . . , 3N (10.108)
∇2xηuxfi(xηux) = [∇xηux y¯i(xηux)] [∇2y¯ifi(y¯i)] [∇xηux y¯i(xηux)]T , for i = 1, . . . , 3N (10.109)
where [∇xηux y¯i(xηux)] is given in Eq. 10.82, and ([∇y¯ifi(y¯i)], [∇2y¯ifi(y¯i)]) are defined in Eq.
10.106 and 10.107, respectively.
Backtracking Line Search
The line search implemented is that of a backtracking line search method, based on
the residual, and modified to ensure that λ  0 and f¯(xηux) ≺ 0. The current iterates are
xηux, λ, and ν, and the next iterate is denoted as x+ηux, λ
+, and ν+. The residual at z+ is
denoted by r+t .
x+ηux = xηux + s∆xηux, λ
+ = λ+ s∆λ, ν+ = ν + s∆ν (10.110)
First, the largest step size for λ+  0, not exceeding 1 is [20]
smax = min {1,min(−λi/∆λi |∆λi < 0)} (10.111)
Then, backtracking starts with s = 0.99smax, and multiplies s by β ∈ (0, 1) until f¯(x+ηux) ≺ 0
[20].
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+,ν+). This is done by continuing to multiply s by β until
||rt(x+ηux,λ+,ν+)||2 ≤ (1− αs)||rt(xηux,λ,ν)||2 (10.112)
given a desired percent reduction α. Typical choices for α are between 0.01 and 0.1, while
choices for β are typically between 0.3 and 0.8.
Surrogate Duality Gap
The surrogate duality gap between iterates of the interior-point algorithm is defined as
ηˆ(xηux,λ) = −f¯(xηux)Tλ (10.113)
It must be ensured that the surrogate duality gap converges, as the algorithm progresses,
so that rpri = 0 and rdual = 0.
Infeasible Start
The infeasible start for the primal-dual interior point method is the exact same approach
as in the barrier method, which requires solving the initial feasibility problem shown in Eq.
10.63. The additional variables in this problem are λ, which are feasible provided that the
lambdas are positive, i.e. λ  0.
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10.7.2 Primal-dual Interior Point Method Pseudocode
Algorithm 10.4 Custom SOCP using PDIP Method for Autonomous RPO
Input:
Problem data, Gηux, hux, and Ai, bi, ci, di for i = 1, . . . ,m (Eqs. 10.12, 10.40 and 10.41-10.43)
Initial xηux satisfying Gηuxxηux = hux (Eq. 10.58)
Initial feasible dual variables, λ  0
Centering scale factor†, µ > 1
Desired primal-dual and surrogate duality tolerance, tol > 0,  > 0
Initial feasibility, feas < 0
Output:
Optimal primal variables, x∗ηux
Optimal dual variables, (λ∗,ν∗)
Residuals and duality gap, ||rpri||, ||rdual||, ηˆ
Infeasible start
1.) Select large enough e to ensure fi(xηux) < e for i = 1, . . . ,m
2.) Modify objective to J = e
3.) Solve feasible start under condition While fi(xηux) > feas for i = 1, . . . ,m
Feasible start
While ||rpri||2 > tol, ||rdual||2 > tol, and ηˆ > 
1.) Determine a. Set a = 3µN/ηˆ.
2.) Solve the primal-dual equations at zpd, and minimize residuals using Newton's method
I. Compute the primal-dual Newton-step search direction ∆zpd. (Eq. 10.101)
a.) Compute the gradient and Hessian of KKT optimality functions.
(See Alg. 10.5, using Eqs. 10.106, 10.107, 10.108, and 10.109)
b.) Perform matrix inversion to find (∆xηux,∆ν), and compute the λ step, ∆λ.
II. Determine step size via backtracking line search.
a.) Calculate the minimum feasible step such that λ+  0.
b.) Continue backtracking to minimize the residuals, rt.
(See Alg. 10.6, using Eqs. 10.97, 10.98, 10.111, and 10.112)
III. Take the Newton-step. Update z(k+1)pd = z
(k)
pd + s∆zpd.
3.) Calculate the residuals, rdual, rcent, and rpri. (Eq. 10.97)
4.) Calculate the surrogate duality gap, ηˆ. (Eq. 10.113)
5.) Iteration update, k = k + 1
6.) Save data, zpd, s, ||rdual||, ||rcent||, ||rpri||, ηˆ
End
† More details on initialization parameters can be found in Convex Optimization [20].
In this analysis, a value of 10 for the parameter µ was used.
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Algorithm 10.5 PDIP Method SOC Gradients and Hessians Function
Input:
Function data, Ai, bi, ci, di for i = 1, . . . ,m (Eqs. 10.41-10.43)
Current x(k)ηux iterate
Output:





Calculate gradient and Hessian
1.) Initialize [Df¯(xηux)] and [D2f¯(xηux)]
2.) Loop through SOC functions:
For i = 1, . . . ,m
I. Calculate y¯i from Eq. 10.81
II. Compute the ith components of the gradient
a.) Calculate ∇y¯ifi(y¯i) from Eq. 10.106
b.) Calculate ∇xηuxfi(xηux) in terms of selection matrix indices Eq. 10.108
III. Compute the ith components of the Hessian
a.) Calculate ∇2y¯ifi(y¯i) from Eq. 10.107
b.) Calculate ∇2xηuxfi(xηux) in terms of selection matricx indices Eq. 10.109
IV. Compute gradient and Hessian sums with selection matrix indices from II. and III.
a.) Update grad. [Df¯(xηux)] = [Df¯(xηux)] +∇xηuxfi(xηux) in Eq. 10.108
b.) Update Hess. [D2f¯(xηux)] = [D2f¯(xηux)] +∇2xηuxfi(xηux) in Eq. 10.109
End
Algorithm 10.6 PDIP Method Line Search
Input:




Calculate the step size via backtracking line search
1.) Select maximum s, via smax = min {1,min(−λi/∆λi |∆λi < 0)}, Eq. 10.111
2.) Ensure the step is within the feasible domain:
While f¯(xηux)  0
I. Compute all SOC functions, f¯T (xηux) = [fi(xηux), . . . , fm(xηux)] from Eq. 10.98.
II. Reduce s, by s = βs.
End
3.) Minimize the residual, rt(x+ηux,λ
+,ν+) (Eqs. 10.97 and 10.112):
While ||rt(x+ηux,λ+,ν+)||2 ≤ (1− αs)||rt(xηux,λ,ν)||2




RPO PLANNER CPU AND MEMORY REQUIREMENTS
Several significant elements are used to test the RPO trajectory planning algorithm,
and each is described in this chapter. This begins by first characterizing the varieties of
currently available hardware, with an emphasis on hardware that has real-time embedding
capabilities. The components specifically tested in these results are outlined. This is followed
by a discussion which covers the great variety of software that is applicable to solving
problems formulated as an SOCP. All software used in the CPU and memory requirement
analysis is described in detail.
The most important metrics are initially defined, where the primary consideration is
solving the optimal RPO trajectory planning algorithm on-board a satellite and in real-
time. The results sections are presented using tables of collected data, which include CPU
timing requirements for a variety of CPUs, and memory requirements for several different
problems. A number of RPO planning problems are analyzed, which consist of formula-
tions presented in previous chapters. These problems vary in size (number of variables),
formulation method, number of constraints, and complexity. The essence of each problem
is captured by presenting the costs and benefits of the timing and memory required.
11.1 Hardware
Given the simplicity and efficiency of convex optimization algorithms, the hardware
capabilities required to run these programs is not extraordinary. Convex optimization al-
gorithms can be run on simple system-on-a-chip platforms, such as a Raspberry Pi. The
main components required are the CPU, storage for program data, and memory storage.
Complexities arise, however, once a space system is considered. Typically spacecraft data
processing systems require low power, volume, and mass, while maintaining high reliability
and tolerance to the space environment [145]. Space systems also frequently implement em-
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bedded systems with build-in processors. These provide additional real-time data processing
capabilities, with operations occurring at or very near the processor clock speed [145].
The most common types of processing architectures used are CPUs (consisting of a
single, or master processor) or distributed systems with multiple processors. A CPU may be
tasked with multiple processes at once, which are either completed consecutively or according
to resource management laws. Distributed systems have the option to dedicate one processor
to a specific task, while the master processor is coordinating the information it sends and
receives. Distributed processing conducts this appropriation of resources according to the
current mission phase, hardware availability, and subsystem failures, thereby making these
systems highly fault-tolerant [146]. For many applications, the advanced field-programmable
gate array (FPGA) may be preferred, which allows for more flexibility in digital computation
and extends the capabilities of microprocessors. FPGA architecture is composed of a system
of logic blocks and hard blocks, which may be custom-tailored for a specific application.
Though FPGAs may be favored by customers in many instances, the implementation of
convex optimization algorithms on FPGAs is left for future work. The focus of this analysis
is to test these algorithms on a few different CPUs which are well-known and widely available.
Memory availability may be considered one of the most valued resources for a spacecraft
computer system [145]. The memory required on a spacecraft is separated into read-only
memory (ROM), random-access memory (RAM), and special purpose (cache). ROM is long-
term storage, generally does not require power to store data, and stores programs and other
software. RAM is more volatile, requiring power at all times, and is accessed considerably
faster than ROM. In many cases RAM is stringently allocated to different mission processes,
so as to not exceed the necessary allotment. Processes on-board a satellite are regulated
in this manner, so that all other systems may operate nominally, and without interference.
Because of this, it is important to determine the amount of RAM required for the optimal
RPO trajectory planning algorithms.
The hardware considered in this analysis includes three different computers, each with
different CPU and RAM accessories. These encompass a wide scope of current technology.
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The first selection is a J-board, with system-on-a-chip architecture, used to resemble the
capabilities of a small satellite. The J-board has a 1.3 GHz Intel Atom, with 1 GB DDR3
and 16 GB flash memory. It also allows easy implementation of an embedded system,
and has low-energy requirements, making it an ideal comparison to current small satellite
capabilities. The mid- and high-tier computers tested are a MacBook laptop and a custom
desktop, respectively. The Macbook Pro has a 2.6 GHz processor with 2.7 GB of RAM, and
the desktop has a 4.0 GHz processor with 16 GB of RAM. A table of these statistics, along
with operating system (OS), is provided in Table 11.1.
Table 11.1: Computers tested, showing processor and memory
Computer OS CPU Speed (GHz) RAM (GB)
J-board Ubuntu 15 64-bit Intel Atom Z3735G (4 cores) 1.3 1.0
Macbook Windows 7 32-bit Intel Core 2 Duo (2 cores) 2.6 2.7
Desktop Windows 10 64-bit AMD FX-8350 (8 cores) 4.0 16
11.2 Software
The software considered in this study ranges from the most general convex program
solvers, to conic solvers, and to less general second-order cone solvers. The majority of
convex optimization software that implement primal-dual interior points methods accept
the most general SDP format, and simplify the problem as needed [17, 147]. This includes
implementing a conic programming format, specific to cone programs which are efficiently
solved by a suite of conic optimization software [148]. Several industrial-grade commercial
solvers exist for evaluation or purchase and have been tested in the case of solving the RPO
trajectory planner problem. Most of these solvers accept any general convex program, but
their solution methods narrow down the problem into the most efficient form to be handled
by the solver using a disciplined mathematical program format. Therefore, these currently
available programs prove to efficiently solve SOCPs as well, as shown by results from solver
comparisons [121]. The two primary commercial solvers tested here are MOSEK [133, 149]
and Gurobi [134]. From the results of previous solver comparisons, it is shown that MOSEK
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outperforms Gurobi when timed for the portfolio optimization problem examined in the
ECOS paper [121].
Several other commercial and non-commercial conic optimization solvers were also
tested. These include CVXOPT [126], CPLEX [114], LOQO [122], SDPT3 [150], Se-
DuMi [151], and ECOS [121]. Though the majority of these solvers are implemented via the
MatLab CVX interface, the non-commercial solvers also have source code available online,
and may be compiled and tested independently [152]. These include CVXOPT (Python),
SDPT3 (MatLab/C), and ECOS (C). Though a few of these were examined, the focus of this
analysis is to collect algorithm CPU and memory requirements. For this reason, the com-
mercial solvers are preferred due to their superior efficiency, documentation, and customer
support.
Of the solvers listed, five main solvers are examined and applied to the RPO trajec-
tory planning problem. These include SDPT3, SeDuMi, ECOS, MOSEK, and Gurobi. The
SDPT3 solver (CVX default solver) is a MatLab-based software package for semidefinite-
quadratic-linear programming. It solves conic programming problems using an infeasible
primal-dual predictor-corrector path-following method [153]. The SeDuMi software package
is similar to SDPT3, in that it is MatLab-based and solves convex optimization problems
with linear equations and inequalities, second-order cone constraints, and semidefinite con-
straints. Both SDPT3 and SeDuMi provide convenient MatLab scripts that formulate convex
problems, but ultimately call a number of key subroutines using Mex files. The ECOS solver
takes advantage of an extended self-dual embedding technique, and is applied specifically to
second-order cone problems. It is numerically robust, has a tiny footprint, and is capable of
being implemented on embedded platforms [121]. The remaining solvers are commercial, in-
cluding MOSEK and Gurobi. These both solve a variety of problems, including non-convex
mixed-integer programs. More information on each of these solvers can be found in their
documentation.
The problem formats, factorization methods, implementation, convergence measures,
and terminating procedures vary greatly between each different solver considered [111].
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Therefore, it is difficult to suggest a means for lateral comparison between each algorithm
when it comes to benchmarking. Even the similar aspects of each solver can not be directly
compared without a formal analysis of the documentation and code. Therefore, it is suf-
ficient in this research to compare, first and foremost, the algorithm's computation time.
This is determined by each algorithm individually, and is printed in the output. Many algo-
rithms include initial setup time, solution time, and final writing time as well. The timing
considered for algorithm testing is that of the actual solution time, (i.e., once the problem is
set up, the time required to return the optimal solution). Carrying out this examination on
the hardware of choice requires a testing method that provides the most fair environment
to each algorithm. Therefore, CVX MatLab interface is used on the Macbook, with no user
programs (excepting MatLab) and minimal other processes running in the background.
In addition to this, the number of total iterations is included. Though this may equate
to a vastly different number of total computations for each algorithm, in general, the total
number of iterations represents how many Newton-steps (matrix inversions) and backtrack-
ing line searches were performed to reach the optimal solution. Correlation between solution
time and number of iterations is evident in the results, except in the case of the Gurobi solver,
which has a minimum number of iterations (50) that are required for conic problems. Upon
inspection of the Gurobi solver output, it can be seen that the number of iterations where
actual progress is made is similar to that of MOSEK, therefore explaining the difference in
number of iterations between the two solvers when compared to the solution times.
11.3 Solver Comparison
From the solver options provided, an initial analysis is performed using the MacBook,
to determine which solver to select for the CPU and memory data collection process. This is
done by considering the five main solvers (each implemented using CVX) which are used to
solve different RPO trajectory planning problems, and collect timing and total iteration data.
The five solvers tested include SDPT3, SeDuMi, ECOS, MOSEK, and Gurobi. These solvers
are tested for both the LROE controls-and-states (LROE U-X) and the LROE control-only
(LROE U-only) formulations of the RPO trajectory planning problem, including the option
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to implement an approach corridor (w/corridor or w/o corridor). Two different problem sizes
are examined, for N = 100 and N = 200 discretization points. Therefore, a total of eight
problems are developed for each solver. These each have an associated number of scalar
variables, equality constraints (Eq. Const.), and inequality constraints (Ineq. Const.). All
eight problems considered in this analysis are outlined in Table 11.2.
Table 11.2: Problem formulations tested for solver comparison
Problem Formulation N Variables Eq. Const. Ineq. Const.
1 LROE U-X
w/o corridor
100 1000 600 200
2 200 2000 1200 400
3 LROE U-X
w/corridor
100 1000 600 300
4 200 2000 1200 600
5 LROE U-only
w/o corridor
100 400 6 200
6 200 800 6 400
7 LROE U-only
w/corridor
100 400 6 300
8 200 800 6 600
Each problem was run a total of ten times, and an average solution time was collected
(though it is noted that the solution time only varied to within 1-5%). For the Gurobi
solver, the minimum number of iterations (50) is denoted by the asterisk (∗), and for ECOS
the maximum number of iterations is 100. The instances where the solver failed to find a
solution are shown by an `F'. All results collected are shown in Tables 11.3-11.6.
Table 11.3: Solvers tested for problems 1 & 2, controls-and-states
formulation of RPO problem without approach corridor, on Macbook
N = 100 N = 200
Solver Sol. Time (s) Iterations Sol. Time (s) Iterations
SDPT3 1.12 43 1.42 48
SeDuMi 0.32 13 0.41 14
ECOS 0.34 21 1.58 100 (max)
MOSEK 0.23 13 0.25 14
Gurobi 0.31 51∗ 0.47 51∗
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Table 11.4: Solvers tested for problems 3 & 4, controls-and-states
formulation of RPO problem with approach corridor, on Macbook
N = 100 N = 200
Solver Sol. Time (s) Iterations Sol. Time (s) Iterations
SDPT3 1.36 51 1.47 44
SeDuMi 0.63 20 1.03 21
ECOS 1.44 91 1.61 100 (max)
MOSEK 0.31 22 0.37 26
Gurobi 0.39 68 0.58 55
Table 11.5: Solvers tested for problems 5 & 6, control-only formula-
tion of RPO problem without approach corridor, on Macbook
N = 100 N = 200
Solver Sol. Time (s) Iterations Sol. Time (s) Iterations
SDPT3 0.67 19 0.75 18
SeDuMi 0.27 11 0.29 12
ECOS 0.43 27 0.81 51
MOSEK 0.23 13 0.25 14
Gurobi 0.16 51∗ 0.22 51∗
Table 11.6: Solvers tested for problems 7 & 8, control-only formula-
tion of RPO problem with approach corridor, on Macbook
N = 100 N = 200
Solver Sol. Time (s) Iterations Sol. Time (s) Iterations
SDPT3 4.30 44 F F
SeDuMi F F F F
ECOS 0.68 21 2.95 23
MOSEK 0.50 25 1.34 23
Gurobi 7.82 51∗ F F
From this analysis, it is clear that there are significant differences between each solver,
in both solution time and number of iterations. Between the two problem formulations, the
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MOSEK solver performed the best; MOSEK provided a solution in all cases, while requiring
the least amount of time, and fewest iterations for most problems. The case where Gurobi
outperforms MOSEK is for the control-only formulation without the approach corridor,
although this difference is not significant.
It is also evident that there are advantages and disadvantages to both the controls-and-
states and control-only formulations. In the cases where the approach corridor is excluded
from the problem, the control-only formulation outperforms the controls-and-states formu-
lation. This is likely due to the fact that there are significantly fewer equality constraints,
compared to the states-and-controls formulation. However, the majority of the solvers tested
have difficulties implementing the approach corridor constraint in the control-only formu-
lation, due to its complexity. This is shown by the failures in Table 11.6. It is clear,
nonetheless, that both MOSEK and ECOS still prevail here.
From these results, the MOSEK solver is chosen to perform a more in-depth analysis
for RPO trajectory planning. In the following results, MOSEK will be used to solve a great
number of different problems (each with different formulations), on all of the hardware
varieties shown in Table 11.1.
11.4 Important Metrics
The remainder of this chapter focuses on collecting data for the important algorithm
metrics. This is done entirely using the MOSEK solver's interface and output, as well as
one other program which determines the total memory consumption [149]. The most impor-
tant metrics include the CPU requirements and memory consumption of the RPO planning
problem. In all cases to follow, the MOSEK solver is operated using the command line
application program interface in either Windows or Linux. A real-time flag is incorporated
before each call so that maximum available CPU resources are allocated to run the program.
This is followed by `mosek' and the problem data file. Each problem is formulated using a
.mps (mathematical programming system) file format, which interprets all problem data in
a disciplined format accepted by MOSEK. An example command to solve a problem using
MOSEK is `/k /realtime mosek prob_1.mps'. The data required for analyzing CPU and
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memory requirements is output upon termination.
A variety of data is collected to determine the CPU speed requirements for solving an
RPO trajectory planning problem. One of the most important values is the total time re-
quired by the MOSEK solver to formulate and solve the problem, then output the problem
data. This is provided by MOSEK upon termination of the program. As mentioned previ-
ously, the total iterations is significant, as it provides a measure of the required Newton-steps
for optimality. This is closely associated with the number of floating-point operations per
iteration, for factorization of the Newton system matrix, which is also provided by MOSEK.
The total number of floating-point operations due to all Newton-step factorizations can
therefore be determined, and is an approximation of the cost of all iterations. Using this
in conjunction with the total solution time gives an approximation of the floating-point op-
erations per second (FLOPS). The CPU total time, iterations, and FLOPS are all used to
determine the requirements on the CPU.
The second metric is the memory (RAM) requirement. To determine the total (heap)
memory used by MOSEK, a side program called valgrind is implemented. Valgrind is a
multipurpose tool which can be used as a profiler to accurately regulate the amount of
memory used by a program. Valgrind also has a tool called massif that may be used to
illustrate the dynamics of the memory allocation by the program, over the run time. The
valgrind profiler is operated alongside MOSEK using a command line call: first to valgrind
and then to MOSEK. Valgrind generates results which show the memory allocated by the
main process, as well as all other processes/subroutines, as a function of the number of
instructions [154]. The end result is an accurate measure of how much memory is required
to solve a specific RPO trajectory planning problem, in addition to the total number of
instructions required. The number of discretization points (problem size), number of equal-
ity/inequality constraints, and problem formulation (controls-and-state or control-only), is
shown to greatly affect the total required heap memory used by MOSEK.
The following sections present the collected data for CPU and memory requirements.
This data is collected directly from MOSEK, which is run on each of the three computers
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shown in Table 11.1. A number of problems are outlined; each have different problem formu-
lations, problem sizes, and constraints. Each of these problems is solved using MOSEK from
the command line prompt in either Linux or Windows. During testing, MOSEK is called
with the real-time flag, and is the only user program running, with minimal background
processes.
RPO Scenarios Tested
Two main scenarios are considered here. The first, Scenario 1, is an approach scenario
from 5 km away to 100 m away from the chief without an approach corridor. This includes
linear dynamics equality constraints and second-order cone constraints for the control accel-
eration magnitude. The control acceleration maximum value is set to 1 cm/s2 and is reached
at several points along the trajectory. The second, Scenario 2, is an approach scenario like
the first, from 5 km away to 100 m away from the chief, but includes an approach corridor
with a 15-degree half-angle. The control acceleration maximum value is the same as in
Scenario 1. This problem has linear dynamics equality constraints and second-order cone
constraints for both the approach corridor and the control acceleration magnitudes.
Three different formulations for these scenarios are tested. These include the traditional
Cartesian controls-and-states (Cart. U-X), the LROE controls-and-states (LROE X-U), and
the LROE control-only (LROE U-only) formulations. For each problem, the number of
discretization steps is varied as well. The number of steps tested here include 100, 200, 400,
and 800 points. Each of the two scenarios are shown in the following tables, Table 11.7 for
Scenario 1 and Table 11.8 for Scenario 2. Each table includes the three different formulations
and four different number of points in the discretization, for a total of 12 different problems
for Scenario 1 and Scenario 2.
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Table 11.7: Scenario 1, without approach corridor, problems tested
for CPU and memory requirements




100 1000 600 200
2 200 2000 1200 400
3 400 4000 2400 800




100 1000 600 200
6 200 2000 1200 400
7 400 4000 2400 800




100 400 6 200
10 200 800 6 400
11 400 1600 6 800
12 800 3200 6 1600
Table 11.8: Scenario 2, with approach corridor, problems tested for
CPU and memory requirements




100 1000 600 300
2 200 2000 1200 600
3 400 4000 2400 1200




100 1000 600 300
6 200 2000 1200 600
7 400 4000 2400 1200




100 400 6 300
10 200 800 6 600
11 400 1600 6 1200
12 800 3200 6 2400
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11.5 CPU Requirements Tables
The resulting CPU requirements for the scenarios and problems tested are defined in this
section. First, CPU timing tables are included, and from these results conclusions are drawn
to define the CPU capabilities required to run the RPO trajectory planning problems. Also
shown are the differences between each problem formulation, and the effects of the number
of discretization points.
The results for Scenario 1 are shown in Table 11.9, and the results for Scenario 2 with
the approach corridor are shown in Table 11.10. This data is collected for each of the
hardware options in Table 11.1, which include the J-board (J-B), the Macbook Pro (MBP),
and the Desktop (DTP). Each of the problems was run a total of 10 times on each device,
and the CPU timing presented here is the average of the 10 runs. These tables include the
solution time, the problem solved (primal or dual, denoted by P/D), number of iterations,
and estimated number of FLOPS per iteration provided by MOSEK. As a reminder, the four
problems for each formulation represent the four discretization levels (N = 100, 200, 400,
and 800).
Table 11.9: Scenario 1, without approach corridor, problem results
for CPU requirements
Prob.
Formu- Sol. Time (s)
P/D Iter. FLOPS




0.13 0.14 0.09 P 10 4.62e4
2 0.13 0.17 0.12 P 8 1.65e5
3 0.29 0.19 0.12 P 10 2.01e6




0.06 0.13 0.05 P 11 3.45e5
6 0.15 0.14 0.09 P 11 2.68e6
7 0.22 0.16 0.10 P 15 9.68e4




0.05 0.11 0.05 P 12 1.52e4
10 0.07 0.11 0.06 P 12 3.03e4
11 0.16 0.11 0.07 P 12 6.05e4
12 0.27 0.12 0.07 P 12 1.21e5
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Table 11.10: Scenario 2, with approach corridor, problem results for
CPU requirements
Prob.
Formu- Sol. Time (s)
P/D Iter. FLOPS




0.35 0.20 0.14 P 18 3.26e6
2 0.56 0.26 0.16 P 23 2.49e5
3 1.11 0.39 0.25 P 24 5.48e5




0.20 0.18 0.12 P 21 1.17e5
6 0.39 0.20 0.13 P 22 2.35e5
7 0.78 0.27 0.15 P 23 4.72e5




1.38 0.44 0.29 D 18 3.27e7
10 3.63 1.37 0.92 D 16 1.56e8
11 12.40 6.27 4.24 D 17 9.98e8
12 62.59 37.16 24.71 D 18 8.56e9
11.6 Memory Requirements Tables
All memory requirements for the problems in this analysis are shown in the following
tables. These values were collected using valgrind, and the values shown include the total
heap memory and the number of instructions. Scenario 1 is shown in Table 11.11 and
Scenario 2 is shown in Table 11.12.
Table 11.11: Scenario 1, without approach corridor, problem results
for memory requirements























Table 11.12: Scenario 2, with approach corridor, problem results for
memory requirements






















Example plots for the memory allocation as a function of instructions from the massif
tool are included for two of the above cases. The plot in Fig. 11.1 shows the results for
scenario 1, LROE U-only formulation, with N = 800 points. The plot in Fig. 11.2 shows























Fig. 11.1: Massif memory usage vs. number of instructions for initial




















Fig. 11.2: Massif memory usage vs. number of instructions for final
approach scenario with approach corridor using LROEs for N = 800
points (Scenario 2 Problem 8).
As can be seen in these plots, the initial phase for the MOSEK solver is the memory
allocation. The memory usage here increases when new data structures are introduced
and decreased during MOSEK's simplification and number-of-nonzero reduction processes.
A few minor plateaus can be seen here where loops occur, for example, in the row-rank
reduction processes. The plateau in the middle of the graph shows the area where MOSEK
is solving the problem. During this phase all data and variables have been previously defined
and are being operated upon, therefore, the memory remains constant. The final plateau
shows the approximate instructions required to write the solution to an output file.
11.7 Custom Solver Comparison
The results from the custom solver, based on the results from Chapter 10, are now
compared to the MOSEK solver. The results are presented in tables showing solution time,
objective function value, and number of iterations. Due to the long solution times required
by the MatLab custom solver for large problems, a set of smaller problems (N = 20, and 40)
is analyzed, and the required time is compared to MOSEK. In these results, the same two
scenarios are examined, with all of the same parameters except the number of discretization
points. The problems analyzed are shown in Tables 11.13 and 11.14.
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Table 11.13: Scenario 1, without approach corridor, cases tested for
custom solver comparison
Problem Formulation N Variables Eq. Const. Ineq. Const.
1 LROE
U-X
20 200 120 40
2 40 400 240 80
Table 11.14: Scenario 2, with approach corridor, cases tested for
custom solver comparison
Problem Formulation N Variables Eq. Const. Ineq. Const.
1 LROE
U-X
20 200 120 60
2 40 400 240 120
The results for the custom barrier and PDIP methods are shown in Tables 11.15 and
11.16 for Scenarios 1 and 2, respectively. All timing results are shown in seconds, and were
tested on the MacBook Pro laptop. The objective function (J) shows the optimal ∆v value
in meters per second, calculated via ∆v = ∆t
∑N
i=1 ||ui||.
Table 11.15: Scenario 1, without approach corridor, problem results
for custom solver comparison
Prob.
MOSEK Custom Barrier Custom PDIP
Sol. Time Iter. J (m/s) Sol. Time Iter. J (m/s) Sol. Time Iter. J (m/s)
1 0.20 9 4.09 2.02 33 4.09 1.97 30 4.09
2 0.25 10 4.05 18.8 39 4.05 17.5 34 4.05
Table 11.16: Scenario 2, with approach corridor, problem results for
custom solver comparison
Prob.
MOSEK Custom Barrier Custom PDIP
Sol. Time Iter. J (m/s) Sol. Time Iter. J (m/s) Sol. Time Iter. J (m/s)
1 0.22 15 7.652 2.20 36 7.652 2.08 26 7.652
2 0.22 16 7.638 23.7 49 7.638 21.4 34 7.638
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11.8 Conclusions
The results from the CPU timing analysis show the effects of the overall computation
time required for the different scenarios, formulations, and number of discretization points.
It is evident that for the CPUs with slower clock speed, the total time required to solver
the RPO trajectory planner problem increases. This is seen to correlate with the number of
instructions required. As expected, for a certain number of required instructions the CPU
with greater instructions-per-second capabilities is able to solve the problem faster.
The effects of the formulation show cases where the control-only formulation may be
preferred over the traditional states-and-control equations. This can clearly be seen in the
initial approach scenarios where there aren't any approach corridor constraints. Excluding
these constraints allows the control-only formulation to be implemented much faster, since
there are fewer overall equality constraints. Additionally, the LROE states-and-controls
formulation is shown to outperform the traditional Cartesian HCW formulation when the
approach corridor constraints are included in the problem. In these cases where an approach
corridor is desired, the control-only formulation does not perform nearly as well as others,
due to the complexity of those specific second-order cone constraints.
Memory requirement results show that the control-only formulation without the ap-
proach corridor may significantly save memory, while the LROE and Cartesian states-and-
controls are comparable. However, with the addition of the approach corridor, the memory
required for control-only formulation grows rapidly for large problems, thus making it un-
desirable. The total memory and number of instructions is shown to nearly double, as the
size of the problem doubles (from N = 100, 200, 400, and 800), while for each problem size






This Chapter describes the nonlinear simulation that is used to test the trajectory
planner. This includes the full nonlinear differential equations for both the chief and deputy,
which are formulated using two methods: the inertial-relative and the inertial-inertial chief
and deputy states. These are implemented in two separate simulations, where for the inertial-
relative simulation, the deputy's differential equations are defined with respect to the chief's
LVLH frame, and in the inertial-inertial simulation both vehicles states are with respect to
the inertial frame.
The control laws in the simulation implement an optimal LQR control law for trajectory
following, and take two main forms. These include a trajectory following method that tracks
the planner position and velocity, and a secondary method that tracks the planner LROEs.
The control law also includes the option of implementing a feed-forward optimal control
provided by the planner.
The trajectory following method also uses two different reference trajectory models. The
first model implements the reference trajectory in the traditional Cartesian LVLH frame.
The second model uses spherical coordinates to convert the reference trajectory, and is
implemented in a spherical formulation. The purpose of implementing the spherical reference
trajectory is to gain more accuracy in approximating the true relative orbit, for trajectories
with large along-track or cross-track separation.
12.2 Nonlinear Simulation Model
12.2.1 Inertial Chief States and Relative Deputy States
Twelve nonlinear differential equations are implemented in the simulation for inertial
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chief satellite states and relative deputy states. These consist of position and velocity states

















The differential equations for the chief satellite in the inertial frame are
R˙c = Vc (12.3)
V˙c = −µ Rc||Rc||3 + aJ2(Rc) + aDrag(Rc,Vc, CBc) + aSRP (CRc , Ac,mc) (12.4)
where aJ2, aDrag, and aSRP represent the inertial accelerations from the effects of both J2,

















Where J2 is a constant, Re is the radius of the Earth, and iˆz = [0 0 1]T . The equation for
acceleration due to drag is [155]






The atmospheric density model is based on the Handbook of Geophysics and the Space
Envvironment, by Adolph S Jursa from the US Airforce Geophysics Laboratory [156]. The
value CB is the ballistic coefficient, defined as the inverse of the product of the drag coefficient
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h = ||R|| − 6371 (km) , Hscale = T
M
(km)
T = 900 + 2.5(F107 − 70) (K)
M = 27− 0.012(h− 200) (K/km)
where h and Hscale are in kilometers. The atmospheric temperature constant used here is
F107 = 120 K. The equation for M is the effective change in temperature per kilometer of
altitude.
The equation for the acceleration due to solar radiation pressure on the chief is given
by [155]
aSRP (CR, A,m) = −pCRA
m
uˆS (12.9)
where p is the radiation pressure, CR is the coefficient of reflectivity of the satellite, A
is the cross-sectional area, m is the chief satellite's mass, and uˆS is the sun-satellite di-
rection unit vector. Over short duration simulations (< 1 day), the sun-satellite vec-
tor and radiation pressure can be assumed to be constant, where p is generally between
4.38× 10−6 N/m2 ≤ p ≤ 4.68× 10−6 N/m2 over the duration of one Earth orbit around the
sun [138].
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The equations of motion for the relative dynamics of the deputy satellite follow [131]
r˙rel = vrel, v˙rel = ad − ac − 2ω × vrel − ω × (ω × rrel)− ω˙ × rrel (12.10)
where ad is the inertial acceleration of the deputy satellite, ac is the inertial acceleration
of the chief, and ω is the angular velocity vector of the LVLH frame. These equations for
relative velocity and acceleration are with respect to LVLH, and coordinatized in the inertial












In the relative acceleration equation, the chief's inertial acceleration has been previously
defined, and the deputy satellite's is written as
ad = aThrust − µ Rd||Rd||3 + aJ2(Rd) + aDrag(Rd,Vd, CBd) + aSRP (CRd , Ad,md) (12.13)
where
Rd = Rc + rrel (12.14)
Vd = Vc + ω × rrel + vrel (12.15)
The expressions for aJ2, aDrag, and aSRP are given in Eq. 12.5, 12.6, and 12.9, respec-
tively.
12.2.2 Inertial Chief States and Inertial Deputy States
In this formulation, twelve nonlinear differential equations are implemented in the fully
inertial simulation, which consist of inertial position and velocity states for each vehicle.
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The differential equations for the chief satellite in the inertial frame are the same as
previously defined. The differential equations for the deputy satellite are now
R˙d = Vd (12.18)
V˙d = aThrust − µ Rd||Rd||3 + aJ2(Rd) + aDrag(Rd,Vd, CBd) + aSRP (CRd , Ad,md) (12.19)
All perturbations in this equation have been defined in Eq. 12.5, 12.6, and 12.9. The
inertial state can be transformed to the relative state via
rrel = Rd −Rc (12.20)
vrel = Vd −Vc − ω × rrel (12.21)
where all vectors are coordinatized in the inertial frame.
12.2.3 Differential Equations Summary





































Now all derivatives of the states can be written as a function of the states, i.e. X˙I = f(XI),
or X˙IR = f(XIR).
12.3 Reference Trajectory
The reference trajectory generated by the planner is composed of the full state xLV LHrefi ,
and control uLV LHrefi , discretized at each time ti. The reference trajectory is always with
respect to the LVLH frame, and coordinatized in the LVLH frame. The full state at each
time is defined as the relative position and velocity in the chief's Cartesian LVLH frame,








, for i = 1, . . . , N + 1 (12.24)
This reference state can be transformed to the LROE states, x¯refi , using a linear trans-







xr yr ar sin(Er) ar cos(Er) Az sin(ψz) Az cos(ψz)
]T
refi
for i = 1, . . . , N + 1
(12.25)
The reference control, or reference input uLV LHrefi , is defined as the translational thrust






, for i = 1, . . . , N + 1 (12.26)









, for i = 1, . . . , N + 1 (12.27)
where ω is the chief's mean orbital motion, from the HCW dynamics model.
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Although the reference trajectory is discretized, and is defined at times ti, a value at
intermediate times t may be required for trajectory following. Define xref (t, ti) at all times
t between points ti ≤ t < ti+1 as






and for the LROEs,
x¯ref (t, ti) = Φ¯(t, ti)x¯refi + B¯d(t, ti)u¯
LV LH
refi
where Φ(t, ti) = eA(t−ti), Bd(t, ti) =
∫ t
ti
eA(t−τ)B dτ , Φ¯(t, ti) = eA¯(t−ti), and B¯d(t, ti) =∫ t
ti
eA¯(t−τ)B¯ dτ . The matrices A, B, A¯, and B¯ are given in Eqs. 5.4 and 5.43.
12.4 Optimal LQR Control Design
The design for the LQR controller begins with the definition of the objective func-






















where uLV LH(t) is the optimal control that minimizes this objective function. In terms of




(x¯(t)− x¯ref )T Q¯ (x¯(t)− x¯ref )
+
(








where x¯ = TxLV LHrel and xrel = [(rrel)
T (vrel)
T ]T . The optimal control solution to this
problem is given by
uLV LH = K(xLV LHrel − xLV LHref ) + uLV LHref (12.30)
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Here, a feed-forward acceleration has been added to the standard LQR solution. In terms
of the LROEs, the control law with the feed-forward term is
u¯LV LH = K¯(x¯− x¯ref) + u¯LV LHref (12.31)
The optimal static gain matrices K and K¯ are determined from the solutions to the
matrix algebraic Riccati equations (MARE), where the dynamics for the original and trans-
formed systems follow the relationship
x˙ = Ax +Bu, and ˙¯x = A¯x¯ + B¯u¯ (12.32)
where A, B, A¯, and B¯ are given in Eqs. 5.4 and 5.43. Then, the MARE equations are [157]
PA+ATP +Q− PBR−1BTP = 0 (12.33)
P¯ A¯+ A¯T P¯ + Q¯− P¯ B¯R¯−1B¯T P¯ = 0 (12.34)
so that K and K¯ are
K = −R−1BTP, K¯ = −R¯−1B¯T P¯ (12.35)
The values for the Q and Q¯ matrices can be selected, from Bryson's rule [158], according
to the maximum allowable errors while tracking the trajectory. These errors are written for
each of the states, xLV LHrel , as
q = [xmax ymax zmax x˙max y˙max z˙max]
T (12.36)
and for each of the LROE states, x¯, as
q¯ = [xrmax yrmax ar sin(Er)max ar cos(Er)max Az sin(ψz)max Az cos(ψz)max]
T (12.37)
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Note that in this formulation, the maximum allowable state errors can be selected de-
pending on the requirements for the problem. For example, the in-plane x˙, and y˙ velocities
of the deputy can be tracked more closely than the other states. Similarly, for x¯, the center
of motion can be tracked very closely, while the other states may be considered less impor-
tant. Additionally, it is possible to track ar and Az to within a desired value, by selecting
the maximum errors for ar sin(Er)max, ar cos(Er)max and Az sin(ψz)max, Az cos(ψz)max ap-
propriately. This is shown by








To define the R, R¯ matrices, again this may be based on the maximum allowable control
error while tracking the trajectory. From Bryson's rule [158], allocate R using
r = [axmax aymax azmax ]
T (12.41)
and for the R¯ matrix, r¯ is
r¯ = [νxmax νymax νzmax ]
T (12.42)









All vectors in these equations are coordinatized in the LVLH frame, where the transformation















The transformation from LVLH to inertial is then T ILV LH = (T
LV LH
I )
T . The commanded













K¯(x¯− x¯ref) + u¯LV LHref
]
(12.46)
12.5 Cartesian to Spherical Conversion of Reference Trajectory
The reference trajectory can be optionally converted from the LVLH Cartesian coor-
dinates to spherical coordinates [69]. This may be desired to improve the along-track and
cross-track performance of the trajectory following method in the simulation. First, the
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The conversion from Cartesian to spherical coordinates can be represented as a linear
transformation, TSph(t), which is a function of the radial distance of the chief satellite, ρc(t).
TSph(t) =

1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1ρc(t) 0 0 0 0
0 0 1ρc(t) 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1ρc(t) 0




ρc(t) = ||Rc(t)|| (12.49)





To develop the spherical coordinates, the unit vectors for the chief and deputy are first



































This analysis is done entirely in spherical coordinates, for an arbitrary chief orbit (non-
circular), and is ultimately implemented in order to gain more accuracy by representing the
curvilinear nature of the reference trajectory in the simulation. The relative position in the
LVLH frame is written as a function of the spherical states of the chief and the relative
spherical coordinates as
rLV LHrel = r
LV LH
d − rLV LHc (12.53)
rLV LHrel = (ρc + δρ) iˆ
LV LH
ρd
− ρciˆLV LHρc (12.54)
and the relative velocity in LVLH is similarly written as a function of the spherical states as
vLV LHrel = v
LV LH
d − vLV LHc − ωLV LH × rLV LHrel (12.55)









cos(δφ) iˆLV LHθd + (ρc + δρ)
˙δφ iˆLV LHφd
(12.56)
vLV LHc = ρ˙c iˆ
LV LH




are with respect to the inertial frame, and coordinatized in LVLH. The values for ρc, ρ˙c, and
θ˙c are calculated from






||Vc − ρ˙ciˆRc ||
ρc
, where iˆRc =
Rc
||Rc|| (12.60)









cos(δφ) iˆLV LHθd + (ρc + δρ)
˙δφ iˆLV LHφd
− ρ˙c iˆLV LHρc − ρcθ˙c iˆLV LHθc − ωLV LH ×
(






where the rotation vector of the chief's relative LVLH frame, with respect to the inertial
frame, is the instantaneous angular rotation vector. This is coordinatized in LVLH as
ωLV LH = θ˙ciˆ
LV LH
φc (12.62)
These equations show that the reference trajectory, using the spherical model, is a function
of the chief's true spherical states, and the deputy's relative spherical states. Therefore, this
conversion must take place within the simulation, in order to more accurately describe the
reference trajectory with respect to the chief's true inertial states.
12.5.1 Spherical Feed-forward Control
With the spherical dynamics model, the reference optimal control for feed-forward in
the control law requires a similar change from Cartesian to spherical coordinates. All radial,
along-track and cross-track control in the chief LVLH frame is interpreted as radial, along-
track and cross-track control in the spherical frame. This leads to the result of expressing
the reference control in the deputy's LVLH frame, while ultimately coordinatizing these
vectors in the chief's LVLH frame. Therefore, the control vector at each time is `rotated'
from LVLH to spherical, then re-coordinatized in the chief's Cartesian LVLH frame. This
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is performed via the following equation
uref (t) = uxref (t)ˆiρd + uyref (t)ˆiθd + uzref (t)ˆiφd (12.63)
where uxref , uyref , and uzref are the LVLH Cartesian elements of the reference control
vector, each unit vector iˆρd , iˆθd , and iˆφd is similarly coordinatized in the LVLH Cartesian
frame, therefore uref is ultimately coordinatized in LVLH Cartesian.
12.6 Navigation and Control Assumptions
The navigation portion of the simulation is modeled using an idealistic design. The
navigation errors are assumed to be zero, therefore the nominal relative position and velocity
are provided to the guidance and control algorithms in the case of trajectory planning
and trajectory following. The main reason for assuming perfect navigation is to eliminate
navigation errors from this analysis and see how well the planner performs under nominal
conditions. This could of course be relaxed in future work, where navigation errors may be
included in the simulation design.
It is also assumed that the true control acceleration is identical to the nominal com-
manded control. Therefore, control bias, scale factor (i.e. pointing errors), and noise is
excluded from this analysis. This also serves to test the trajectory planner under nom-
inal conditions. The idea is that under the perfect navigation and control assumptions,
the primary sources for error are modeling errors (HCW equations, control law/design),
perturbations, nonlinearities, and numerical errors.
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CHAPTER 13
PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS I, RENDEZVOUS, INSPECTION, AND FINAL
APPROACH - SCENARIO 1
13.1 Scenario 1 Methodology
The results from the nonlinear simulation are presented using two primary scenarios.
The first scenario includes trajectory planning for orbital rendezvous, satellite inspection,
and final approach. In this scenario, the planner is given either the initial relative orbital
elements and final desired relative position and velocity in LVLH, or the initial and final
relative position and velocity in LVLH. These take the form of three standard cases, which
are named Initial Approach, Way-point Following/Inspection, and Final Approach.
Scenario 1 - Rendezvous, Inspection, and Final Approach
• Case 1 - Initial Approach
• Case 2 - Way-point Following/Inspection
• Case 3 - Final Approach
The following sections describe the method by which the Scenario 1 simulation results
are analyzed, and how the trajectories for each case are initialized. These are separated into
the analysis setup and initial conditions sections.
13.2 Scenario 1 Analysis Setup
The analysis for the rendezvous, inspection and final approach scenario (Scenario 1) in
this chapter includes several nominal trajectories for each case. Examples of nominal tra-
jectories are plotted, and these are accompanied by the control history plots. In the control
history plots, the simulation control history is plotted for a variety of example trajectories.
Several tracking error plots are also included, to evaluate the controller performance and
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show where the differences in ∆v come from. A table is included for each case examined,
which shows the optimal planner ∆v and the resulting nonlinear simulation ∆v in each case.
The first objective of this analysis is to show the potential advantages of generating ref-
erence trajectories in spherical coordinates, as compared to reference trajectories generated
in Cartesian coordinates. It is expected that the spherical reference trajectory will perform
better in the cases that have large along-track and/or cross-track separation. Thus, the goal
is to prove this point by comparing the Cartesian model to the spherical model, specifically
for the initial approach case (Case 1). These trajectories are modeled in the planner using
two-body dynamics and a circular chief reference orbit.
The next objective is to show the effects of eccentricity and perturbations in the non-
linear simulation. The effects of eccentricity are shown by plotting trajectories and control
histories, and including ∆v tables for multiple reference orbits with varying eccentricity.
Similarly, the effects of J2, drag, and SRP perturbations are shown by plotting trajectories
and control histories, and including ∆v tables for simulations with and without perturba-
tions. The ∆v tables are used to compare the optimal planner ∆v to the simulation ∆v for
a variety of cases. The ∆v tables include the optimal ∆v, ∆vopt, the simulation ∆v, ∆vsim,
and the percent difference between the two, pD, where percent difference is calculated as







The parameters for the simulation are held constant through out the results Chapters.
They include both vehicle parameters and simulation constants. For the vehicles, the drag
coefficient, coefficient of reflectivity, area and mass are defined for each. These vales are
presented in Table 13.1 and are defined as in [155].
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Table 13.1: Chief and deputy simulation parameters
Param: CD CR A (m2) m (kg)
Chief 2.2 1.3 0.2 4.0
Deputy 2.0 1.1 0.1 1.0
The final simulation parameters that are needed include the sun's radiation pressure
and the sun vector. For the radiation pressure, a value of p = 4.45× 10−6 N/m2 was used.
The sun vector in the simulation was held constant, and the effects of eclipse are omitted.








The initial conditions in the nonlinear simulation for Scenario 1 include both the ini-
tialization of the chief satellite and the initialization of the deputy. The chief satellite is
initialized in the same manner for both scenarios. This is done by specifying a set of orbital
elements for the chief. The set of orbital elements used corresponds to a Landsat orbit,
which completes one orbit in approximately 98.7 minutes. The orbital elements are shown
in the following Table 13.2, for a circular orbit, where all angles are given in radians.
Table 13.2: Chief initial orbital elements (∗ in some cases, chief orbit
eccentricity is varied)
ac ec ic Ωc ωc νc
7.07499742 km 0∗ 0.488692190 0.349065850 1.46607657 0.78539816
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The value for the mean motion based on the given semi-major axis shown in Table 13.2
is ωc = 1.06091165× 10−3 rad/sec. The orbital elements shown here, excepting eccentricity,
are used to initialize the chief orbit in all cases and scenarios. The eccentricity of the chief
is changed in different simulation scenarios, to investigate the effects of varying eccentricity
on the RPO planner.
The initialization for the deputy in each case for each scenario is defined in terms of the
mission requirements for the trajectory to be planned. For example, in Scenario 1, Case 1,
initial approach, it is expected that the deputy is already at a station keeping point ahead
of the chief in the along-track LVLH direction, as a result of previous far-field mission plans.
Therefore, in this case the initial conditions are specified by traditional Keplerian orbital
elements, shown in Eq. 13.3. These include a, e, i, Ω, ω, and ν (semi-major axis, eccentricity,
inclination, right-ascension, argument of perigee, and true anomaly, respectively) for both a




















However, for Case 2, way-point following, the deputy initial conditions are defined as the
nominal outcome from the Case 1, initial approach, as an example of the nominal relative
position and velocity that may result from Case 1, for example, a v-bar station keeping
location (and similarly for Case 3, final approach, the deputy initial conditions are defined
by the nominal relative position and velocity from Case 2).
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13.3 Case 1 - Initial Approach
The Scenario 1 analysis begins with the Case 1, initial approach. In this case, the
deputy is initialized by specifying the set of nominal classical relative orbital elements, δ,
as shown in Eq. 13.3. Four examples are included in this analysis. These examples consist of
two different along-track station keeping positions, 5 km station-keeping and 10 km station
keeping.
The final conditions are specified in terms of final relative position and velocity in LVLH
Cartesian, and the final transfer time. The final point in these examples is a station-keeping
orbit at 200 m on the v-bar of LVLH Cartesian. The final transfer time is specified via the





All initial and final conditions for each example are shown in Table 13.3. The final
conditions consist of two different final times; 1.2 revolutions and 2.4 revolutions. These
examples implement a maximum control acceleration constraint of 0.5 mm/s2.
Table 13.3: Deputy initial traditional relative orbital elements and
final relative position/velocity for Scenario 1, Case 1
Example δ(t0)(km) rrel(tf ), (m) vrel(tf ), (m/s) M (rev.)
1 [0 0 0 0 0 5/ac]T [0 200 0]T [0 0 0]T 1.2
2 [0 0 0 0 0 10/ac]T [0 200 0]T [0 0 0]T 1.2
3 [0 0 0 0 0 5/ac]T [0 200 0]T [0 0 0]T 2.4
4 [0 0 0 0 0 10/ac]T [0 200 0]T [0 0 0]T 2.4
Results with Circular Chief Orbit and without Perturbations
Examples 1-4 are first examined for a circular chief orbit, without perturbations, and
using the Cartesian dynamics and control model. The trajectories in this case are shown in
Fig. 13.1, the associated controls are shown in Fig. 13.2, and the simulation position and














Fig. 13.1: Scenario 1, Case 1 trajectories (Cartesian model, without
perturbations)

















Fig. 13.2: Scenario 1, Case 1 control history (Cartesian model, circu-
lar orbit, without perturbations)
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Fig. 13.3: Scenario 1, Case 1 tracking error (Cartesian model, circular
orbit, without perturbations)
These four examples were also run using the spherical dynamics and control model,
as presented in Chapter 12. The resulting trajectories in LVLH look very similar, and are
omitted. However, the control history and tracking errors are clearly better using spherical
coordinates, for these cases which include large along-track separation. The control history
for the spherical case without perturbations is shown in Fig. 13.4, and the associated
simulation error is shown in Fig. 13.5.

















Fig. 13.4: Scenario 1, Case 1 control history (spherical model, circular
orbit, without perturbations)
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Fig. 13.5: Scenario 1, Case 1 tracking error (spherical model, circular
orbit, without perturbations)
The ∆v results for Scenario 1, Case 1, and all examples (including Cartesian and
spherical models), are presented in Table 13.4 below.
Table 13.4: Scenario 1, Case 1 with circular chief and without per-
turbations, ∆v from planner and simulation for reference trajectory
in Cartesian and spherical coordinates
Example Form. ∆vopt (m/s) ∆vsim (m/s) Diff. (m/s) pD (%)
1
Cart.
0.542 0.557 0.015 2.72
2 1.117 1.162 0.046 3.99
3 0.270 0.301 0.031 10.69
4 0.561 0.675 0.113 18.41
1
Sph.
0.538 0.539 0.001 0.28
2 1.101 1.107 0.006 0.57
3 0.266 0.267 0.001 0.22
4 0.545 0.547 0.002 0.46
Results with Circular Chief and with Perturbations
The Scenario 1, Case 1 examples were also run including perturbations. The resulting
control history and tracking error using the Cartesian and spherical model, and includ-
ing perturbations, is shown in Fig. 13.6 and 13.7, respectively. The ∆v for the Carte-
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sian and spherical examples with perturbations are also shown in Table 13.5. Although
the spherical coordinates formulation slightly outperforms the Cartesian formulation, the
planner/simulation ∆v differences are now dominated by the perturbations that were not
modeled in the planner.

















Fig. 13.6: Scenario 1, Case 1 control history (spherical model, with
perturbations)

















Fig. 13.7: Scenario 1, Case 1 tracking error (spherical model, with
perturbations)
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Table 13.5: Scenario 1, Case 1 with circular chief and perturbations,
∆v from planner and simulation for reference trajectory in Cartesian
and spherical coordinates
Example Form. ∆vopt (m/s) ∆vsim (m/s) Diff. (m/s) pD (%)
1
Cart.
0.542 0.605 0.062 10.83
2 1.117 1.279 0.162 13.53
3 0.270 0.344 0.074 23.94
4 0.561 0.749 0.188 28.68
1
Sph.
0.538 0.588 0.049 8.74
2 1.101 1.231 0.130 11.16
3 0.266 0.326 0.059 20.08
4 0.545 0.655 0.110 18.32
Results with Elliptic Chief Orbit and with Perturbations
The effects of eccentricity of the chief's orbit is also examined for Scenario 1, Case
1. The previous four examples were run with chief eccentricities (ec) of 0.0001, 0.001 and
0.01, and also including perturbations. Only the spherical model was used for these cases,
due to the improved performance over the Cartesian model from previous results. Example
control history and tracking error plots for for ec = 0.01 are shown in Fig. 13.8 and 13.9.
The ∆v values for each eccentricity are shown in Table 13.6. Since the planner does not
model the eccentricity of the chief orbit, the ∆v difference clearly increases as the chief orbit
eccentricity (ec) increases, due to modeling error.

















Fig. 13.8: Scenario 1, Case 1 control history (spherical model, with
perturbations and chief eccentricity of ec = 0.01)
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Fig. 13.9: Scenario 1, Case 1 tracking error (spherical model, with
perturbations and chief eccentricity of ec = 0.01)
Table 13.6: Scenario 1, Case 1 with varying chief ellipticity and per-
turbations, ∆v from planner and simulation for reference trajectory
in Cartesian and spherical coordinates
Example Ecc. (ec) ∆vopt (m/s) ∆vsim (m/s) Diff. (m/s) pD (%)
1
0.0001
0.538 0.587 0.048 8.64
2 1.101 1.235 0.134 11.50
3 0.267 0.323 0.056 19.27
4 0.545 0.650 0.105 17.60
1
0.001
0.537 0.588 0.050 8.93
2 1.099 1.234 0.135 11.56
3 0.265 0.330 0.064 21.48
4 0.543 0.669 0.125 20.69
1
0.01
0.530 0.866 0.336 48.11
2 1.086 1.604 0.518 38.50
3 0.260 0.900 0.640 110.43
4 0.532 1.793 1.261 108.51
13.4 Case 2 - Way-point Following
The results for Case 2 show way-point following trajectories, control histories, tracking
errors, and ∆v tables. For this Case, all examples presented are initialized by specifying
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the initial relative position and velocity in LVLH. Since each of these trajectories is in
relatively close proximity of the chief, there is no need to implement the reference trajectory
in spherical coordinates, therefore, all results shown are modeled in the Cartesian LVLH
frame. This case is examined in a method similar to Case 1, by first presenting results under
perturbed orbits, then taking a brief look at the effects of chief eccentricity. A maximum
control acceleration constraint of 0.5 mm/s2 was used in this case.
The way-point following examples explore an inspection scenario of the chief satellite
including perturbations, and where initially the chief is in a circular orbit. These trajectories
consist of moving from 100 m on the along-track axis (in front of the chief) to 100 m on the
cross-track axis, then continuing from there to 100 m on the radial axis, and finally to -100
m on the along track axis (behind the chief). This results in a total of three trajectories.
At each initial and final point in these trajectories the desired relative velocity in the LVLH
frame is zero.
Two final times are considered, one completes each trajectory in 30% of a chief revolu-
tion, and the other completes each trajectory in 60% of a chief revolution. Thus a total of
six examples are examined, and each of the initial/final conditions and final times are shown
in Table 13.7.
Table 13.7: Deputy initial and final relative position/velocity for Sce-
nario 1, Case 2
Example rrel(t0), (m) vrel(t0), (m/s) rrel(tf ), (m) vrel(tf ), (m/s) M (rev.)
1 [0 100 0]T [0 0 0]T [0 0 100]T [0 0 0]T 0.3
2 [0 0 100]T [0 0 0]T [100 0 0]T [0 0 0]T 0.3
3 [100 0 0]T [0 0 0]T [0 -100 0]T [0 0 0]T 0.3
4 [0 100 0]T [0 0 0]T [0 0 100]T [0 0 0]T 0.6
5 [0 0 100]T [0 0 0]T [100 0 0]T [0 0 0]T 0.6
6 [100 0 0]T [0 0 0]T [0 -100 0]T [0 0 0]T 0.6
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Results with Circular Chief Orbit and with Perturbations
The resulting trajectories from simulation for the first three examples, with final time
M = 0.3 are shown in Fig. 13.10, and the resulting control history and tracking errors are


















Fig. 13.10: Scenario 1, Case 2, Examples 1-3 trajectories (Cartesian
model, with perturbations)
















Fig. 13.11: Scenario 1, Case 2, Examples 1-3 control history (Carte-
sian model, circular orbit, with perturbations)
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Fig. 13.12: Scenario 1, Case 2, Examples 1-3 tracking error (Cartesian
model, circular orbit, with perturbations)
The next three figures show the results for the examples with final time M = 0.6
revolutions. The trajectories are shown in Fig. 13.13, and the resulting control history and



















Fig. 13.13: Scenario 1, Case 2, Examples 1-3 trajectories (Cartesian
model, with perturbations)
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Fig. 13.14: Scenario 1, Case 2, Examples 1-3 control history (Carte-
sian model, circular orbit, with perturbations)



















Fig. 13.15: Scenario 1, Case 2, Examples 1-3 tracking error (Cartesian
model, circular orbit, with perturbations)
The ∆v for the planner and simulation results for Scenario 1, Case 1, with a circular
chief and perturbations, are given in Table 13.8. In all cases the ∆v differences are small,
though the effects of longer transfer times is evident.
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Table 13.8: Scenario 1, Case 2 with circular chief and perturbations,
∆v from planner and simulation with Cartesian model
Example Form. ∆vopt (m/s) ∆vsim (m/s) Diff. (m/s) pD (%)
1
Cart.
0.195 0.196 0.001 0.33
2 0.379 0.381 0.002 0.43
3 0.285 0.286 0.001 0.29
4 0.140 0.141 0.002 1.11
5 0.377 0.379 0.002 0.61
6 0.259 0.260 0.001 0.40
Results with Elliptic Chief Orbit and with Perturbations
The Case 2 way-point following examples are also examined under the effects of varying
chief orbit eccentricity, as in Case 1. The eccentricities examined include ec = 0.001 and
ec = 0.01. The effects of ec = 0.0001 in these scenarios is insignificant. Example control
and tracking error plots are included in Fig. 13.16 and 13.17, respectively, for the longer
final time, Cases 4-6. The ∆v in Table 13.9 shows the results for varying eccentricity. Once
again, the ∆v differences are small, though the effects of the chief eccentricity is evident.
















Fig. 13.16: Scenario 1, Case 2 control history (Cartesian model, with
perturbations and chief eccentricity of ec = 0.01)
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Fig. 13.17: Scenario 1, Case 2 tracking error (Cartesian model, with
perturbations and chief eccentricity of ec = 0.01)
Table 13.9: Scenario 1, Case 2 with varying chief ellipticity and per-
turbations, ∆v from planner and simulation with Cartesian model
Example Ecc. (ec) ∆vopt (m/s) ∆vsim (m/s) Diff. (m/s) pD (%)
1
0.001
0.195 0.196 0.001 0.26
2 0.379 0.380 0.001 0.28
3 0.285 0.287 0.002 0.61
4 0.140 0.141 0.001 0.84
5 0.377 0.379 0.002 0.50
6 0.258 0.260 0.002 0.66
1
0.01
0.195 0.197 0.002 1.18
2 0.379 0.378 -0.001 0.32
3 0.285 0.296 0.011 3.85
4 0.140 0.144 0.005 3.22
5 0.377 0.382 0.004 1.12
6 0.259 0.271 0.012 4.65
13.5 Case 3 - Final Approach
The final case, Case 3, for Scenario 1 is the final approach. This case is analyzed in a
manner similar to Case 1 and 2, where simulations are run to determine the overall effects
of perturbations and chief eccentricity. This case includes a cone approach corridor of half-
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angle α = 20 degrees. The Cartesian model is used due to the close proximity of the deputy
to the chief in this case.
Two main examples are tested, each with two different final transfer times. All initial
and final conditions are specified in terms of the relative position and velocity, where the
desired relative velocity at the beginning and end of the trajectory is zero. The first examples
are an approach from 100 m on the v-bar to 20 m on the v-bar, with a final time of 30%
of an orbit and 60% of an orbit. The second examples are an r-bar approach from 100 m
radial to 20 m radial, and also with a final time of 30% of an orbit and 60% of an orbit. All
initial and final boundary conditions for the deputy, and the final transfer times, are shown
in Table 13.10.
Table 13.10: Deputy initial and final relative position/velocity for
Scenario 1, Case 3
Example rrel(t0), (m) vrel(t0), (m/s) rrel(tf ), (m) vrel(tf ), (m/s) M (rev.)
1 [0 100 0]T [0 0 0]T [0 20 0]T [0 0 0]T 0.3
2 [100 0 0]T [0 0 0]T [20 0 0]T [0 0 0]T 0.3
3 [0 100 0]T [0 0 0]T [0 20 0]T [0 0 0]T 0.6
4 [100 0 0]T [0 0 0]T [20 0 0]T [0 0 0]T 0.6
Results with Circular Chief and with Perturbations
The trajectories that resulted from Case 3, circular chief orbit, are shown in Fig. 13.18,

















Fig. 13.18: Scenario 1, Case 3, Examples 1-4 trajectories (Cartesian
model, with perturbations)

















Fig. 13.19: Scenario 1, Case 3, Examples 1-4 control history (Carte-
sian model, circular orbit, with perturbations)
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Fig. 13.20: Scenario 1, Case 3, Examples 1-4 tracking error (Cartesian
model, circular orbit, with perturbations)
The results for all ∆v's in this case are presented in Table 13.11. In all cases, the ∆v
differences are small.
Table 13.11: Scenario 1, Case 3 with circular chief and perturbations,
∆v from planner and simulation with Cartesian model
Example Form. ∆vopt (m/s) ∆vsim (m/s) Diff. (m/s) pD (%)
1
Cart.
0.143 0.143 0.000 0.09
2 0.379 0.380 0.002 0.40
3 0.061 0.062 0.001 0.99
4 0.411 0.413 0.002 0.44
Results with Elliptic Chief Orbit and with Perturbations
Case 3 final approach results are also analyzed for varying chief eccentricity. In these
results, a chief eccentricity of ec = 0.001 and ec = 0.01 are included. Example control and
tracking error plots are included in Fig. 13.21 and 13.22, respectively, for Cases 1-4. The
∆v in Table 13.12 shows the results for varying eccentricity. Once again, the ∆v differences
are small, but the effect of chief eccentricity is evident.
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Fig. 13.21: Scenario 1, Case 3, Examples 1-4 control history (Carte-
sian model, with perturbations and chief eccentricity of ec = 0.01)



















Fig. 13.22: Scenario 1, Case 3, Examples 1-4 tracking error (Cartesian
model, with perturbations and chief eccentricity of ec = 0.01)
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Table 13.12: Scenario 1, Case 3 with varying chief ellipticity and
perturbations, ∆v from planner and simulation with Cartesian model
Example Ecc. (ec) ∆vopt (m/s) ∆vsim (m/s) Diff. (m/s) pD (%)
1
0.001
0.143 0.143 0.000 0.09
2 0.379 0.381 0.003 0.88
3 0.062 0.062 0.000 0.61
4 0.411 0.414 0.004 0.85
1
0.01
0.143 0.145 0.002 1.34
2 0.379 0.401 0.022 5.70
3 0.062 0.064 0.003 0.00
4 0.411 0.433 0.022 5.24
13.6 Conclusions
The resulting comparison between using the reference trajectory generated in Cartesian
versus spherical coordinates, in Table 13.4, shows that there is clearly greater accuracy
when using the spherical model for cases with large along-track separation, and absence
of perturbations (J2/drag/SRP). By representing the position and velocity in a curvilinear
LVLH frame, the modeling errors associated with a Cartesian LVLH frame are recaptured,
and the results more closely model the chief's true reference orbit.
From the results shown in Table 13.6, it is evident that the ellipticity of the chief plays
a major role in Case 1, when considering values greater than ec = 0.001. This can be seen
by the large increase in required ∆v for trajectory following, from ec = 0.001 to ec = 0.01,
and in the tracking error plots for ec = 0.01 shown in Fig. 13.9. In these cases, and for
more elliptic target orbits, the orbital model in the planner must be improved to account
for these effects.
The results in Table 13.9 show that in Case 2, the effects of eccentricity are minimal.
This can be seen by the percent difference error between the planned and simulated tra-
jectories. The primary variables that drive the effects of percent difference error (from the
results of Case 1 and 2) are the initial/final distance from the chief, and the final transfer
time. When tracking a trajectory at large distances from the chief (with relatively large
final times), the benefits of adding eccentricity/perturbations into the dynamics model may
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help to improve the overall performance. However, when chief/deputy separation distances
are small (and with relatively small transfer times), the HCW model alone performs very
well, with minimal percent difference errors.
Case 3 nonlinear simulation results show a similar trend to those of Case 2. It can be
seen by the ∆v results in Table 13.12 that the effects of eccentricity on these final approach
trajectories is minimal. This is again due to the fact that in these examples the deputy is
in relatively close proximity of the chief and the final transfer times are small.
As a reminder, this entire analysis (and the concluding remarks) is based on the as-
sumption of perfect navigation and control. Additionally, the controller in this simulation
has a relatively slow response time. This was done on purpose, since implementing a faster
controller led to much larger ∆v percent difference errors.
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CHAPTER 14
PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS II, SAFE RENDEZVOUS, TRAVELING ELLIPSE, AND
SAFE FINAL APPROACH - SCENARIO 2
14.1 Scenario 2 Methodology
The second scenario focuses on the safety of flight cases. This scenario is termed the
safe rendezvous, traveling ellipse, and safe final approach scenario. The initial states are
interpreted as relative ellipses, and are specified in terms of either the initial relative orbital
elements or initial LROEs (one can be easily computed from the other via Eqs. 5.38-5.40),
and final states are specified via final ROEs. This scenario also includes three standard
cases, named Safe Initial Approach, Safe Traveling Ellipse, and Safe Final Approach. The
three cases for each scenario include multiple examples which are described in greater detail
in each of their respective following sections. The scenarios and cases to be presented are
summarized here.
Scenario 2 - Safe Rendezvous, Traveling Ellipse, and Final Approach
• Case 1 - Safe Initial Approach
• Case 2 - Safe Traveling Ellipse
• Case 3 - Safe Final Approach
The following sections describe the method by which the Scenario 2 nonlinear simula-
tion results are analyzed, and how the trajectories for each case are initialized. These are
separated into the analysis setup and initial conditions sections.
14.2 Scenario 2 Analysis Setup
The analysis for the safe rendezvous, safe traveling ellipse, and safe final approach
scenario (Scenario 2) includes nominal trajectories for each case, as well as control histories
and tracking errors. In each control history plot, the simulation control history is plotted.
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A table is included for each case, that shows the optimal ∆v from the planner and the
nonlinear simulation ∆v in each case.
This analysis compares the performance of reference trajectories generated in Cartesian
coordinates versus trajectories generated in spherical coordinates. As previously noted, it is
expected that the spherical reference trajectory will perform much better in the cases that
have large along-track and/or cross-track separation. As will be seen, the results show that
the spherical model outperforms the Cartesian model in both Case 1 and Case 2 for Scenario
2.
The next objective is to show the effects of eccentricity and perturbations in the Scenario
2 cases. The effects of J2 and drag perturbations are shown by plotting trajectories and
control histories, and including ∆v tables for simulations with and without perturbations.
Similarly, the effects of eccentricity are shown by plotting trajectories and control histories,
and including ∆v tables for multiple reference orbits with varying eccentricity. The ∆v
tables are used to compare the optimal planner ∆v to the simulation ∆v for a variety of
cases. The ∆v tables include the optimal ∆v, ∆vopt, the simulation ∆v, ∆vsim, and the
percent difference between the two, pD, where percent difference is given in Eq. 13.1.
14.2.1 Simulation Parameters
The simulation parameters in Scenario 2 are defined exactly as in Scenario 1. All
important vehicle parameters are shown previously in Table 13.1, and the solar radiation
pressure and sun vector are provided in Section 13.2.
14.2.2 Initial Conditions
In Scenario 2, the same method of initializing the trajectory in the nonlinear simulation
is used, as was used in Scenario 1. The first case (Safe Initial Approach) requires an initial
nominal flyby trajectory. Thus, Case 1 is initialized using nominal traditional relative orbital
elements for the planned flyby orbit. The traditional ROEs (δ) used in this case are given
in Eq. 13.3. It follows that Cases 2 and 3 of Scenario 2 are initialized using the nominal
HCW ROEs that result from Case 1 and Case 2, respectively. Note that these ROEs can
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be easily converted to relative position and velocity in LVLH, however in these cases it is
simpler to specify initial conditions in terms of the ROEs. These ROE values are given for
Case 2 and Case 3 in each of the specific results sections to follow.
14.3 Case 1 - Safe Initial Approach
The Scenario 2 analysis begins with the Case 1, Safe Initial Approach. In this case, the
deputy is initialized by specifying the set of nominal traditional relative orbital elements, δ,
as shown in Eq. 13.3. Four examples are included in this analysis. These examples consist
of two different flyby examples; the first is 300 m below and 2500 m behind the chief, and
the second is 600 m below and 5000 m behind the chief.
The final conditions are specified in terms of final relative orbital elements, and the final
transfer time. The final passive abort safety ellipses that are specified in these examples
have a 100 m semi-major axis and 50 m cross-track amplitude. The final center of motion
[xr(tf ), yr(tf )] is either (0, 500) m or (0, 1000) m, depending on the example. The final
transfer time is specified via the number of chief revolutions, M , and is given by Eq. 13.4.
In the Case 1 examples, the trajectories generated were all passively safe on the the first
iteration, therefore sequential convex programming was not needed.
All initial and final conditions for each example are shown in Table 14.1. The final
conditions consist of two different final times; 1.2 revolutions and 2.4 revolutions. These
examples implement a maximum control acceleration constraint of 0.5 mm/s2.
Table 14.1: Deputy initial traditional relative orbital elements and
final HCW relative orbital elements for Scenario 2, Case 1
Example δ(t0) (km) [xr yr ar Az Er ψz]T (tf ) (m) M (rev.)
1 [−0.3/ac 0 0 0 0 −2.5/ac]T [0 500 100 50 pi pi]T 1.2
2 [−0.6/ac 0 0 0 0 −5.0/ac]T [0 1000 100 50 pi pi]T 1.2
3 [−0.3/ac 0 0 0 0 −2.5/ac]T [0 500 100 50 pi pi]T 2.4
4 [−0.6/ac 0 0 0 0 −5.0/ac]T [0 1000 100 50 pi pi]T 2.4
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Results with Circular Chief Orbit and without Perturbations
The first results for the Scenario 2, Case 1, Examples 1-4, show the trajectories and
controls without perturbations, using a reference trajectory in Cartesian coordinates. The
trajectories in this case are shown in Fig. 14.1, the associated controls are shown in Fig.



















Fig. 14.1: Scenario 2, Case 1 trajectories (Cartesian model, without
perturbations)

















Fig. 14.2: Scenario 2, Case 1 control history (Cartesian model, circu-
lar chief, without perturbations)
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Fig. 14.3: Scenario 2, Case 1 tracking error (Cartesian model, circular
chief, without perturbations)
These four examples were also run using a reference trajectory generated in spherical
coordinates. The resulting trajectories in LVLH look very similar, and are omitted. The
control history and tracking errors show the difference due to modeling error, which include
large along-track separation. The control history for the spherical case without perturbations
is shown in Fig. 14.4, and the associated tracking error is shown in Fig. 14.5.

















Fig. 14.4: Scenario 2, Case 1 control history (spherical model, circular
chief, without perturbations)
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Fig. 14.5: Scenario 2, Case 1 tracking error (spherical model, circular
chief, without perturbations)
The ∆v results for Scenario 2, Case 1, and all examples (including Cartesian and
spherical models), are presented in Table 14.2 below.
Table 14.2: Scenario 2, Case 1 with circular chief and without pertur-
bations, ∆v from planner and simulation for Cartesian and spherical
coordinates
Example Form. ∆vopt (m/s) ∆vsim (m/s) Diff. (m/s) pD (%)
1
Cart.
0.209 0.212 0.003 1.22
2 0.403 0.413 0.010 2.46
3 0.168 0.172 0.003 1.71
4 0.326 0.338 0.011 3.41
1
Sph.
0.210 0.210 0.000 0.17
2 0.406 0.408 0.001 0.34
3 0.168 0.168 0.000 0.15
4 0.323 0.324 0.001 0.29
While the differences between the planner and simulation ∆v's are all small, the effect
of using spherical coordinates is evident.
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Results with Circular Chief Orbit and with Perturbations
The Scenario 2, Case 1 examples were also run including perturbations. The resulting
control history and tracking error using the spherical model and including perturbations is
shown in Fig. 14.6 and 14.7, respectively. The ∆v for the Cartesian and spherical examples
with perturbations are also shown in Table 14.3.

















Fig. 14.6: Scenario 2, Case 1 control history (spherical model, circular
chief, with perturbations)



















Fig. 14.7: Scenario 2, Case 1 tracking error (spherical model, circular
chief, with perturbations)
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Table 14.3: Scenario 2, Case 1 with circular chief and perturbations,
∆v from planner and simulation for Cartesian and spherical coordi-
nates
Example Form. ∆vopt (m/s) ∆vsim (m/s) Diff. (m/s) pD (%)
1
Cart.
0.209 0.235 0.025 11.34
2 0.403 0.449 0.047 10.99
3 0.169 0.197 0.028 15.43
4 0.326 0.379 0.053 14.95
1
Sph.
0.210 0.237 0.027 12.05
2 0.406 0.459 0.053 12.19
3 0.168 0.198 0.030 16.47
4 0.323 0.382 0.059 16.87
With the addition of perturbations, the ∆v differences range from 10-17%, and the
effects of using spherical coordinates is negligible.
Results with Elliptic Chief and with Perturbations
The effects of eccentricity of the chief's orbit is examined for Scenario 2 Case 1. The
previous four examples were run with chief eccentricities (ec) of 0.0001, 0.001 and 0.01, and
also including perturbations. The spherical model was used for these cases. Example control
history and tracking error plots for for ec = 0.01 are shown in Fig. 14.8 and 14.9. The ∆v
values for each eccentricity are shown in Table 14.4.

















Fig. 14.8: Scenario 2, Case 1 control history (spherical model, with
perturbations and chief eccentricity of ec = 0.01)
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Fig. 14.9: Scenario 2, Case 1 tracking error (spherical model, with
perturbations and chief eccentricity of ec = 0.01)
Table 14.4: Scenario 2, Case 1 with varying chief ellipticity and per-
turbations, ∆v from planner and simulation with spherical model
Example Ecc. (ec) ∆vopt (m/s) ∆vsim (m/s) Diff. (m/s) pD (%)
1
0.0001
0.210 0.236 0.026 11.76
2 0.406 0.457 0.051 11.81
3 0.167 0.196 0.029 15.82
4 0.322 0.380 0.058 16.44
1
0.001
0.210 0.234 0.023 10.44
2 0.408 0.449 0.041 9.67
3 0.167 0.192 0.025 13.77
4 0.321 0.369 0.048 13.88
1
0.01
0.219 0.362 0.143 49.18
2 0.423 0.654 0.231 42.84
3 0.160 0.356 0.196 76.03
4 0.306 0.691 0.385 77.30
As can be seen, the ∆v differences are generally small (<15%), except in the high
eccentricity case (ec = 0.01).
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14.4 Case 2 - Safe Traveling Ellipse
This section presents results for Scenario 2, Case 2, with safe traveling ellipse trajecto-
ries. This includes control histories, tracking errors, and ∆v tables for several examples. In
this case, all examples presented are initialized using the final ROEs from case 1. This case
is examined in a method similar to Case 1, by first presenting results under perturbed orbits,
then taking a brief look at the effects of chief eccentricity. A maximum control acceleration
constraint of 0.5 mm/s2 was used in this case.
The examples for Case 2 are set up for the traveling safety ellipse, where the chief
is in a circular orbit and including perturbations. These trajectories consist of moving
from a 100×50 m safety ellipse either at 1 km on the v-bar, or 500 m on the v-bar, to
a stationary circumnavigating 100×50 m safety ellipse. Similar to the planner results in
Chapter 9, passive safety of flight constraints are included, and the terminal phase angle
is relaxed (constrained such that the final ellipse is in-phase by γ ≤ 0.1pi). The sequential
convex programming method is required, due to the nonconvex final conditions, and since
the trajectories generated on the first iteration were not passively safe.
Two final times are considered, one completes each trajectory in 60% of a chief revolu-
tion, and the other completes each trajectory in 240% of a chief revolution. Thus, a total
of four examples are examined, and each of the initial/final conditions and final times are
shown in Table 14.5.
Table 14.5: Deputy initial and final ROEs for Scenario 2, Case 2
Example xr (m) yr (m) ar (m) Az (m) Er (rad) ψz (rad) M (rev.)
1
Initial 0 1000 100 50 0.5pi 0.4pi
0.6
Final 0 0 100 50 γ ≤ 0.1pi
2
Initial 0 500 100 50 0.5pi 0.4pi
0.6
Final 0 0 100 50 γ ≤ 0.1pi
3
Initial 0 1000 100 50 0.5pi 0.4pi
2.4
Final 0 0 100 50 γ ≤ 0.1pi
4
Initial 0 500 100 50 0.5pi 0.4pi
2.4
Final 0 0 100 50 γ ≤ 0.1pi
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Results with Circular Chief Orbit and with Perturbations
The first results for the Scenario 2, Case 2, Examples 1-4, show the trajectories and
controls without perturbations, using reference trajectories in spherical and Cartesian co-
ordinates. The trajectories in this case are all passively safe, as shown in Fig. 14.10. The
associated controls are shown in Fig. 14.11 and the simulation position and velocity tracking





















Fig. 14.10: Scenario 2, Case 2 trajectories (spherical model, with
perturbations)

















Fig. 14.11: Scenario 2, Case 2 control history (spherical model, with
perturbations)
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Fig. 14.12: Scenario 2, Case 2 tracking error (spherical model, with
perturbations)















Fig. 14.13: Scenario 2, Case 2 tracking error (Cartesian model, with
perturbations)
The ∆v results for Case 2, Examples 1-4, and for the Cartesian and spherical coordinate
models are shown in Table 14.6.
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Table 14.6: Scenario 2, Case 2 with circular chief and perturbations,
∆v from planner and simulation, and SCP iterations, for Cartesian
and spherical examples
Example Form. SCP Iter. ∆vopt (m/s) ∆vsim (m/s) Diff. (m/s) pD (%)
1
Cart.
6 0.424 0.432 0.008 1.95
2 6 0.159 0.164 0.005 3.21
3 5 0.053 0.069 0.016 26.02
4 3 0.027 0.037 0.011 33.30
1
Sph.
6 0.423 0.432 0.009 2.06
2 6 0.158 0.163 0.005 3.21
3 5 0.053 0.068 0.016 25.94
4 3 0.027 0.037 0.011 33.41
While the ∆v differences are small for small transfer times (0.6 revs.), the ∆v differences
increase for the large transfer times (2.4 revs.). The effects of using spherical coordinates is
negligible.
Results with Elliptic Chief Orbit and with Perturbations
The Case 2 safe traveling ellipse examples are examined under the effects of varying
chief orbit eccentricity, as in Case 1. The eccentricities examined include ec = 0.0001,
ec = 0.001, and ec = 0.01. Example control and tracking error plots using the spherical
model are included in Fig. 14.14 and 14.15, respectively. The ∆v table in Table 14.7 shows
the results for varying eccentricity.

















Fig. 14.14: Scenario 2, Case 2 control history (spherical model, with
perturbations and chief eccentricity of ec = 0.01)
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Fig. 14.15: Scenario 2, Case 2 tracking error (spherical model, with
perturbations and chief eccentricity of ec = 0.01)
Table 14.7: Scenario 2, Case 2 with varying chief ellipticity and per-
turbations, ∆v from planner and simulation with spherical model
Example Ecc. (ec) ∆vopt (m/s) ∆vsim (m/s) Diff. (m/s) pD (%)
1
0.0001
0.423 0.432 0.008 1.98
2 0.158 0.163 0.005 3.06
3 0.052 0.068 0.015 24.60
4 0.027 0.037 0.010 32.22
1
0.001
0.424 0.430 0.006 1.38
2 0.159 0.162 0.003 1.99
3 0.054 0.067 0.014 22.98
4 0.027 0.035 0.008 26.22
1
0.01
0.429 0.473 0.044 9.83
2 0.161 0.184 0.023 13.47
3 0.061 0.198 0.137 105.94
4 0.031 0.091 0.060 98.02
It can be seen that in these examples, the major ∆v differences are due to the the
overall final transfer time, as well as the eccentricity of the chief's orbit.
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14.5 Case 3 - Safe Final Approach
The final case, Case 3, for Scenario 2 is the Safe Final Approach. This case is analyzed
in a manner similar to Case 1 and 2, where simulations are run to determine the overall
effects of perturbations and chief eccentricity. The Cartesian model is used in this case, due
to the close proximity of the deputy to the chief.
Two main examples are tested, each with two different final transfer times. All initial
and final conditions are specified in terms of the relative orbital elements, where the final
phase angles are specified to be in-phase using the in-plane natural drift, θf = Er0 + ωtf
(this is one method to preserve in-plane lighting conditions). The initial conditions for this
case are based on the final conditions from Case 2. This case results in transfers from a large
to a smaller safety ellipse, from results in Chapter 9. These case results are fully convex,
since all final conditions are specified and the trajectories analyzed are inherently passively
safe. The first example is an approach from a 100×50 m safety ellipse to a 50×25 m safety
ellipse, with a final time of 60% of an orbit and 120% of an orbit. The second is an approach
from a 200×100 m safety ellipse to a 100×50 m safety ellipse, and also with a final time
of 60% of an orbit and 120% of an orbit. All initial and final boundary conditions for the
deputy, and the final transfer times, are shown in Table 14.8.
Table 14.8: Deputy initial and final ROEs for Scenario 2, Case 2
Example xr (m) yr (m) ar (m) Az (m) Er (rad) ψz (rad) M (rev.)
1
Initial 0 0 100 50 1.9pi 1.8pi
0.6
Final 0 0 50 25 0.5pi 0.5pi
2
Initial 0 0 200 100 1.9pi 1.8pi
0.6
Final 0 0 100 50 0.5pi 0.5pi
3
Initial 0 0 100 50 1.9pi 1.8pi
1.2
Final 0 0 50 25 1.1pi 1.1pi
4
Initial 0 0 200 100 1.9pi 1.8pi
1.2
Final 0 0 100 50 1.1pi 1.1pi
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Results with Circular Chief Orbit and with Perturbations
The trajectories that resulted from Case 3 are shown in Fig. 14.16, and the associated



























Fig. 14.16: Scenario 2, Case 3, Examples 1-4 trajectories (Cartesian
model, with perturbations)

















Fig. 14.17: Scenario 2, Case 3, Examples 1-4 control history (Carte-
sian model, with perturbations)
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Fig. 14.18: Scenario 2, Case 3, Examples 1-4 tracking error (Cartesian
model, with perturbations)
The results for all ∆v in this case are presented in Table 14.9, where again, the effects
of larger final transfer times give higher overall ∆v differences.
Table 14.9: Scenario 2, Case 3 with circular chief and perturbations,
∆v from planner and simulation with Cartesian model
Example Form. ∆vopt (m/s) ∆vsim (m/s) Diff. (m/s) pD (%)
1
Cart.
0.047 0.048 0.001 1.55
2 0.095 0.097 0.001 1.47
3 0.034 0.036 0.002 5.02
4 0.069 0.072 0.003 4.66
Results with Elliptic Chief Orbit and with Perturbations
Case 3 safe final approach results are also analyzed for varying chief eccentricity. In
these results, a chief eccentricity of ec = 0.001 and ec = 0.01 are included (The effects of
ec = 0.0001 are minimal). Example control and tracking error plots are included in Fig.
14.19 and 14.20 , respectively. The ∆v table in Table 14.10 shows the results for varying
eccentricity.
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Fig. 14.19: Scenario 2, Case 3, Examples 1-4 control history (Carte-
sian model, with perturbations and chief eccentricity of ec = 0.01)



















Fig. 14.20: Scenario 2, Case 3, Examples 1-4 tracking error (Cartesian
model, with perturbations and chief eccentricity of ec = 0.01)
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Table 14.10: Scenario 2, Case 3 with varying chief ellipticity and
perturbations, ∆v from planner and simulation with Cartesian model
Example Ecc. (ec) ∆vopt (m/s) ∆vsim (m/s) Diff. (m/s) pD (%)
1
0.001
0.047 0.048 0.001 1.32
2 0.095 0.096 0.001 1.33
3 0.034 0.036 0.002 4.91
4 0.069 0.072 0.003 4.72
1
0.01
0.047 0.051 0.004 7.55
2 0.095 0.102 0.007 7.46
3 0.034 0.042 0.007 18.93
4 0.069 0.083 0.014 18.66
As shown by these results, the effects of eccentricity and final transfer times are the
primary factors that contribute to large ∆v differences. The ∆v difference is still relatively
low due to the short duration transfer trajectories, and their close proximity to the chief.
14.6 Conclusions
For Scenario 2, similar conclusions may be drawn for the comparison between imple-
menting the reference trajectory in Cartesian versus spherical coordinates. The results shown
in Table 14.2 show that there is clearly greater accuracy when using the spherical model
for cases with large along-track separation, and absence of (J2/drag/SRP) perturbations.
The controller tracked the optimal trajectory more closely via the spherical representations
of the LROEs. Modeling errors associated with the Cartesian LVLH frame are recaptured
in many cases, although once the perturbations are included in the simulation, these effects
are not significant, as seen in Table 14.3.
From the ∆v results in Table 14.4, it is evident that the ellipticity of the chief plays a
major role in Case 1 (as in Scenario 1), when considering values greater than ec = 0.001. The
large increase in required ∆v for trajectory following, from ec = 0.001 to ec = 0.01, signifies
this conclusion. In these cases, and for more elliptic target orbits, the orbital dynamics
model for the LROEs in the planner must be improved to account for these effects.
The results in Table 14.7 show that in Case 2, the effects of eccentricity still have a
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significant effect. This can be seen by the percent difference error between the planned and
simulated trajectories. Similar to Scenario 1, the primary variables that drive the effects of
∆v percent difference error (from the results of Scenario 2, Case 1 and 2) are the chief/deputy
separation, and the final transfer time. While tracking a trajectory far away from the chief
(with relatively large final times), the benefits of adding eccentricity/perturbations into the
dynamics model may help to improve the overall performance. The errors due to the effects
of eccentricity/perturbations may be countered by incorporating improved control laws, or
dwarfed by navigation and maneuver execution errors in the simulation. It may turn out
that with all of these error sources included in the simulation, the effects of J2/drag/SRP
and low-level eccentricity may be a minimal source of error in the overall planner model.
Scenario 1 Case 3 (safe final approach) nonlinear simulation results show a similar trend
to those in Cases 2 and 3 of Scenario 1. It can be seen by the ∆v results in Table 14.10
that the effects of eccentricity on these final approach trajectories is minimal. This is again
due to the fact that in these examples the deputy is in relatively close proximity of the
chief, and the final transfer times are small in comparison to safe initial approach and safe
traveling ellipse results. Also interesting to note in this case is the fact that the ∆v from
the planner for the 200×100 m safety ellipse to the 100×50 m safety ellipse is double that
from the 100×50 m safety ellipse to 50×25 m. This is one effect of doubling the semi-major
axis and cross-track amplitude, while the other parameters (initial/final center of motion,
final time) are held constant. The same situation occurred in the Case 1 results.
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CHAPTER 15
PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS III, MONTE CARLO DISPERSION ANALYSIS -
SCENARIOS 1 & 2
The objective of this chapter is to present and analyze the planner and simulation
results in a Monte Carlo dispersion analysis. The dispersions that are used in each case
are defined, and trajectories, control histories, and ∆v tables are included. This dispersion
analysis will show the effects of adding dispersions to the initial relative position and velocity,
and how the resulting optimal trajectories and optimal control histories change. Examples
of Scenarios 1 and 2 (defined in Sections 15.2 and 15.4, respectively) are analyzed.
15.1 Dispersions Analysis
A dispersion analysis is performed in this chapter, whereby the initial position and ve-
locity are perturbed from the nominal. Resulting trajectories and optimal control histories
are plotted for comparison, for multiple orbital transfers. The dispersion for the initial con-
ditions from the nominal trajectory are added into the trajectory planner and the simulation,
at the initial time t0. This includes dispersions in the initial relative position and velocity.
These values are normally distributed, and are specified using a 1-σ standard deviation for
both position and velocity.
In Scenario 1, the nominal initial relative position is specified, and the nominal initial
relative velocity for each trajectory is zero. Therefore, dispersions are defined by 1-σ position
dispersions and 1-σ velocity dispersions, where the 1-σ radial, along-track, and cross-track
component of the dispersions are the same (thus, the dispersion ellipses for both position
and velocity are simple spheres). The initial 1-σ dispersion for position is simply a fixed
percentage of the initial nominal relative position magnitude, and the initial velocity disper-
sion is the same percentage of the initial position dispersion, times the mean orbital rate,
ω. This is a good approximation of the expected velocity dispersions for near-circular orbits.
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In Scenario 2, the radial, along-track, and cross-track dispersions are defined separately.
For example, in the safe initial approach case (Scenario 2, Case 1), the initial trajectory is a
co-elliptic flyby orbit. For this type of orbit, the true relative ellipse is very sensitive to the
radial component of the position, for a given flyby velocity. Therefore, in this case the radial
dispersions must be much smaller, to generate trajectories with similar control histories. If
the dispersions are not specified in this manner, then the trajectories can generally be very
different, with a great variety of control histories. This leads to defining the dispersions
in Scenario 2 in terms of LROEs. For example, the initial radial position dispersion for
the flyby orbit is now a fixed percentage of the nominal initial radial center of motion, xr.
Similarly, the along-track dispersion is defined as a fixed percentage of the initial along-track
center of motion, yr. All dispersions on velocity are calculated in a similar manner, where
the standard deviations in velocity are dependent on the initial nominal velocity in each
case.
15.2 Scenario 1 Dispersions
The cases in Scenario 1 are now analyzed including the effects of dispersions on the











The vectors er and ev are zero-mean, normally distributed, and are specified by a 1-σ
factor for the standard deviation, σr.
er ∼ N (0, σ2rI)
ev ∼ N (0, ω2σ2rI)
where it is seen that the standard deviation for velocity is simply the standard deviation of
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position, multiplied by the mean orbital rate, ω. The standard deviation for the position, σr,






The velocity dispersions are then defined using σv = ωσr.
15.3 Scenario 1 Planner and Simulation Results with Dispersions
15.3.1 Case 1 - Initial Approach with Circular Chief Orbit and Perturbations
The examples analyzed in Scenario 1, Case 1, Initial Approach, include Example 1 and
Example 4, as defined in Table 13.3. Example 1 is an initial approach from 5 km on the
v-bar to a 200 m station-keeping point with final time of 1.2 chief revolutions. Dispersions
with relative position percentage errors of pr = 5% and 1% are examined. These correspond
to standard a deviation of σr = 250 m, and 50 m on relative position and σv = 0.25 m/s
and 0.05 m/s on relative velocity, respectively. The trajectories with pr = 5% dispersions

























Fig. 15.1: Scenario 1, Case 1, Example 1 trajectories with pr = 5%
dispersions (spherical model, with perturbations)
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Fig. 15.2: Scenario 1, Case 1, Example 1 control history with pr = 5%
dispersions (spherical model, circular chief, with perturbations)
Table 15.1: Monte Carlo ∆v for Scenario 1, Case 1, Example 4 with
pr = 5% dispersions
MC Run ∆vopt (m/s) ∆vsim (m/s) Diff. (m/s) pD (%)
1 1.193 1.239 0.046 3.75
2 0.950 0.998 0.049 4.99
3 0.768 0.820 0.052 6.50
4 0.751 0.802 0.050 6.50
5 1.032 1.084 0.052 4.89
6 0.451 0.503 0.052 10.98
7 0.587 0.630 0.043 7.10
8 1.449 1.500 0.051 3.47
9 0.680 0.727 0.047 6.65
10 0.778 0.833 0.055 6.78
The trajectories for Example 1 with pr = 1% dispersions are shown in Fig. 15.3, the































Fig. 15.3: Scenario 1, Case 1, Example 1 trajectories with pr = 1%
dispersions (spherical model, with perturbations)






















Fig. 15.4: Scenario 1, Case 1, Example 1 control history with pr = 1%
dispersions (spherical model, circular chief, with perturbations)
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Table 15.2: Monte Carlo ∆v for Scenario 1, Case 1, Example 1 with
pr = 1% dispersions
MC Run ∆vopt (m/s) ∆vsim (m/s) Diff. (m/s) pD (%)
1 0.301 0.350 0.049 15.01
2 0.377 0.426 0.048 12.03
3 0.513 0.557 0.044 8.28
4 0.473 0.519 0.046 9.22
5 0.594 0.644 0.049 7.97
6 0.496 0.543 0.047 9.06
7 0.536 0.581 0.045 8.11
8 0.690 0.735 0.045 6.33
9 0.424 0.470 0.046 10.27
10 0.507 0.555 0.047 8.94
It can be seen in the Example 1 results for pr = 5%, in Table 15.1, that the planner ∆v
varies greatly (from 0.4 m/s to 1.4 m/s), due to the initial position and velocity dispersions.
A diverse set of trajectories are planned, as seen in Fig. 15.1, and the control histories in
Fig. 15.2 show great variation. However, when the dispersions are decreased to pr = 1%,
the trajectories and controls are much more tightly grouped, as seen in Figs. 15.3 and 15.4.
This corresponds to a 1-σ of 50 m on relative position and 0.05 m/s on relative velocity.
The resulting ∆v in Table 15.2 only varies from 0.3 m/s to 0.6 m/s.
The next results are for Example 4 defined in Table 13.3. This is an initial approach
from 10 km on the v-bar to a 200 m station-keeping point with final time of 2.4 chief
revolutions. Dispersions with relative position percentage errors of pr = 5%, 1%, and 0.5%
are examined. These correspond to standard a deviation of σr = 500 m, 100 m, and 50 m on
relative position and σv = 0.5 m/s, 0.1 m/s, and 0.05 m/s on relative velocity, respectively.
The trajectories with pr = 5% dispersions are shown in Fig. 15.5, the corresponding control
























Fig. 15.5: Scenario 1, Case 1, Example 4 trajectories with pr = 5%
dispersions (spherical model, with perturbations)
Fig. 15.6: Scenario 1, Case 1, Example 4 control history with pr = 5%
dispersions (spherical model, circular chief, with perturbations)
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Table 15.3: Monte Carlo ∆v for Scenario 1, Case 1, Example 4 with
pr = 5% dispersions
MC Run ∆vopt (m/s) ∆vsim (m/s) Diff. (m/s) pD (%)
1 2.340 2.484 0.144 5.95
2 1.028 1.167 0.139 12.69
3 0.863 0.981 0.119 12.90
4 1.675 1.765 0.091 5.27
5 2.306 2.420 0.113 4.80
6 1.312 1.431 0.119 8.66
7 1.318 1.457 0.139 10.01
8 1.200 1.364 0.164 12.80
9 2.646 2.740 0.095 3.52
10 1.264 1.345 0.081 6.24
The Example 4 trajectories with pr = 1% dispersions are shown in Fig. 15.7, the




























Fig. 15.7: Scenario 1, Case 1, Example 4 trajectories with pr = 1%
dispersions (spherical model, with perturbations)
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Fig. 15.8: Scenario 1, Case 1, Example 4 control history with pr = 1%
dispersions (spherical model, circular chief, with perturbations)
Table 15.4: Monte Carlo ∆v for Scenario 1, Case 1, Example 4 with
pr = 1% dispersions
MC Run ∆vopt (m/s) ∆vsim (m/s) Diff. (m/s) pD (%)
1 0.783 0.906 0.123 14.61
2 0.791 0.922 0.131 15.27
3 0.722 0.851 0.129 16.37
4 0.989 1.115 0.126 11.96
5 0.576 0.704 0.128 20.03
6 0.403 0.534 0.131 28.00
7 0.750 0.879 0.130 15.91
8 0.457 0.585 0.128 24.61
9 1.041 1.173 0.131 11.86
10 0.458 0.572 0.114 22.19
The Example 4 trajectories with pr = 0.5% dispersions are shown in Fig. 15.9, and the






























Fig. 15.9: Scenario 1, Case 1, Example 4 trajectories with pr = 0.5%
dispersions (spherical model, with perturbations)
Fig. 15.10: Scenario 1, Case 1, Example 4 control history with pr =
0.5% dispersions (spherical model, circular chief, with perturbations)
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Table 15.5: Monte Carlo ∆v for Scenario 1, Case 1, Example 4 with
pr = 0.5% dispersions
MC Run ∆vopt (m/s) ∆vsim (m/s) Diff. (m/s) pD (%)
1 0.374 0.505 0.131 29.89
2 0.293 0.423 0.130 36.37
3 0.594 0.720 0.126 19.23
4 0.609 0.737 0.128 19.02
5 0.588 0.717 0.128 19.65
6 0.638 0.768 0.130 18.46
7 0.622 0.751 0.130 18.87
8 0.407 0.537 0.130 27.56
9 0.634 0.760 0.126 18.11
10 0.696 0.827 0.131 17.15
From the Example 4 dispersion analysis, it is evident in Figs. 15.9-15.10 and Table 15.5
that at larger ranges of 10 km, trajectory variability is small when pr = 0.5% (corresponding
to a 1-σ of 50 m on relative position and 0.05 m/s on relative velocity). Larger percent
errors led to more diverse trajectories and control histories, as shown in Figs. 15.5-15.8.
The planner ∆v is also highly diverse, shown in Table 15.3 and 15.4. The result for Scenario
1, Case 1, is that even for a larger initial range of 10 km and larger final time of 2.4 chief
revolutions, the effects of dispersions in Example 4 are similar to the results from Example
1, where smaller initial dispersions produce less trajectory variability.
15.3.2 Case 2 - Way-point Following with Circular Chief Orbit and Perturba-
tions
The Monte Carlo example for Scenario 1, Case 2, Way-point Following, is Example 4,
as defined in Table 13.7. In this example, the deputy goes from 100 m on the v-bar to 100
m cross-track with a final time of 0.6 chief revolutions. Dispersions with relative position
percentage errors of pr = 10%, and 5% are examined. These correspond to standard a
deviation of σr = 10 m, and 5 m on relative position and σv = 0.01 m/s, and 0.005 m/s on
relative velocity, respectively. The trajectories with pr = 10% dispersions are shown in Fig.
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Fig. 15.11: Scenario 1, Case 2, Example 4 trajectories with pr = 10%
dispersions (Cartesian model, with perturbations)





















Fig. 15.12: Scenario 1, Case 2, Example 4 control history with pr =
10% dispersions (Cartesian model, circular chief, with perturbations)
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Table 15.6: Monte Carlo ∆v for Scenario 1, Case 2, Example 4 with
pr = 10% dispersions
MC Run ∆vopt (m/s) ∆vsim (m/s) Diff. (m/s) pD (%)
1 0.133 0.135 0.002 1.40
2 0.147 0.149 0.002 1.30
3 0.144 0.145 0.002 1.28
4 0.162 0.164 0.002 1.14
5 0.144 0.146 0.002 1.18
6 0.133 0.134 0.001 1.12
7 0.153 0.155 0.002 1.09
8 0.110 0.112 0.002 1.58
9 0.138 0.140 0.002 1.23
10 0.157 0.159 0.002 1.01
The Example 4 trajectories with pr = 5% dispersions are shown in Fig. 15.13, and the

























Fig. 15.13: Scenario 1, Case 2, Example 4 trajectories with pr = 5%
dispersions (Cartesian model, with perturbations)
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Fig. 15.14: Scenario 1, Case 2, Example 4 control history with pr =
5% dispersions (Cartesian model, circular chief, with perturbations)
Table 15.7: Monte Carlo ∆v for Scenario 1, Case 2, Example 4 with
pr = 5% dispersions
MC Run ∆vopt (m/s) ∆vsim (m/s) Diff. (m/s) pD (%)
1 0.144 0.146 0.002 1.18
2 0.128 0.129 0.002 1.31
3 0.155 0.156 0.002 1.05
4 0.154 0.156 0.002 1.07
5 0.128 0.130 0.002 1.31
6 0.131 0.133 0.002 1.28
7 0.134 0.136 0.002 1.29
8 0.135 0.136 0.002 1.25
9 0.143 0.145 0.002 1.16
10 0.128 0.130 0.002 1.34
In the Scenario 1, Case 2, dispersion analysis, the example included here shows that
though the planned trajectories have relatively large percent errors (pr = 5%, 10%), the
optimal trajectories and controls have consistent characteristics. This can be seen by the
`elbow' in the trajectory shown in Fig. 15.13, and the grouped three-burn optimal control
solutions shown in Fig. 15.14. It is evident that at close ranges, the optimal trajectory
planner is less affected by larger percent errors.
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15.3.3 Case 3 - Final Approach with Circular Chief Orbit and Perturbations
The Monte Carlo example for Scenario 1, Case 3, Final Approach, is Example 3 defined
in Table 13.10. In this example, the deputy is approaching from the v-bar at 100 m away
to 20 m v-bar station-keeping with a final time of 0.6 chief revolutions. Dispersions with
relative position percentage errors of pr = 10%, and 5% are examined. These correspond to
standard a deviation of σr = 10 m, and 5 m on relative position and σv = 0.01 m/s, and
0.005 m/s on relative velocity, respectively. The trajectories with pr = 10% dispersions are























Fig. 15.15: Scenario 1, Case 3, Example 3 trajectories with pr = 10%
dispersions (Cartesian model, with perturbations)
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Fig. 15.16: Scenario 1, Case 3, Example 3 control history with pr =
10% dispersions (Cartesian model, circular chief, with perturbations)
Table 15.8: Monte Carlo ∆v for Scenario 1, Case 3, Example 3 with
pr = 10% dispersions
MC Run ∆vopt (m/s) ∆vsim (m/s) Diff. (m/s) pD (%)
1 0.073 0.074 0.001 0.84
2 0.069 0.069 0.001 0.86
3 0.068 0.068 0.000 0.58
4 0.046 0.047 0.001 1.60
5 0.075 0.076 0.001 0.86
6 0.082 0.083 0.001 0.75
7 0.057 0.058 0.000 0.75
8 0.062 0.063 0.000 0.56
9 0.066 0.066 0.001 0.78
10 0.059 0.060 0.001 0.91
The Example 3 trajectories with pr = 5% dispersions are shown in Fig. 15.17, and the
























Fig. 15.17: Scenario 1, Case 3, Example 3 trajectories with pr = 5%
dispersions (Cartesian model, with perturbations)




















Fig. 15.18: Scenario 1, Case 3, Example 3 control history with pr =
5% dispersions (Cartesian model, circular chief, with perturbations)
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Table 15.9: Monte Carlo ∆v for Scenario 1, Case 3, Example 3 with
pr = 5% dispersions
MC Run ∆vopt (m/s) ∆vsim (m/s) Diff. (m/s) pD (%)
1 0.077 0.077 0.001 0.74
2 0.068 0.068 0.001 0.86
3 0.070 0.070 0.001 0.89
4 0.066 0.067 0.001 0.98
5 0.058 0.059 0.001 1.08
6 0.065 0.066 0.001 0.94
7 0.084 0.084 0.001 0.62
8 0.058 0.059 0.000 0.85
9 0.078 0.079 0.001 0.79
10 0.065 0.066 0.001 1.02
The Scenario 1, Case 3, results are similar to that of Scenario 1, Case 2. Since the
range is relatively small, larger percent errors do not greatly affect the planner in terms of
trajectories or control histories. These trends are seen in Fig. 15.17-15.18, and Table 15.9.
15.4 Scenario 2 Dispersions
The cases in Scenario 2 are now analyzed including the effects of dispersions on the























where T is given in Eq. 5.41.
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From preliminary results for the Scenario 2 analysis, the dependence on the disper-
sions are recognized to be very different for each of the radial, along-track, and cross-track
components. To fully analyze the effects of dispersions in this scenario, they are separated
into each component. Therefore, the values for vectors er and ev are zero-mean, normally
distributed, and are specified using 1-σ factors for radial, along-track, and cross-track, as

















where each component of the standard deviation for velocity is defined as a function of the
nominal velocity. The standard deviations for both the position and velocity are defined in
terms of the nominal position and velocity, and the ROEs, by taking a percentage of these






























These standard deviations are defined by the linear transformation from LROEs to
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relative position and velocity, x = T−1x¯, which results in functions of sin(Er), cos(Er) and
sin(ψz), cos(ψz). The standard deviations on the safety ellipse size and position in Eqs.
15.4-15.9 are defined by setting all sin/cos functions to 1, such that sin(Er) = cos(Er) =
sin(ψz) = cos(ψz) = 1. Therefore, the size of the initial relative ellipse (semi-major axis,
ar, and cross-track amplitude, Az) ultimately define the deviations in relative position and
velocity for any given initial phase angles.
15.5 Scenario 2 Planner and Simulation Results with Dispersions
15.5.1 Case 1 - Safe Initial Approach with Circular Chief Orbit and Perturba-
tions
The examples analyzed in Scenario 2, Case 1, Safe Initial Approach, include Example
1 and Example 4, as defined in Table 14.1. Example 1 is a safe initial approach from -2.5
km v-bar -300 m radial to a 100×50 m safety ellipse at 500 m on the v-bar, with final time
of 1.2 chief revolutions. Dispersions with safety ellipse percentage errors of pSE = 10% and
5% are examined. The trajectories with pSE = 10% dispersions are shown in Fig. 15.19,























Fig. 15.19: Scenario 2, Case 1, Example 1 trajectories with pSE =
10% dispersions (spherical model, with perturbations)
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Fig. 15.20: Scenario 2, Case 1, Example 1 control history with pSE =
10% dispersions (spherical model, circular chief, with perturbations)
Table 15.10: Monte Carlo ∆v for Scenario 2, Case 1, Example 1 with
pSE = 10% dispersions
MC Run ∆vopt (m/s) ∆vsim (m/s) Diff. (m/s) pD (%)
1 0.348 0.376 0.028 7.74
2 0.245 0.269 0.023 9.05
3 0.256 0.285 0.029 10.77
4 0.270 0.298 0.028 10.01
5 0.190 0.215 0.026 12.61
6 0.213 0.237 0.024 10.81
7 0.235 0.264 0.029 11.53
8 0.214 0.237 0.024 10.52
9 0.337 0.366 0.029 8.28
10 0.204 0.228 0.025 11.36
The Example 1 trajectories with pSE = 5% dispersions are shown in Fig. 15.21, and
























Fig. 15.21: Scenario 2, Case 1, Example 1 trajectories with pSE = 5%
dispersions (spherical model, with perturbations)




















Fig. 15.22: Scenario 2, Case 1, Example 1 control history with pSE =
5% dispersions (spherical model, circular chief, with perturbations)
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Table 15.11: Monte Carlo ∆v for Scenario 2, Case 1, Example 1 with
pSE = 5% dispersions
MC Run ∆vopt (m/s) ∆vsim (m/s) Diff. (m/s) pD (%)
1 0.232 0.260 0.028 11.49
2 0.214 0.243 0.029 12.62
3 0.207 0.233 0.026 11.84
4 0.183 0.209 0.025 13.00
5 0.195 0.222 0.028 13.22
6 0.192 0.218 0.026 12.92
7 0.202 0.229 0.027 12.39
8 0.236 0.263 0.027 10.97
9 0.202 0.230 0.028 12.77
10 0.197 0.222 0.025 12.06
In the Scenario 2, Case 1 example, the effects of specifying dispersions in terms of rela-
tive ellipse size and position are illustrated. These trajectories allow for percent differences
up to pr = 10%, and maintain relatively similar trajectories and clustering of controls. For
pr = 5%, there are very clearly four locations where the controls occur in each Monte Carlo
run, shown in Fig. 15.22. The trajectories in Fig. 15.21 and ∆v results in Table 15.11 also
show that although the initial along-track position varies by hundreds of meters, the planner
∆v only varies by 0.03 m/s. This is due to the fact that the chaser is initialized in nearly
the same Initial Approach flyby orbit for each run.
15.5.2 Case 2 - Safe Traveling Ellipse with Circular Chief Orbit and Perturba-
tions
The examples for Scenario 2, Case 2, Safe Traveling Ellipse, are Example 2 and Example
3, as defined in Table 14.5. Example 2 is a 100×50 m safety ellipse at 500 m on the v-bar
to a 100×50 m safety ellipse that circumnavigates the chief, with final time of 0.6 chief
revolutions. Dispersions with safety ellipse percentage errors of pSE = 10% and 5% are
examined. The trajectories with pSE = 10% dispersions are shown in Fig. 15.23, the





























Fig. 15.23: Scenario 2, Case 2, Example 2 trajectories with pSE =
10% dispersions (spherical model, with perturbations)






















Fig. 15.24: Scenario 2, Case 2, Example 2 control history with pSE =
10% dispersions (spherical model, circular chief, with perturbations)
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Table 15.12: Monte Carlo ∆v for Scenario 2, Case 2, Example 2 with
pSE = 10% dispersions
MC Run ∆vopt (m/s) ∆vsim (m/s) Diff. (m/s) pD (%)
1 0.185 0.191 0.006 3.21
2 0.128 0.133 0.005 3.74
3 0.174 0.180 0.006 3.38
4 0.202 0.208 0.006 3.10
5 0.195 0.201 0.006 3.27
6 0.175 0.180 0.006 3.24
7 0.182 0.188 0.006 3.23
8 0.141 0.146 0.005 3.44
9 0.213 0.219 0.006 2.84
10 0.169 0.175 0.006 3.20
The Example 2 trajectories with pSE = 5% dispersions are shown in Fig. 15.25, and


























Fig. 15.25: Scenario 2, Case 2, Example 2 trajectories with pSE = 5%
dispersions (spherical model, with perturbations)
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Fig. 15.26: Scenario 2, Case 2, Example 2 control history with pSE =
5% dispersions (spherical model, circular chief, with perturbations)
Table 15.13: Monte Carlo ∆v for Scenario 2, Case 2, Example 2 with
pSE = 5% dispersions
MC Run ∆vopt (m/s) ∆vsim (m/s) Diff. (m/s) pD (%)
1 0.151 0.156 0.005 3.39
2 0.168 0.174 0.006 3.23
3 0.156 0.162 0.005 3.43
4 0.173 0.179 0.006 3.23
5 0.177 0.183 0.006 3.17
6 0.163 0.168 0.005 3.25
7 0.188 0.194 0.006 3.06
8 0.177 0.183 0.006 3.15
9 0.185 0.190 0.006 3.13
10 0.148 0.153 0.005 3.45
Scenario 2, Case 2, Example 2 results show that for the Safe Traveling Ellipse, when a
small final time is specified (0.6 chief revolutions), the trajectories primarily result in two-
burn solutions. These cases are relatively unaffected by the dispersions on initial ellipse size
and position (even up to pSE = 10%), as can be seen in the ∆v results in Table 15.12 and
15.13.
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Example 3 is a 100×50 m safety ellipse at 1 km on the v-bar to a 100×50 m safety
ellipse that circumnavigates the chief, with final time of 2.4 chief revolutions. Dispersions
with safety ellipse percentage errors of pSE = 10% and 5% are examined. The trajectories
with pSE = 10% dispersions are shown in Fig. 15.27, the corresponding control histories are























Fig. 15.27: Scenario 2, Case 2, Example 4 trajectories with pSE =
10% dispersions (spherical model, with perturbations)
Fig. 15.28: Scenario 2, Case 2, Example 4 control history with pSE =
10% dispersions (spherical model, circular chief, with perturbations)
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Table 15.14: Monte Carlo ∆v for Scenario 2, Case 2, Example 4 with
pSE = 10% dispersions
MC Run ∆vopt (m/s) ∆vsim (m/s) Diff. (m/s) pD (%)
1 0.059 0.072 0.013 19.51
2 0.081 0.095 0.015 16.59
3 0.079 0.097 0.018 20.44
4 0.060 0.074 0.014 21.58
5 0.079 0.096 0.017 18.97
6 0.080 0.095 0.015 16.81
7 0.065 0.080 0.015 20.25
8 0.079 0.095 0.016 18.03
9 0.107 0.123 0.017 14.61
10 0.062 0.077 0.015 21.79
The Example 3 trajectories with pSE = 5% dispersions are shown in Fig. 15.29, and























Fig. 15.29: Scenario 2, Case 2, Example 3 trajectories with pSE = 5%
dispersions (spherical model, with perturbations)
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Fig. 15.30: Scenario 2, Case 2, Example 3 control history with pSE =
5% dispersions (spherical model, circular chief, with perturbations)
Table 15.15: Monte Carlo ∆v for Scenario 2, Case 2, Example 3 with
pSE = 5% dispersions
MC Run ∆vopt (m/s) ∆vsim (m/s) Diff. (m/s) pD (%)
1 0.072 0.087 0.015 19.15
2 0.076 0.093 0.017 19.77
3 0.080 0.095 0.015 17.30
4 0.070 0.087 0.017 22.14
5 0.076 0.091 0.016 18.90
6 0.075 0.090 0.016 18.87
7 0.069 0.084 0.016 20.30
8 0.076 0.091 0.015 18.17
9 0.074 0.090 0.016 19.59
10 0.071 0.087 0.016 19.96
In Case 2, Example 3, the effects of dispersions are more significant due to the final
transfer time of 2.4 chief revolutions. For these runs, the difference in trajectories and
control histories between just pSE = 10% and pSE = 5% is large, as seen when comparing
Figs. 15.27-15.28 to Figs. 15.29-15.30. Very little variability is observed when pSE = 5%,
compared to the case where pSE = 10%.
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15.5.3 Case 3 - Safe Final Approach with Circular Chief Orbit and Perturba-
tions
The Monte Carlo example for Scenario 2, Case 3, Safe Final Approach, is Example
4 defined in Table 14.8. In this example, the deputy is approaching from a 200×100 m
circumnavigating safety ellipse to a 100×50 m circumnavigating safety ellipse, and with a
final time of 1.2 chief revolutions. Dispersions with safety ellipse percentage errors of pr =
10%, and 5% are examined. The trajectories with pr = 10% dispersions are shown in Fig.

























Fig. 15.31: Scenario 2, Case 3, Example 4 trajectories with pr = 10%
dispersions (Cartesian model, with perturbations)
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Fig. 15.32: Scenario 2, Case 3, Example 4 control history with pr =
10% dispersions (Cartesian model, circular chief, with perturbations)
Table 15.16: Monte Carlo ∆v for Scenario 2, Case 3, Example 4 with
pr = 10% dispersions
MC Run ∆vopt (m/s) ∆vsim (m/s) Diff. (m/s) pD (%)
1 0.104 0.104 -0.000 0.17
2 0.105 0.105 -0.000 0.10
3 0.073 0.077 0.003 4.65
4 0.066 0.069 0.003 4.89
5 0.083 0.086 0.003 3.95
6 0.056 0.059 0.004 6.17
7 0.087 0.091 0.003 3.69
8 0.193 0.196 0.003 1.71
9 0.067 0.069 0.003 4.13
10 0.122 0.122 0.000 0.06
The Example 4 trajectories with pr = 5% dispersions are shown in Fig. 15.33, and the


























Fig. 15.33: Scenario 2, Case 3, Example 4 trajectories with pr = 5%
dispersions (Cartesian model, with perturbations)




















Fig. 15.34: Scenario 2, Case 3, Example 4 control history with pr =
5% dispersions (Cartesian model, circular chief, with perturbations)
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Table 15.17: Monte Carlo ∆v for Scenario 2, Case 3, Example 4 with
pr = 5% dispersions
MC Run ∆vopt (m/s) ∆vsim (m/s) Diff. (m/s) pD (%)
1 0.075 0.076 0.000 0.57
2 0.073 0.077 0.003 4.60
3 0.093 0.093 -0.000 0.06
4 0.072 0.076 0.003 4.65
5 0.070 0.070 0.000 0.59
6 0.068 0.071 0.004 5.08
7 0.075 0.078 0.003 4.26
8 0.063 0.066 0.003 4.98
9 0.067 0.071 0.003 5.00
10 0.076 0.079 0.003 4.52
The final results for Case 3 show a similar trend to that of Case 2. For larger safety
ellipse dispersions with pSE = 10%, the control histories vary greatly as seen in Fig. 15.32.
However, for pSE = 5%, there are clearly three distinct locations for the controls in the case
of transferring from a large to a small safety ellipse, shown by Fig. 15.34.
15.6 Conclusions
In this chapter, the optimal planner and simulation were tested under the effects of
dispersions on the trajectory's initial conditions. The results of the dispersion analysis
show conclusively that in many cases relatively small initial dispersions can result in large
variations of the planned trajectories. These dispersions affected both the trajectories and
the optimal control histories. However, as expected, smaller dispersions on initial conditions
resulted in less variation of planned trajectories and controls.
The effects of final transfer time and proximity of the deputy to the chief also play
a major role in the dispersion analysis. For far initial ranges, the initial relative position
and velocity dispersions are generally much larger. This leads to a great variety of possible
optimal trajectories. Examples are shown in Figs. 15.1, 15.5, 15.19, and 15.27. However,
if the final time is decreased, range decreased, or (certainly) the initial dispersions are
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decreased, then the trajectories from the Monte Carlo analyses exhibit less variation. These
trends can be seen in Figs. 15.3, 15.11, 15.24, and 15.29.
The percent difference between the simulation and planner ∆v results were as expected
from previous chapters and nothing unusual occurred due to the effects of adding dispersions.
All percent differences were relatively small and the primary contributions were due to the
effects of tracking perturbations over long-duration simulations (See Table 15.13 compared
to Table 15.15). The main variations from the planner optimal ∆v's are primarily due to
the initial velocity dispersions. This is first seen in the Scenario 1, Case 1 results in Table
15.1, where for 0.25 m/s 1-σ velocity dispersions, the 1-σ standard deviation of the planner
optimal ∆v is 0.29 m/s. Additionally, the initial out-of-plane velocity dispersions greatly
affected the overall LVLH trajectory from each Monte Carlo run, since the RSS of the in-




CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
16.1 Conclusions
New solutions to the optimal autonomous trajectory planning problem for rendezvous
and proximity operations (RPO) of two satellites were developed using convex optimization
theory. Traditional spacecraft rendezvous, inspection, and final approach trajectories with
respect to a circular chief reference orbit were considered, as well as new approaches which
ensure the passive safety of flight of two satellites. A variety of linear dynamics models were
investigated, including: Hill Clohessy-Wiltshire (HCW) dynamics to describe the relative
motion in a local-horizontal local-vertical frame, relative orbital motion dynamics relative
to a spinning or uncontrolled spacecraft, and a new formulation that implemented linear rel-
ative orbital elements (LROEs). In this work, convex optimization technology provided the
foundation for the formulation of an optimal RPO trajectory planner. Convex optimization
theory was successfully applied to optimal RPO trajectory planning scenarios using each of
the dynamics models considered in this research. These convex problems provided global
optimality, polynomial-time convergence, and were solved with rapid, numerically stable,
and efficient solvers.
The problem of optimal trajectory planning for orbital RPO was cast as a specific
convex optimization problem; a second-order cone program (SOCP), with the objective to
minimize propellant. The SOCP is self-starting and has deterministic convergence prop-
erties, making it an ideal candidate for solving this problem and providing autonomous
real-time results. In this analysis, all of the convex trajectory optimization problems were
cast as fixed-final time problems, by virtue of satisfying lighting conditions, mission com-
munications constraints, and mission time line requirements. A traditional fixed-time RPO
scenario was considered including rendezvous, inspection, and final approach trajectories.
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In addition, a new approach involving trajectory planning to ensure passive safety of flight
was also presented. This formulation was based upon the development of constraints which
ensured zero probability of collision in the event of a passive failure on the deputy satellite,
such as power loss, computer shutdown/reboot, or a suspension of normal activities due to
mission/vehicle anomalies. This scenario consisted of safe initial approach, safe traveling
ellipse, and safe final approach trajectories.
A variety of constraints were imposed on these trajectories, in addition to the fixed
final-time constraint. These included initial/final boundary conditions, maximum thrust
availability, approach corridors, spherical keep-out zones, stand-off planes, and passive safety
of flight constraints. These constraints were implemented as a means to ensure either active
or passive safety of flight. Active safe trajectories typically had safety constraints along the
duration of the trajectory, however, if active control was lost mid-course, there was typically
no guarantee of a passive abort scenario. Active safety constraints included the approach
corridor, spherical keep-out zone, and stand-off plane (or half-space) constraints. Passive
safety of flight constraints for trajectory design ensured the deputy satellite is in a passively
safe relative ellipse at all times, to avoid collision with the chief satellite in the event of a
passive failure.
Maximum thrust constraints, approach corridors, and half-spaces defined a convex so-
lution space for the SOCP problem variables, and therefore conformed to the second-order
conic constraint. The spherical keep-out zone enforced the deputy's relative position to lie
outside a desired sphere at all times (ensuring a minimum safe distance) and was inherently
nonconvex. The passive safety of flight constraints were also nonconvex. In the event that
nonconvex constraints were required, a method of sequential convex programming (SCP) was
adopted, whereby all nonconvex constraints were convexified via linearized approximations,
and a convex program was iteratively solved.
Many different types of RPO trajectory problems were examined. These problem for-
mulations are summarized as follows:
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1. Problem Formulation I: Minimum propellant, fixed final-time transfer trajecto-
ries from point A to point B, with maximum acceleration constraints, relative to a
chief-centered reference frame (LVLH or other rotating frame). The optimal solutions
generally require two or more impulsive maneuvers, or continuous maneuvers when
the maximum acceleration constraint is enforced. Convergence is guaranteed with
deterministic CPU requirements.
2. Problem Formulation II: Minimum propellant, fixed final-time transfer trajecto-
ries from point A to point B, with maximum acceleration and approach corridor con-
straints, relative to a chief-centered reference frame (LVLH or other rotating frame).
The optimal solutions generally require two or more impulsive maneuvers, or contin-
uous maneuvers when the maximum acceleration constraint is enforced or while near
the boundary of the approach corridor constraint. Convergence is guaranteed with
deterministic CPU requirements.
3. Problem Formulation III: Minimum propellant, fixed final-time transfer trajecto-
ries from point A to point B, with maximum acceleration, approach corridor, and
spherical keep-out zone constraints, relative to a chief-centered reference coordinate
frame (LVLH or other rotating frame). Optimal solutions generally require two or
more impulsive maneuvers, or continuous maneuvers when the maximum acceleration
constraint is enforced or while near the boundary of the approach corridor or spherical
keep-out zone constraints. The method of sequential convex optimization is currently
required in the keep-out zone cases, though all cases examined in this work show
convergence in just a few iterations.
4. Problem Formulation IV: Minimum propellant, fixed final-time transfer trajecto-
ries from relative ellipse A to relative ellipse B, with maximum acceleration constraints,
relative to a chief-centered reference frame. The optimal solutions generally require
two or more impulsive maneuvers, or continuous maneuvers when the maximum ac-
celeration constraint is enforced. Convergence is guaranteed with deterministic CPU
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requirements.
5. Problem Formulation V:Minimum propellant, fixed final-time transfer trajectories
from relative ellipse A to relative ellipse B, with maximum acceleration constraints and
safety of flight constraints, relative to a chief-centered reference frame. The optimal
solutions generally require two or more impulsive maneuvers, or continuous maneuvers
when the maximum acceleration constraint is enforced. The method of sequential
convex optimization is currently required in the safety of flight scenarios, though all
cases examined in this work show convergence in just a few iterations.
For each problem formulation shown above, specific cases were examined, depending on
the different RPO phases. The trajectory phases considered in this research were formulated
according to the typical time line of an RPO mission. In the traditional RPO scenario, they
were separated into Initial Approach, Way Point Following/Inspection, Final Approach.
In the new safety of flight RPO scenario, the cases are very similar, but ensure passive
safety. These are separated into Safe Initial Approach, Safe Traveling Ellipse, and Safe
Final Approach. A summary of the scenarios and cases that were examined is provided
here.
Scenario 1 - Traditional Rendezvous, Inspection, and Final Approach:
• Case 1 - Initial Approach
• Case 2 - Way-point Following/Inspection
• Case 3 - Final Approach
Scenario 2 - Safe Rendezvous, Traveling Ellipse, and Final Approach:
• Case 1 - Safe Initial Approach
• Case 2 - Safe Traveling Ellipse
• Case 3 - Safe Final Approach
The HCW relative orbital motion model, rotating chief body-fixed frame dynamics, and
the LROE dynamics were the primary orbital dynamics models used in the optimal RPO
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trajectory planner. These dynamics models were presented in Chapters 5 and 6. The HCW
model and the new LROE dynamics model were described in detail in Chapter 5. Important
characteristics of these dynamics were also illustrated, and several illustrations of common
relative motion trajectories were provided, to gain a better understanding of these ROEs
with regards to typical RPO scenarios. Chapter 6 presented the relative motion equations
for a deputy satellite, with respect to a rotating chief's body-fixed frame. The resulting
equations are LTV, however, it was shown that when the rotation rate of the chief's body-
fixed frame is LVLH (nadir pointing), then the equations reduced to the standard HCW
model. Furthermore, if the spin rate of the chief satellite is much greater than the orbital
rate, the resulting dynamics reduced to a LTI model.
The first RPO trajectory planning algorithm using the HCW dynamics model was devel-
oped and formulated as an SOCP in Chapter 7. This included linear equality constraints for
the problem dynamics, and inequality constraints for the slack variables, maximum control
acceleration, and approach corridor. Spherical keep-out zone constraints were also consid-
ered, and were implemented using the linearized approximation technique for the sphere
constraints. This successfully led to optimal planned paths around the nonconvex spherical
keep-out zone. Several planned trajectory results for these cases were shown. This resulted
in optimal N -impulse trajectories and control histories while not on the boundaries of path
constraints, and continuous control while on the boundaries of the constraints. This analysis
was performed for the following scenarios: Initial Approach, Way-point following (with or
without a spherical keep-out zone), and Final Approach with an approach corridor. Fur-
thermore, the utility of the `drift without control' constraints resulted in much smoother
optimal control solutions, while on the boundary of the path constraints.
The rotating chief body-fixed model was used in Chapter 8 to formulate a convex
RPO planner algorithm for maneuvers which were best described in an uncontrolled chief's
body-fixed frame. These trajectories included Way-point Following/Inspection and Final
Approach cases, where constraints such as maximum thrust acceleration, approach corri-
dors, spherical keep-out zones, and minimum safe distance stand-off planes were included.
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The optimal RPO trajectory planner in this case involved developing an SOCP problem with
the rotating body-fixed frame dynamics, as derived in Chapter 6. This problem had lin-
ear equality constraints for the dynamics, and inequality constraints for the slack variables,
maximum control acceleration, approach corridor, and minimum stand-off plane. Spherical
keep-out zone constraints were also considered here, which were nonconvex, therefore requir-
ing SCP methods. In the final approach scenario, implementing an approach corridor and
the minimum distance constraint resulted in scenarios where the spherical keep-out zone was
inherently satisfied. Many optimal trajectories were planned using this technique, resulting
in trajectory and optimal control history plots for the following scenarios: Initial Approach,
Way-point Following (with or without a spherical keep-out zone), and Final Approach with
an approach corridor and minimum distance constraint. The `drift without control' con-
straints were also used here, and provided a much smoother optimal control solution while
on the boundary of the path constraints.
Chapter 9 presented an approach to design optimal RPO trajectories that ensure zero
probability of collision in the event of a passive failure on the deputy satellite. This required
developing passive safety of flight constraints using relative orbital elements, which included
constraints on relative ellipse size, position, and orientation. Several of these constraints
were inherently nonconvex, so the SCP method was adopted. The problem was formulated
as a minimum ∆v approximate convex optimization problem, in which the optimal transfer
trajectories are guaranteed to not pass within a prescribed distance of the target satellite,
in the event of passive failures. Each nonconvex constraint was convexified via a linearized
approximation and implemented in the SCP problem.
It was shown that a passively safe trajectory consists of three fundamental building
blocks: 1) flyby trajectories from above, 2) flyby trajectories from below, and 3) circumnav-
igating trajectories with the proper in-plane/out-of-plane phasing. Furthermore, end-to-end
passively safe rendezvous and proximity operations trajectories were designed in terms of
three trajectory elements: 1) initial approach from a flyby ellipse to an offset circumnavi-
gating safety ellipse, 2) a transfer from an offset circumnavigating safety ellipse to another
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offset circumnavigating safety ellipse of the same size, and 3) increasing or decreasing the
size of a circumnavigating safety ellipse. By considering these three trajectory elements,
the constraints for passive safety of flight in terms of relative orbital elements were greatly
simplified. The planner results in Chapter 9 showed that the implementation of the passive
safety constraints led to globally optimal N -impulse trajectories that satisfied all passive
safety requirements.
A custom SOCP algorithm used to solve the optimal trajectory planning problem was
developed in Chapter 10. This involved formulating the problem dynamics in two different
ways, the states-and-controls formulation and the control-only formulation. The custom
SOCP also defined each second-order conic constraint specifically for the slack variables,
maximum acceleration, and approach corridor constraints. Implementing these constraints
and using indexing greatly reduced the total computation time and memory required for
calculating the gradient and Hessian of the second-order conic functions on each Newton-
step iteration. However, ultimately the code ran slowly compared to the commercial solvers
(specifically Mosek), due to the numerical conditioning, factorization, row-rank reduction,
and coding techniques that commercial solvers take advantage of.
Data on algorithm CPU and memory requirements for a variety of scenarios was col-
lected and reported in Chapter 11. The results from the CPU timing analysis showed the
effects of the overall computation time required for different scenarios, formulations, and
number of discretization points. It was evident that for CPUs with slower clock speeds, the
total time required to solver the RPO trajectory planner problem increased. This was seen
to closely correlate with the number of instructions required. As expected, for a certain num-
ber of required instructions, the CPU with greater instructions-per-second capabilities was
able to solve the convex optimization problem faster. Memory requirement results showed
that some formulations of the RPO trajectory planning problem significantly saved memory,
while others required much more memory for larger problems, making these formulations
undesirable. As expected, the total memory and number of instructions is shown to nearly
double, as the size of the problem doubles. However, for each problem size, the memory
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required between the different problem formulations in many cases did not differ greatly.
The final results sections implemented planned optimal trajectories in a nonlinear sim-
ulation. These results include Scenario 1 (traditional approach, inspection, and final ap-
proach) in Chapter 13, and Scenario 2 (safe rendezvous, traveling ellipse, and final approach)
in Chapter 14. These two scenarios were followed by a Monte Carlo dispersion analysis,
which illustrated the effects of adding random dispersions on the initial conditions, to see
the resulting optimal trajectories and control histories. The nonlinear simulation analysis
was based on the assumption of perfect navigation and control actuation. The controller
was purposely designed to have a relatively slow response time, since implementing a faster
controller led to much larger ∆v percent difference errors.
The conclusions reached regarding the generation of reference trajectories in Cartesian
versus spherical coordinates were the same in all cases. There was clearly greater accu-
racy when using the spherical model for cases with large along-track separation without
perturbations. By representing the position and velocity in a curvilinear LVLH frame, the
modeling errors associated with a Cartesian LVLH frame were modeled more accurately.
However, once the perturbations were added into the simulation, the benefits of modeling
using spherical coordinates were not significant. In these cases, the model must be improved
(by adding the linearized J2/drag/SRP terms to the HCW dynamics), to account for these
effects.
It was evident that the ellipticity of the chief's orbit also plays a major role in the cases
with large along-track/cross-track separation, or long-duration planned trajectories with
large final transfer times. The results show that in the Initial Approach cases, the effects
of chief eccentricity had a significant effect on the overall ∆v differences due to the planner
modeling errors and controller trajectory following errors. In these cases, and for more
elliptic target orbits, the orbit dynamics model in the planner must be improved to account
for these effects. However, it was seen in the ∆v results that the effects of eccentricity on
the Final Approach trajectories is minimal. This was due to the fact that in these examples
the deputy was in relatively close proximity of the chief, and the final transfer times were
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small in comparison to Initial Approach results.
In Chapter 15, the optimal planner and simulation were tested under the effects of
dispersions on the trajectory's initial conditions. The results of the dispersion analysis
conclusively showed that in many cases relatively small initial dispersions can result in large
variations of the planned trajectories and optimal controls. However, as expected, smaller
dispersions on initial conditions resulted in less variation of planned trajectories and controls.
The effects of final transfer time and proximity of the deputy to the chief also played
a major role in the dispersion analysis. For far initial ranges, the initial relative position
and velocity dispersions are generally much larger. This lead to a great variety of possible
optimal trajectories. However, if the final time is decreased, range decreased, or the initial
dispersions are decreased, then the trajectories from the Monte Carlo analyses exhibit less
variation.
The percent difference between the simulation and planner ∆v results were as expected
from previous chapters and nothing unusual occurred due to the effects of adding dispersions.
All percent differences were relatively small and the primary contributions were due to the
effects of tracking perturbations over long-duration simulations. The main variations from
the planner optimal ∆v's are primarily due to the initial velocity dispersions. Additionally,
the initial out-of-plane velocity dispersions greatly affected the overall LVLH trajectory from
each Monte Carlo run.
16.2 Future Work
Though convex optimization techniques may be practical for autonomous RPO tra-
jectory planning, significant work remains in this area of study for further assurance. One
primary area for future exploration, as a result of this research, is the development of higher-
fidelity dynamics models in the convex optimization problems. The HCW equations have
proven to work very well in the case of an unperturbed circular chief reference orbit, how-
ever, the addition of perturbations and low-eccentricity terms would serve to reduce the
trajectory following ∆v errors, shown in the nonlinear simulation results sections.
One method to improve the dynamics model would be to implement the approximate
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state transition matrices from the literature, which include eccentric reference orbits, J2, and
drag. Another method would be to numerically integrate the time-varying state transition
matrix which includes the linearized two-body, J2, and drag terms. One final method
would be to implement the full nonlinear relative motion dynamics, using the method of
successive approximations, whereby a nonlinear function of the relative states are updated in
each iteration of sequential convex programming. This would be similar to the formulation
by Lu [22], in using the linear gravity model to develop an autonomous RPO problem.
Upgrading the state transition matrix in this way may prove to model the relative motion
dynamics much more accurately.
Another major aspect of the investigation into autonomous trajectory planning involves
the addition of navigation and controller actuation errors into the nonlinear simulation.
Adding angles-only or LiDAR measurements for autonomous relative navigation, and the
associated effects on the relative position and velocity dispersions, would show with greater
certainty how efficient (or inefficient) autonomous trajectory planning truly is. Though it is
reasonable to propose this analysis, there are numerous variables in this problem, therefore
the study may quickly become very vehicle- and/or scenario-dependent. For guidance to run
autonomously alongside navigation, the development of trajectory planning methods that
include navigation and control actuation errors would be highly beneficial, as considered in
the work by Louembet [159].
Further development of a custom autonomous RPO trajectory planning algorithm, and
testing it on hardware in a great variety of scenarios, is eventually required to examine
robustness and fault-tolerance. Due to the great number of variables (transfer time, ini-
tial/final conditions, maximum acceleration, measurement error, control law and error) and
other constraints not considered in this analysis (lighting conditions, under-burns, plume
impingement, attitude, thruster selection, communications) there is always the possibility of
setting up a problem for which there is no feasible solution. For example, commanding a ma-
neuver that requires much higher thrust levels than are currently available might be deemed
infeasible by an autonomous algorithm. Autonomous systems must have the capability to
322
detect these infeasibilities, and handle them accordingly.
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